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Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
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by

Mark T. Brown

August 1980

Chairman: Howard T. Odum
Major Department: Environmental Engineering Sciences

Flows of energy were related to the hierarchical organization

of urban and regional systems to test theories of energy control of

landscapes. Energy models and spectral graphs were used to represent

landscape systems as hierarchical organizations and show common

patterns. Data were assembled from landscapes of Florida and other

systems of the nation.

Regional networks of cities, land use, urban structure, energy

sources, and quality of goods were related to hierarchical

organization. The hypothesis of selection for maximum power was used

to explain the relevance of hierarchical organization of systems,

where spatial extent of components and frequency of energy sources

were related to energy quality and convergence of energy.

The embodied energy inflowing to cities was used as a means of

classifying hierarchical role of cities, and range of region as well

as area of region were calculated. The five classes of cities that

resulted had total embodied energy flow per year in Calories of coal

equivalents (CE) as follows: 182.4 x 10^2 Qa] CE/yr, 89.0 x lO^2
Cal CE/yr, 16.7 x 1012 Cal CE/yr, 4.9 x 1012 Cal CE/yr, and 0.6



x 10^-2 Cal CE/yr. Range of region was derived by dividing

embodied energy flow of each city by the average embodied energy flow

for the region in which it was embedded, and varied from a high value

of 50.0 miles for the largest city to 2.9 miles for the smallest.

The propensity to import and export was related to the

development density of regions and then position in hierarchy. A

series of nomographs were drawn where exports increased in an apparent

linear relationship with development density. In general, the

nomograph derived suggested the following relationship between exports

and development density:

Exports/sq mi = C x Development Density (expressed as dollars of

Gross Domestic Product [GDP]/sq mi), where C varied from 0.13 to 0.285

depending on the size of region.

The power density and volume of structure associated with 11

different urban land uses were calculated using data from Ft. Myers

and Gainesville, Florida. Volume of structure and power density were

strongly related as both increased simultaneously with increasing

complexity of land uses.

Energy transformation ratios (quality factors) were calculated

for a number of goods and energies from dollar costs per pound and

were used to estimate the range of goods. Quality factors for goods

ranged from 1.3 Cal CE/Cal for finished wood to 2230 Cal CE/Cal for

computers. Ranges (or the distance traveled to obtain a good),

expressed in the number of miles traveled to obtain a pound of good

varied from 0.5 miles/lb for finished wood to 381 miles/lb for

ix



computers. The energy quality of urban structure collectively was in

the range of 20 Cal CE/Cal.

The dynamic properties of 7 configurations of hierarchically

organized models were analyzed through computer simulation. The

models were organized in a five-compartment chain of autocatalytic

consumers with outside driving energy sources. The most stable form

had multiplicative feedback interaction from higher order components

to lower order components, and second order drain on each component.

Other configurations showed marked instability and oscillation when

perturbed away from the steady state solution.

A simulation of hierarchical organization was done using a model

of Lake Conway ecosystem previously evaluated. Simulations tested

were: stocking, harvesting, and pulsing energy source. The simulation

of perturbation responses suggested that stability is enhanced by

hierarchic organization.

The theory of energy control of hierarchically organized systems

provided suggestions for determining carrying capacity of human

activity in regions, and possible effects on the organization of the

landscape with decreasing availability of fossil fuels.

It is suggested that regional landscapes of man and nature form a

hierarchy with qualities measurable from their embodied energy, and

that spatial distribution of quality, value, and human activity may be

predicted from energy distributions.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Complex systems such as ecosystems, industrial processes, and

networks of cities in the landscape appear to be organized in webs of

energy flow with multiple levels of components (Fig. 1.1a). These may

be visualized in simplified form with diagrams as in Fig. 1.1b. The

patterns have spatial manifestations, with many small units converging

energy to a few larger ones (see Fig. 1.1a). Understanding these

hierarchical patterns is a major objective in the sciences of

environmental and human settlement. This dissertation is an

investigation of the relation of energy flows to hierarchies of the

regional and urban landscape.

Energy storages and flows throughout the landscape accompany

spatial hierarchies, as in Fig. 1.2a, and can be represented as

spectra, as in Fig. 1.2b. Theories developed to account for these

hierarchical patterns may be based, in part, on the theory that

systems compete for power, and survive by developing a structure of

energy flows that maximizes useful power. The maximum power principle

was enuciated by Lotka (1922) and additional corollaries were proposed

by Odum (1967, 1971, 1975, and Odum and Odum 1976). The type and form

of web adapting to different combinations of energy from the

environment produces different spectral distributions and spatial

patterns, which may be predicted from simple models.
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Figure 1.1 The web of energy flow and components of complex systems.

(a) Showing many small components converging energy to a few large
ones; and

(b) a simplified diagram where like components are grouped, and
hypothetical flows of energy between components are indicated.
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Figure 1.2. Hierarchies that develop in a hypothetical landscape as a result of
energy storages and flows.

(a) Spatial hierarchy of hexagonal land areas, where smaller areas
converge energies to larger areas, and larger areas in turn
feed back energies to the smaller ones.

(b) Simplified energy circuit model organized as a chain of
autocatalytic units. Each unit represents all the land area at
each level of the landscape hierarchy.

(c) Hypothetical energy spectral distribution resulting from theory
of successive energy transformations. The general trend is for
landscape hierarchies to be composed of many small components
and fewer and fewer larger components.
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Energy analysis diagrams help to relate energy flow and kinetics

of system performance, since they are a way of writing differential

equations that are easy to relate to data on energy flow. The energy

diagrams also help to provide overviews of organizational relation¬

ships, and may help to combine concepts of economics, geography, and

ecology.

In this dissertation data on regional and national patterns of

landscape organization are used to test theories of energy flow con¬

trol of hierarchy. Simulation models are developed to quantitatively

relate ideas of mechanism and energetics to web structure, spatial

pattern, and spectral distributions observed in the hierarchies of

humanity and nature. Systems studied were two urban areas in Florida

(Ft. Myers and Gainesville), two large watersheds of Florida (the St.

Johns River Basin, and the Kissimmee Okeechobee Basin), a county in

southwest Florida (Lee County), the national patterns of energy flow,

and for comparison, various other types of hierarchies.

Theoretical Concepts

An Energy Basis for Hierarchies

Given in Figs. 1.1 and 1.2 are simplified energy circuit models

(Odum 1971) that depict energy flow and storage in hierarchically

organized systems. These diagrams show energy flow and control action

feedbacks in five compartment (level) hierarchies, and are the basic

configuration for the organization of data in this investigation of an

energy theory of hierarchically organized systems.
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The following concepts and theories about the relationship of

energy, its spatial distribution and resulting hierarchies, are

postulates and are the basis for examining data on systems of Florida

and the nation.

Energy Constraints

Systems operate under the constraints of the First and Second

Laws of Thermodynamics, and Lotka's Maximum Power Principle (Lotka

1922) and corollaries as proposed by Odum (1975) and Odum and Odum

(1976) and are organized in a manner to remain competitive and stable

and increase inflowing energy when excess energy is available.

The organization of complex systems in a hierarchy of energy flow

and control action feedbacks may be a fundamental principle of all

systems of man and nature. As systems concentrate energy and build

storages, gradients of potential energy are created at each level of

concentration; but at the same time, much energy is degraded at each

level as a necessary by-product of production. Thus less and less

potential energy is available at each level to support successive

levels; and a hierarchy may emerge as a consequence of the "Law of

Degradation of Energy."

A basic question that is analyzed in this dissertation that

follows from the law of degradation of energy is "what relationship,

if any, exists between the total energy inflowing to a system and the

distribution of that energy amongst the levels within the system?" To

address this question, regional landscapes, urban landscapes, and a

natural ecosystem are organized as hierarchies and their energy

budgets and the distribution of energy within them are analyzed.
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Complex systems not only concentrate energy in landscape

hierarchies, but disperse energy as well through divergence of

feedbacks and control actions. Inflowing energy is concentrated and

converged in successive levels of hierarchies as storages of high

quality energy, and is fed back in dispersing actions from higher

levels to lower ones. In general, as energies are stored and become

more concentrated through landscape convergence, they occupy less

area, but their spatial effect becomes greater. This spatial aspect

of hierarchically organized systems is addressed in this dissertation

by analyzing data from the regional landscapes of south Florida and

the St. Johns Rivers Basin, Lee County, Florida, and by analyzing the

quality and range of transport of various goods.

The principle of selection for maximum power suggests that those

systems that survive in competition with alternative choices are those

that develop the most power inflow and use it most effectively to meet

the needs of survival. Systems maintain competitive position, and

remain adapted and stable by building storages of high quality energy,

feeding back work and control actions from storages to increase

inflowing energy, generating diversity to increase energy inflowing

from other sources, and exporting energies to other systems to obtain

energies that are in short supply. Hierarchical organization of

systems may be a form of specialization that enables the development

of high quality storages that when fed back have higher amplifier

value than their cost. Thus hierarchical organization may enhance the

total systems ability to increase energy inflow, and remain adapted

and stable. The question of stability resulting from hierarchical

organization is addressed in this dissertation by simulating various
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configurations of five level hierarchy models and simulating

perturbations of hierarchically organized systems to test recovery and

overall effect of stress.

Energy Quality and Embodied Energy

Odum (1976, 1977, 1978, 1978a) and Odum and Odum (1976) suggest

that there is a quality to energy which is a measure of its ability to

do work. Quality of energy is related to the degree to which it is

concentrated; with dilute energies like sunlight, winds, waves, and

other natural energies having lower quality than the more concentrated

energies of fossil fuels.

The quality of an energy is derived from the embodied energy of

flows and storages that are the result of the convergence property of

systems. Energy quality factors (transformation ratios) are defined

as the ratio of heat energy produced by a system to the total energy

utilized to power the system. As energies are converged in

hierarchies, less heat equivalent energy is produced in successive

levels as energy is dissipated at each level. The embodied energy at

each level is the total energy that powers the entire system; thus the

ratio of embodied energy to heat equivalent energy (quality factor)

increases with each successive level in the hierarchy.

Under the constraints of the Maximum Power Principle, a

theoretical relationship between the costs and the effect of an energy

is related to its quality. The Maximum Power Principle suggests that

systems that maximize their flows of energy survive in competition,

and that surviving systems are those that can generate inflows of

energy at least equal to the costs of doing so. Therefore, in the



long run, the costs of upgrading an energy must at least equal its

effect in causing to inflow more energy.

The quality of many energies and materials are calculated in this

dissertation from embodied energy. Energy quality is related to

position in a regional landscape system and in an aquatic ecosystem,

and is calculated from the total energy required to power each system

as suggested by Odum (1978).

Energy Quality and Transport Costs

In general, as the quality of energies increases, their

concentration increases as well. One theory held by Odum (see Odum et

al. 1976) suggests that transportation costs decrease with increasing

quality of energy as suggested by their increasing concentration.

Since the embodied energy in a good or energy is believed to be a

measure of the quality of that good or energy, it follows that as

embodied energy per unit of good or energy increases, the energy costs

of transportation per unit decreases. Theory suggests, then, that the

greater the embodied energy in a good or energy, the greater is the

range of the good or energy; where range is defined as the distance

over which the good or energy is transported to point of end-use.

Ranges of transport for many goods were related to the quality of

the goods, based on the theory of value of effect (utility) rather

than on a theory of minimizing costs. The embodied energy of goods is

strongly related to the concept of market area as enunciated by

Christaller (1966) for different order goods originating from

different order central places; is shown in this dissertation to be



related to spatial effect in graphs of the spatial distribution of

incoming energies and market areas of cities.

Energy Quality and Frequency of Energy Sources

Recently, Odum (1980) and Alexander (1978) in earlier studies of

the cycles of order and disorder, have suggested that the quality of

an energy is related to its frequency in the time domain. Others (see

Simons 1973) have suggested that frequency and place in hierarchy are

related to the extent that high frequency is associated with low place

in hierarchical order and low frequency with high hierarchical place.

Theory suggests that systems and components of systems may be

adapted to certain frequencies of energy inflow, and that the

magnitude and frequency of energies in the environment may be of

fundamental consequence in selecting which systems survive the test of

time. Examples of adaptation to differing frequencies are common.

Ecosystems and associated structure that live in areas of daily tidal

influence show many adaptations to the frequency of tidal exchange.

Seasonal frequencies in temperate climates control behavior of animal

population, select for certain plant species, and select against

others.

One mechanism for adaptation to certain frequencies of energy

inflow may be the relative time constant of systems. Systems and

components of systems with very short time constants, in general are

associated with high frequency energy inflows, while the reverse is

true for systems with long time constants. Components of systems at

different levels in hierarchies may be adapted to certain frequencies

of energy inflow as a consequence of their time constants. The
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general trend is for time constants to increase with increasingly

higher order in the hierarchy.

Adaptation to high frequency may be easier than adaptation to low

frequency; for high frequency energies are believed to be low in

quality, and magnitudes of energies tend to be lower. Thus systems

with long time constants "perceive" high frequency as relatively

constant inflow, but very low frequency inflow may be perceived as

less predictable and "pulsing" in character, Alexander (1978) has

suggested that energies that are considered catastrophic are those

with very low frequency such as earthquakes, volcano eruptions,

floods, and hurricanes; and suggests that adaptation to less

predictable pulses such as these are less common than adaptation to

higher frequency energy inflows.

The relationship of frequency to energy quality and the time

constants of components of hierarchically organized systems is

analyzed in this dissertation using data from the regional landscapes

of south Florida and the St. Johns study areas. Simulations of

different configurations of hierarchically organized models where time

constants are varied and where frequency of inflowing energy sources

are varied are also analyzed to test the relationship of frequency to

time constant of components.

Energy Quality and Power Density

One measure of the intensity of energy utilization in the

landscape is power density (Odum, Brown, and Costanza 1976), or the

rate of energy flow per unit area (Cal/acre • year). In this

manner, the energy intensity of one area can be compared on a relative



scale with others. In urban systems, power density is considered to

be the rate of embodied energy consumption per unit area, and in

natural ecological systems of the landscape, power density is the rate

at which energy is fixed, as measured by gross primary production.

While it may seem that two different measures of power are being

applied here, it must be remembered that it is embodied energy that is

being considered, and that there is no difference between production

and consumption. That is to say, if one expressed the output of any

process in equivalent energies of the input, then production is equal

to the embodiment of all input energies.

Urban land-use power densities are expressed as two different

types: electrical and other primary fuels power density, and embodied

energy of goods and services power density.

Total power density of urban land uses is the addition of two

types of energy inflows: that inflowing from electricity and other

primary fuels, and that embodied in goods and services.

High power densities are only possible where there are sufficient

high quality energies inflowing to sustain them. Thus, the degree of

complexity and amount of structure per unit area is in direct

proportion to the amount of high quality energy available. Due to the

convergence of energies in hierarchies, less and less total structure

is associated with higher levels, but the structure in each level is

of a higher quality.

Power densities of urban land uses in the Ft. Myers and the

Gainesville study areas are analyzed in this dissertation and compared

to structural properties as well as place in hierarchy, and a quality

factor (transformation ratio) is calculated for urban structure as a



whole. A classification scheme that is based on power density is

developed for cities and is related to market area (as proposed by

Christaller 1966) and support area.

Energy Spectral Distributions of Hierarchies

The complex systems of multiple levels of components appear to be

organized in webs of energy flow. However, when visualized as chains

of energy flow, as in Fig. 1.1a, much of the complexity disappears and

a useful overview appears. Viewed, as in Fig. 1.1b, complex systems

may be simplified as energy chains where energy is transformed in

series. In each step some energy is used, some is dispersed, and some

energy is upgraded in quality and passed on to the next unit in the

chain.

In various recent publications, Odum (1977, 1979; and Odum and

Odum 1976) suggests that systems are organized in hierarchical fashion

to increase total power flow by cascading energy up the chain and

control actions back down. Low quality energies are concentrated,

increasing their quality, and passed on to the next step in the chain.

An energy spectrum results that has many downstream components and

fewer and fewer upstream components. When graphed, as in Fig. 1.2,

the organization exhibits a declining exponential function when energy

per unit is plotted against the number of units having that energy

i ntensity.

If additional higher quality energy sources are available in the

environment, then systems develop whose energy sources are a mixture

of high and low quality, and the spectral distribution may not show a

simple exponential decay. High quality sources are utilized in the
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system where their quality nearly matches that of the energy intensity

of the units in the spectrum (Odum 1979). A spectrum results that has

a "hump" where the second higher quality source is introduced, as

shown in Fig. 1.3.

When regional landscapes are organized as a hierarchy of

components, higher quality energy sources such as fossil fuels and the

goods derived from them, are seen to inflow and interact at levels in

the hierarchy where their quality nearly matches the quality of the

components at that level. Models of regional landscapes developed in

this dissertation incorporate this feature, and theoretical models are

developed to test the theory that energy spectral distributions are

altered significantly when secondary, high quality energies are

introduced into hierarchical organizations.

Previous Studies of Hierarchy

Many theories for hierarchical organization, and the resulting

distributions of components, dating from antiquity, are presented in

the following section. In all, the theories, observations, and

explanations presented in this review comprise a general overview of

hierarchy theory, spatial distribution in hierarchies, regional

economic theory as it relates to hierarchy, hierarchy in social

organization, geographic models for hierarchically organized

landscapes, and various other aspects of hierarchically organized

systems. Few previous studies have dealt with the energy control of

landscape hierarchies, but may with the economic aspects and some with

the physical constraints of hierarchical organization.



Figure 1.3. Energy spectrum that results from the introduction of a second
energy source of higher quality. Theory suggests that the second
higher quality source is introduced where its quality nearly
matches that of the units in the chain.
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Hierarchy as Concept

Hierarchy denotes a mode of thought that asserts order into a

conception of the universe in terms of precisely arranged levels of

organization. Usually the levels are vertical in dimension . . . from

small to large; many to few; simple to complex. Plato provided a

basis for hierarchic levels of existence in what has been termed "the

principle of plentitude," which is to say that the levels of existence

are interlocked so as to yield a full universe. This principle sets

the stage for an infinite universe (The Dialogs of Plato, translated

by B. Jowett).

Aristotle, on the other hand, conceived of a finite universe

where "nature proceeds little by little from things lifeless to animal

life in such a way that it is impossible to determine the exact line

of demarcation, nor on which side thereof an intermediate should lie"

(Historia Animalium, Book VIII, Chapter I, p. 558a, translated by D.

W. Thompson).

The conception of a hierarchically organized universe was made

explicit by numerous writers during the Renaissance, and given a new

descriptive phrase ..." the scale of nature" (Milton, Paradise

Lost, Book V, line 9, p. 113), yet still very much grounded in the

ideas of Plato and Aristotle.

During the Middle Ages hierarchy played an important role,

especially in the work of Saint Thomas Aquinas, where he suggests that

formal distinction always requires inequality. "Hence in natural

things, species seem to be arranged in degrees; as the mixed things

are more perfect than the elements, and plants more than minerals, and

animals than plants, and men than other animals; and in each of these
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one species is more perfect than others " (Summa Theologica, First

Part Question 47, Article 2, vol. 2, p. 260).

This concept of hierarchy entered the eighteenth century deprived

in most instances of its religous overtones, as Locke wrote of the

"Chain of Being" in An Essay Concerning Human Understanding (1690).

". . . the species of creatures should also, by gentle degrees, ascend

upward from us ... as we see they gradually descend from us

downwards" (Book III, Chapter VI, Article 12, vol. 2, p. 217).

Gradually the concept of hierarchy was extracted from its narrow

confines as an explanation of the "Creator's Order" and scientific

thought prevailed. With the publication of The Origin of Species in

1859, Darwin converted the traditional "Scale of Nature" into a

hierarchical system which for all intents and purposes was a system of

classification only, not a reflection of reality. In his summary to

Chapter 14 Darwin states "... I have attempted to show that the

arrangement of all organic beings throughout all time in groups under

groups—that the nature of the relationships by which all living and

extinct organisms are united by complex, radiating, and circuitous

lines of affinities into a few grand classes, ... all naturally

follow if we admit the cormion parentage of allied forms . . ." (Darwin

1859, p. 456).

By the turn of the twentieth century the term hierarchy was in

freguent use; from taxonomy to models for a hierarchical universe. As

the amount of published scientific literature has grown exponentially

in the last 80 years so has the number of scientists using the term,

the idea, the concept, in the analysis of physical, biological and
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social systems (Whyte 1969). Most notable in the latter years are:

Woodger, Whyte, Von Bertalanffy, Simon, Wilson, Weiss, and Laszlo.

Woodger (1937) defined the principles of hierarchical order using

mathematical logic, and previous to this (Woodger 1929) suggested an

"organismic theory" of biology where the organism is a hierarchical

system. Further, he says that ". . . the organism is a hierarchical

system with an organization above the chemical level . . . that

requires investigation at all levels . . ." (Woodger 1929, p. 14).

Whyte (1949) calls for a "unitary principle" of nature that could

account for the development of regular spatial forms. The principle

states that asymmetry decreases in isolable (capable of being

isolated) processes. Whyte treats nature as processes rather than as

objects or products and concludes that nature is a disturbed system of

systems, and there is never anywhere a final end to process. He sees

systems as being parts of other more extensive systems that develop

their own inner symmetry always in relation to their next larger

system, and so to conform to the general state of the universe.

The hierarchical mode of organization is suggested by Von

Bertalanffy (1932) as a fundamental principle of biological law, and

becomes a major principle of his General System Theory. In later work

Von Bertalanffy (1933) identified four types of hierarchical order:

division hierarchy, spatial hierarchy, genetic hierarchy, and

hierarchical segregation. Most recently he suggests two possible

divisions of hierarchy: structural and functional hierarchies, but

hints that "In the last resort, structure and function may be the very

same thing . . ." (Von Bertalanffy 1968, p. 27).



Simon (1962) in his paper "The Architecture of Complexity"

suggests that complexity frequently takes the form of hierarchy, and

defines a hierarchical system as a system composed of interrelated

subsystems, each of the subsystems being in turn hierarchic in

structure until we reach some lowest level of elementary subsystem.

Laszlo (1972) suggests that all living things are phases in the

organization of the biosphere, and that they are wholes in one cut and

parts in another, and their own parts are systems on their own level,

and even their parts are that, until one scrapes the bottom of the

hierarchy with the atom and its elementary particles.

Whyte (1969) traces the idea of hierarchy from Plato's sequence

of higher and lower levels to the present, and suggests that the time

has arrived for the gradual development of a comprehensive physical

theory of the structural hierarchies of nature. He goes on to suggest

that structural hierarchies are more easily understood in terms of

discrete particles, rather than by using a field or continuum

representation. Here Whyte is using particle as Bunge uses level.

Bunge (1960, 1969) addresses the subject of hierarchy by enumerating

the use of the term level. He identifies nine different meanings for

the notion of level, but considers an appropriate definition of level

to be grades of being ordered, not in arbitrary ways, but in one or

more evolutionary series. He limits the use of the notion of level to

include both the idea of emergence in time without restricting the

direction, and the fact that level structure need not be restricted to

linear gradation . . . but can be parallel or branched.
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Mesarovic and Macko (1969) generate a mathematical theory of

coordination within hierarchical systems based on linear programming

models of minimizing overall costs by deriving values for local

control and input (at sublevels). They contend that the explanation

of the functioning of a hierarchical system should not be attempted in

terms of the overall goal, but rather in terms of the specific goals

valid for each particular level. Further, they suggest that a

frequently made mistake is to assume the highest level unit is in

charge of the overall goal. It has its own goal . . . that of

coordination ... and the overall goal is achieved only by the

combined action of all units.

Hierarchical Construction and Rate of Evolution

Simon (1962, 1973) argues that the advantage of modularization as

outlined in the image of two watchmakers, one who makes watches in

modules, the other assembling watches element by element, suggests

that complex systems evolve far more quickly when hierarchically

organized. Simon (1973) states:

Specifically, on the simplest assumptions, the mathematical
model shows that if a system of K elementary components is
built up in a many-level hierarchy, and S components, on the
average, combine at any level into a component at the next
higher level, then the expected time of evolution for the
whole system will be proportional to the logarithm to base S
of K. In such a hierarchy, the time required for systems
containing, say, 10^5 atoms to evolve from systems
containing 10^3 atoms would be the same as the time
required for systems containing 10^ atoms to evolve from
systems containing 10 atoms.

Another property of hierarchical systems is that they are nearly

decomposable. Decomposable systems (as outlined by Simon 1962, 1973)

are systems that can be broken up (in thought or analysis) into
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subsystems such that the interactions within the subsystem are

relatively strong and numerous. Wilson (1969) calls the boundaries

along which systems can be decomposed natural interfaces, and suggests

that these interfaces can also be identified through the existence of

some form of closure. There are two forms of closure: tropological

closure . . . the encompassing by closed surfaces of a spatial

neighborhood that coincides with or bounds the extension of a physical

object, and temporal closure ... a type of closure associated with

a neighborhood in time that coincides with or bounds the donation of

an entity. He suggests that a group may be defined not only by

interactions, but by operations and defines these as cyclical closure.

Levels may also be distinguished by a characteriStic time or

frequency, which is to say that each level is temporally closed; thus

space and time are forms of closure.

Hierarchical Systems and Connectivity

A fundamental property of systems is their connectivity, or the

number of subsystems and the strength of their interaction. Levins

(1973) argues that any collection of interacting subsystems will

naturally evolve away from a homogeneous (uniform) totally connected

network (considered to be maximum complexity) to simple, persistent

relations, that are hierarchical in nature. These hierarchical

relations within a single network will overlap with like relations in

other networks causing dynamics that again will be too complex, and

which in turn will evolve into new hierarchical simplifications. This

complexity of connectivity is self-limiting, such that any small scale



connections that do not become hierarchically organized lose

significance.

Platt (1969) gives theorems of boundary conditions effecting

connectivity, and the relationship of boundary conditions to internal

structure of subsystems within networks. He suggests that when

comparing systems of different sizes (complexities) that connections

with the environment that are carried on over the whole boundary

surface at one level of sizes are carried on through specialized gates

at higher level sizes, and that the number of connections of any

system (subsystem) in general has a lower dimensionality than the

number of nodes within the subsystem itself.

Hierarchically Organized Systems and Stability

Levins (1973) suggests that low connectivity (and thus a high

degree of hierarchical organization) gives high repeatability,

allowing such systems to be selected. Thus, natural selection results

in a hierarchical structuring of clusters of components. At any level

components within the same cluster interact strongly, but different

clusters interact only loosely.

Weiss (1971), using variance to describe stability, suggests that

the total variance of a whole system is infinitely less than the sum

of the variances of its aggregate/components. The total system

preserves a high degree of invariability. He suggests that stability

results from hierarchically derived coordinating interactions, for

with incessant erratic fluctuations of components' local environments

total harmonious performance is impossible.
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In general, overall increases in the level of organization tend

to increase cybernetic stability of systems and the diversification of

their properties, and structural instability and decreasing numbers

(Laszlo 1972). Thus, structural stability is proportional to

primativeness in level of organization, whereas cybernetic stability,

manifested as an increasing variety of self-stabilizing functions and

properties, is proportional to complexity. Laszlo (1973) gives the

example of complex organisms, such as mammals, as being more

vulnerable than protozoa, but are able to cope with environmental

changes that could be lethal to the latter.

Central Place Theory

Walter Christaller in 1933 (1966), suggested a basic theory to

answer the questions: Why do urban hierarchies exist, and what

determines the size and spacing of cities and the configuration of

their market areas in such hierarchies? To control extraneous

variables in answering these questions, Christaller made some

simplifying assumptions: First, he assumed identical consumers

distributed uniformly over an unbounded plane, and second, access

between all points of the plane was equally easy in any direction.

Therein lies much of the criticism of central place theory.

Christaller's conceptual framework may be summarized in six

points:

1. The market town's main function is to provide goods and services

for the surrounding market area, and those market towns are

located centrally within their market areas.
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2. The more goods and services provided, the higher is the order of

the central place.

3. Low order goods (convenience goods) that are purchased frequently

are provided by low-order places because the maximum distance

consumers will travel (range) is small.

4. Higher-order places are fewer in number and are more widely spaced

than lower-order places providing goods with greater ranges.

5. Consumers have a basic desire to travel as little as possible to

obtain the goods and services they need, and producers must have a

minimum sales level (depending on the range of the good) to make a

profit. Thus, a hierarchy of central places exists to facilitate

both consumer and producer.

6. Hierarchies have three spatial forms, organized according to:

1. A marketing principle

2. A transportation principle

3. An administrative principle

The marketing principle assumes that the location of a central

place of any order is at the midpoint of each set of three neighboring

places of the next higher order. Thus, a hexagonal market area was

derived where the corners of the hexagon are occupied by centers whose

order is one less than the order of the center at the centroid of the

hexagon. This first principle generated a rule of 3, or each center

of a higher order is surrounded by the equivalent of 3 market areas of

the next lower order.

A satisfactory transportation system is difficult to establish

under such a spatial organization. To accommodate transportation
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networks, Christaller adjusts his original thesis somewhat so that the

distribution of central places is most favorable when as many

important places as possible lie on one traffic route between two

important towns. By shifting centers from the apex of the hexagon to

the midpoints of the sides of the hexagon, a nesting of hexagons

inside one another according to a rule of 4 is achieved (for every

center of a given order there will be 4 market areas of the next lower

order, and 3 places of the next lower order). But another problem

arose: the overlapping of smaller regions across the boundaries of

higher-order complementary regions is inconsistent with administrative

organization. To solve this dilemma, the central place of

higher-order administers to the total area of the six surrounding

low-order market areas, thus following a rule of sevens.

August Losch (1954) took Christaller's model one step further;

still assuming, however, a wide homogeneous plane containing only

self-sufficient farms that are regularly distributed in a hexagonal

pattern. He then showed how an economic landscape could be built from

the lowest order centers upwards.

Losch thought it desirable because of the complexities of the

real world, to devise a compound hierarchy incorporating all the

possible arrangements of hexagons. An economic landscape around a

single metropolitan center resulted. The landscape was divided into

six city-poor and six city-rich sectors surrounding each metropolitan

center.

Both Christaller and Losch agree that the triangular/hexagonal

arrangement of production, or consumption sites represented the
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optimal spatial organization for a single good. Their fundamental

difference is in the way spatial patterns of centers and market areas

are built. Their theories of spatial patterns among cities are based

on three concepts: range, threshold, and hierarchy.

These theories do not help to understand the interrelationships

between the size and spatial structure of the regional urban hierarchy

and regional growth. Richardson (1973) states that this difficulty

arises from the fact that there are no satisfactory theories for

explaining how hierarchies evolve, for Christaller's central place

theory, and Losch's market areas have no serious dynamic content and

thus have little value for exploring the regional growth process.

The critics of central place theory have identified at least four

specific weaknesses (see Beckmann 1955; Van Boventer 1969; Henderson

1972; and Timbergen 1968). First, central place theory assumes a

homogeneous plane. Second, it assumes a uniform geographical

population distribution, with no adjustment made for uneven population

distribution and greater local demand of large urban areas. Third,

interurban trade is unidirectional, i.e., large urban areas export to

smaller areas, but smaller areas do not export to larger ones. And

fourth, the rigid spacing is inconsistent with this uneven demand

generated by different sized urban areas.

Henderson (1972) developed a linear programming model which

eliminates uniform population distribution, and allows two-way trade.

Dokmeci (1973) presents a linear programming model that allows two-way

trade, and transport costs are minimized subject to cost constraints.

Purver (1975) developed a mixed integer linear programming model which

determines the optimal spatial allocation of productive and
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residential activities in a central place framework. The model allows

two-way trade and eliminates uniform population densities.

While central place theory does not address adequately the

question of how hierarchies evolve, it does address why they evolve.

The cornerstone of central place theory is economies of scale; which

provide the only incentive for urban areas to arise in the central

place model.

Theorists have used gravity models and equations of diffusion for

allocating regional influence of centers and calculating the spread of

innovation from center to center; and more recently the use of

information theory to suggest the probability of spatial diffusion

(see Mansfield 1963; Beckmann 1970; Berry 1972; Hagerstrand 1966;

Isard and Peck 1954; and Beckmann 1956). However, while these models

do address the question of gradients, and flows of information from

center to center, there still remains the question of how hierarchies

evolve.

Settlement Location

Since the first explicit statement of a regional urban hierarchy

by Christaller (1966) in 1933, much empirical evidence has been

gathered and analyzed to support the concept of a hierarchically

organized landscape of urban centers. Early models of spatial

interaction like those of Reilly (1929) and Tuominen (1949),

suggesting that the pull exerted by a place varies directly with its

size and decreases outwards with distance, were the beginning of

settlement location theory. Known as regular cluster models, they

suggest that smaller places are not likely to develop as close to
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large places as they are to one another. Empirical evidence of

clustering is not conclusive; however Brush (1953) and later Dacey

(1962) analyzing hamlets in Wisconsin, found that clustering of

hamlets was apparent in areas furthest from larger towns.

Spacing of settlements is shown to be linked to the size of

settlement by Brush and Bracey (1955) in studies of settlement

patterns in Wisconsin and southern England. Later studies by Olsson

and Persson (1964) and Thomas (1961), using regression analysis, show

strong correlations between size of city and spacing for regions in

Sweden and Iowa.

The tendency of the landscape to have hierarchy is widely

observed. It is a common observation that there are very many small

cities and fewer larger cities in regions, and that the larger cities

provide a greater variety of goods and services than do smaller

cities. This is the fundamental organization principle of the central

place models of Christaller (1966) and Losch (1954). Using the notion

of threshold of a good, Berry and Garrison (1958a) have shown how

hierarchies arise in the landscape, and given satisfactory explanation

of a hierarchy of shopping centers within urban areas.

Rank Size and Primacy of Cities

Zipf (1941) and Stewart (1947) have suggested that there is a

mathematical relationship between rank of cities and population size.

Zipf's relationship takes the form of
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That is, the population of the rth ranking city, Pr, equals the

population of the largest city, P]_, divided by rank r raised to an

exponent which generally has a value very close to unity. This

relationship was derived empirically, but Zipf argued that when it

held for an entire country, it indicated that national unity is

maintained through an integrated urban system.

At approximately the same time, Jefferson (1939) suggested the

concept of the primate city or where the largest city is several times

greater in population than the second ranked city. Other authors have

applied the term to whole distributions of cities (see Redfield and

Singer 1954).

MacArthur (1957) suggested an approach to the study of the

structure of animal communities by rank-abundance curves, by plotting

rank (commonest to rarest) on the abscissa and abundance on the

ordinate. A semi-log graph was used that resulted in straight line

graphs much like those observed by Zipf for cities. In later work by

Hutchinson and MacArthur (1959) a mathematical model was constructed

in which the properties of the niche of different species are defined

by numbers of kinds of different environmental elements. The model

implied few very small species with a rapid increase in number of

species up to a modal size and a slow decline in number to unity as

the size increased. When data for mammal fauna were graphed, a

relatively good fit with the model was approached, but many later

papers found poor fits.

Rank size irregularities have been associated with the existence

of integrated systems of cities in advanced countries by Berry and

Garrison (1958) and Beckmann (1958). Others have suggested that
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subsistence and peasant economies. In all, the regularities suggest

relationships between urban centers, and differences in regularity are

noticed with different economic and cultural structures, but the rank

size, and primacy relationships are not theoretical models and little

theoretical evidence is given as to why, or how these relationships

exist, except to suggest that there is a close correlation with rank

size regularities and the hierarchical landscape postulated by

Christaller.

Landscape Evolution

Leopold and Langbein (1962) suggested a theory of landscape

evolution based on entropy expressed in terms of probability of

various states. Essentially they introduce the concept that the

distribution of energy in river profiles tends toward the most

probable and that such profiles approach the condition in which the

downstream rate of production of entropy per unit mass is constant.

Drawing from the theory of Prigogine (1955), they introduce the

principle that stable stream systems must correspond to the stationary

state of any open system where the rate of production of entropy per

unit volume corresponds to a minimum compatible with the conditions

imposed on the system. Hence, a stable river system corresponds to

the principle of least work. They suggest the river channel has the

possibility of internal adjustment among hydraulic variables to meet

the requirement for maximum probability, and those adjustments tend

also to achieve minimization of work. While they were dealing

primarily with river profiles and the hydrologic character of
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landscapes later theorists have suggested that the same concepts apply

to the landscapes of cities (see Woldenburg 1968, 1969, 1970;

Woldenberg and Berry 1967; Curry 1967; Semple and Golledge 1970;). In

general, current urban geographic theory suggests that urban systems

minimize entropy production by the "least work principle" (or least

effort as theorized by Zipf, 1949), and that spatial hierarchical

order is a function of the probability of all possible states.

Inherent in their theory is the assumption that urban system compo¬

nents operate under constraints of competition, and that considerable

competitive advantage is gained with entropy minimization.

Berry (1972) suggests that central-place phenomena maintain

open-system equilibria as a result of allometric growth, and this

property is the result of continued energy inflows. Curry (1967)

suggests that frequency analysis and diffusion characteristics of

particles in space have relevance in understanding central place

phenomena, and processes of urban growth.

Social Process Model of Urban Growth

Park, Burgess, and McKenzie (1925) defined the processes of urban

growth (and in a general sense the evolution of landscape hierarchies)

as: concentration, centralization, segregation, invasion, and

succession, operating at all levels of aggregation. Their hypothesis

was that competition and the reciprocal benefits resulting from

exchange of goods and services are the basis for community.

A brief discussion of each of the five processes summarized from

McKenzie (1925), follows. Concentration: McKenzie (1925) defined

concentration as the tendency of an increasing number of persons to
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settle in a given area or region to facilitate the most efficient

spatial distribution for the utilization of natural resources. Size

and stability are functions of food supply and role in the wider

environment through production and distribution of commodities, which

both are determined by the community's competitive status.

Centralization: centralization is described as a temporary form of

concentration, implying a congregation of people in a locality for a

definite purpose. It is the process of community formation. Thus,

civilization is a product of centralization. McKenzie (1925) states

that local points of centralization are in competition with other

points for the attention and patronage of the inhabitants of the

surrounding area and are in a temporary stage of unstable equilibrium

with other competing centers. The degree of centralization, then, is

a measure of its competitive status under prevailing cultural and

economic conditions. Segregation: Economic factors are the basic

attribute for selection and thus segregation of activities,

populations, and structure. Under competition, differentiation and

segregation result as a sorting and selecting process for the most

advantageous location and status. Invasion: Invasion is applied to

all factors—populations, structure, communities, or utilities; it is

the process of group displacment. It may involve population

displacement, or the encroachment of one area of segregation upon

another. Again, its main driving force is competitive status of

groups in relation to other groups of like kind. Succession:

Succession results from invasion. However, not all invasion results

in succession. There are generally considered to be four stages to

succession. The first is invasion, followed by reaction or
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fourth, climax or the achievement of a new equilibrium. In general,

invasion and the resulting successional stages can be brought about

with almost any type of change in the physical, economic, and to a

lesser extent, social factors. These changes result in competitive

advantage of one group over the existing group.

These theories generated the concentric-zone hypothesis of urban

form as outlined by Burgess (1930). It proposed that a city can be

divided into a series of five concentric circles. 1. central business

district; 2. zone of transition; 3. zone of workingmen's homes; 4.

middle class zone and 5. the commuters' zone.

Hierarchical Distributions of Components in Systems

In 1927, Pareto (1971) defined human society as a hierarchical

collectivity, and postulated what was termed Pareto's Law on the

distribution of income. Using the number of individuals receiving

incomes at or above a certain amount plotted against the amounts of

these incomes (in other words, a cumulative distribution), he derived

the following relationship:

Xa

or,

log N = log A - a log X

where N represents all the number of individuals at or above a

certain income limit, X, and A and a are constants. When log N was
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equal to approximately -0.2.

Pareto asserted that the law was true for all countries and for

all times and deduced from it that, owing to the rigidity of the

distribution, there was only one way to increase economic welfare

(i.e., the share of the poorer classes in the national income), and

that was to increase total production of the economy.

Zipf (1965) in later work based on his original rank size

distribution of cities (Zipf 1941), found much the same relationship

as Pareto when he graphed empirical data of such things as: number of

businesses versus number of businesses of like kind, number of

employees versus number of specific occupations, and as mentioned

earlier, size of cities versus their rank. Zipf's number-frequency

relationships have the same form as do those of Pareto, and are

expressed by the equation:

log Y = C - a log X

where Y is the number of individuals in any class X, and C and a are

constants.

Both Pareto and Zipf suggest that these relationships indicate a

measure of organization and that departures from straight line slopes

indicate disunity (Zipf 1941) or inequality (Pareto 1971).

Odum, Cantlon, and Kornicker (1960) postulated a hierarchical

organization of ecological communities using a cumulated logarithmic

species-diversity index, where the number of occupational niches are

related on a per capita support basis. They suggest that the
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measure of organization at the macroscopic level, since the equations

for each are similar.

Hierarchy in Social Systems

A classical theory of social organization is outlined by Weber

(1946, 1947) for formally organized causal systems such as

bureaucracies. Weber theorized that the size of administrative

structure is a direct function of increasing size of organization, and

that there is a very strong relationship between the size of an

organization and the division of labor; the larger organization, the

more subdivided are the responsibilities.

Later empirical studies by Blau and Schoenher (1971) and Blau,

Heydebrand, and Stauffer (1966) suggest two generalizations that

confirm Weber's theories on the organization of social systems: first,

that increasing size generates structural differentiation in

organizations along various dimensions at decelerating rates; and

second, that structural differentiation in organizations enlarges the

administrative component.

Weber's chief concern was of the administration of nation-states

and other large scale undertakings, such as armies and political

parties. A question that was at the center of his work was how to

design an efficient organizational structure for such large scale

systems. And, thus, the Bureaucratic Model evolved which he described

as a technically superior instrument for accomplishing complex tasks

(Weber 1947). Inherent in the model was the concept of hierarchy; in
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that, a highly bureaucratic organization must have a firmly ordered

hierarchy of both structure and channels through which decisions and

information flow from lower to higher levels.

Weber's Bureaucratical model dominated social organization theory

until the open system (or natural system) model of organizations

suggested by Thompson (1967). His model does not take the environment

as a given, but assumes that an organization's environment is a major

force that shapes its goals, structure, and survival. Thompson's book

(1967) was a turning point in social organization theory with the

incorporation of such environmental concepts as natural selection,

resource utilization and scarcity, and efficiency; and treats the

various characteristics of organizational structure (hierarchy,

specialization, and so forth) as both internally generated, and as a

response to organizations' adaptations to their environments.

Monane (1967), in his book A Sociology of Human Systems, defines

social systems as open systems whose internal structure of components

are organized in a hierarchical fashion, where power increases and

number of individuals decreases as one moves up the social hierarchy.

In his model of social action Monane (1967) outlines the effects of

increasing populations. Social interaction increases at a much faster

rate, the number of parts and degree of specialization increases,

rules become more formalized, variation in norms increases, deviate

behavior increases, the ratio of formal norms to informal norms

increases, the number of levels in the influence and authority

hierarchies increase, the number of authority rank systems increase,

the problems of interactions vertically in the same hierarchy or

between hierarchies increases, the potential for conflict and friction
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among the parts increases, the number of coordinative problems and the

need for coordination increases, and decentralization of authority

increases, but at the same time the most influential parts may

maintain or increase their influence.

The previous study offers little to further understanding of how

and why hierarchies exist, although Monane suggests that a significant

feature of component action is the tendency to cluster in particular

areas of a social system rather than to be evenly distributed

throughout. He suggests that clustering heightens action; and an

amplification spiral will emerge as components who want a great deal

of contact move closer to one another.

Aldrich (1979) proposes the following definition for social

organizations: goal directed, boundary-maintaining, activity systems,

and suggests what he terms a Population Ecology Model for

organizational development. Borrowing heavily from ecological theory,

the model represents an attempt to explain the process underlying

change. Aldrich refers to his model as a natural selection model, and

emphasizes that the primary objective of all organizations is to work

toward a better fit with their environment, by manipulating the nature

and distribution of environmental resources. Using the concepts of

Emery and Trist (1973) in categorizing environments, Aldrich presents

two types of environments and two types of resource distributions that

have direct effects on the complexity and survival of organizations.

Environments are either stable or unstable, and resources are

distributed either in a concentrated or dispersed manner. Thus, there

are four types of environment/resource patterns: stable environments

with concentrated resources, unstable environments with concentrated
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environments with dispersed resources.

Recent theorists (see Aldrich 1979; Weick 1976; Glassman 1973;

Landau 1969; and Buckley 1967) portray organizations as

loosely coupled, hierarchic systems. Loose coupling is a central

characteristic of social organizations and such systems exhibit

relative independence of momentary environmental change (Glassman

1973). Due to hierarchic organization and weak connections between

some system components, loose coupling and hierarchic structure are

important system properties of social organizational structure because

they help us to understand the emergence and persistence of complex

forms and strategic adaptations made by individual organizations

(Aldrich 1979).

Weick (1976) listed seven advantages of loose coupling for

organizations:

1. Loose coupling allows portions of the organization to persist

and evolve independently of other parts.

2. Loose coupling provides an organization with a selective

sensing mechanism.

3. Loose coupling is an excellent system for allowing local

adaptations of organizational subunits.

4. Loosely coupled systems permit the retention of a greater

number of mutations and novel solutions than do tightly

coupled systems.

5. Loose coupling permits the confinement of a breakdown in one

part so that it doesn't affect the rest of the organization.
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6. Loose coupling may permit greater self-determination by

persons in organizational subunits.

7. A loosely coupled organization could be relatively

inexpensive to operate.

Blau (1972) showed that hierarchic structure of organizations

increased with increases in size and complexity, based on his analysis

of five types of work organizations: government employment security

offices, government finance offices, department stores, universities

and colleges, and hospitals. But Glassman (1973) suggests that

hierarchy is often a consequence of constraints imposed by

governments. Under these circumstances, hierarchy is not a result of

organizational adaptation to local environments, but rather a

consequence of constraint from above. Glassman states this is

particularly true of the social services sector, and gives as an

example the specification of the Comprehensive Employment and Training

Act of 1973, that federal, state, and local components were to be

arranged in a hierarchy of authority.

In all, the Population Ecology Model of Aldrich (1979) leads to

the expectation of finding highly similar forms of organizations in

similar environments. Similar social structural conditions, resource

distributions, and environmental exigencies should lead to convergence

of highly adaptive forms (Aldrich 1979), and that two central

characteristics of complex social organizations are hiererchic

ordering of subunits and loose coupling of components.



Computer Simulations of Hierarchically Organized Systems

Smith (1970) simulated models of three and four trophic levels

connected in series with and without internal recycling, to show the

effects of enrichment in mathematical models of aquatic systems.

Using digital simulation, he found, in general, that enrichment had

decreasing effect on trophic levels from plants to predators.

Comparison between the three trophic level model and that of the four

levels showed that the above trends were somewhat reversed in the four

trophic level model.

Overton (1975, 1977) has applied a hierarchical structure to

modeling of the Coniferous Biome. Ecosystems are decomposed into

sub-units in a hierarchical manner, and mathematical models are built

of the sub-units finally connected back again to achieve a whole

system model.

Using a digital simulation technique, Costanza (1979) modeled the

spatial growth of land use in south Florida, which resulted in

computer-generated maps of embodied energy intensity. The resulting

maps of land use embodied energy intensity had relatively good fit

with historical growth trends, and generated a spatial hierarchy of

land use.

In an earlier study, Costanza (1975) mapped incoming energies of

both natural and fossil fuel origin and overlayed these with land use

to show the distribution of land use within landscapes that results

from the spatial character of incoming energies.
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Description of the Study Areas

Shown in Fig. 1.4 are the three regional areas of Florida and

two urban areas that were investigated in this dissertation. The

boundaries of the St. Johns study area correspond to the district

boundaries of the St. Johns River Water Management District, and those

of the south Florida study area correspond to the district boundaries

of the Central and South Florida Flood Control District as they were

in 1973. The boundaries of Lee County are the political boundaries,

and the study area limits for each of the urban areas of Ft. Myers and

Gainesville were drawn where the concentrations of urban land use

diminished into the natural landscape that surrounds (see methods

section for details of boundary conditions for urban study

areas).

South Florida Study Area

South Florida is an area of intense urban development along both

coasts with an extensive wetland system of marshes and swamps in

between. Its coastal areas are the basis for attracting seasonal

influxes of tourists that support a large segment of the economy.

Previous studies (Odum and Brown 1976) indicate that the economy of

south Florida is largely a tourist economy with nearly 33% of the

total income coming from these sources. Agricultural sales amount to

6.2% of the income, and industrial sales 21.9%. The study area

encompasses approximately 16,670 square miles.

In the last 20 years south Florida has experienced very rapid

growth, with current populations estimated to be approximately 3.6

million people. Because of the attractiveness of coastal locations



Figure1.4.MapofthestudyareasinFlorida,showingthethree(3)areasofregionalanaly¬ sis;theKissimmee-EvergladesWaterBasin,theSt.JohnsRiverWaterBasin,andLee County,andthetwo(2)urbanstudyareas;Ft.MyersandGainesville.
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and the extensive areas of marsh and swamps in the center, urban

development has been confined to a narrow strip along the east coast

stretching from the Palm Beaches to Miami, where population density

averages 4500 people per square mile, and to the southwest coastal

areas of Naples and Ft. Myers (population density 1340 people/sq mi).

The central area of the Kissimmee River Basin is mostly agricultural

lands, with improved pasture the predominant use. South of Lake

Okeechobee and immediately adjacent to it are extensive areas of muck

agriculture where sugar cane is the main crop.

The ports of Miami and Port Everglades in Ft. Lauderdale are

international shipping ports. Miami receives and ships chiefly trade

goods many of which originated and are destined to South America,

while Port Everglades is the main port of entry in south Florida for

refined oi1.

St. Johns Study Area

The St. Johns study area is an area of moderate urban development

with agriculture and forestry inland, and drained by one major river.

Jacksonville on the northeastern coast is the major city and has port

facilities for international trade. The coast has areas of intense

development around Jacksonville, Daytona, and Titusville where tourism

is a major industry. Inland, the landscape is a diverse mosaic of

agriculture, forestry, urban development, and natural lands.

The study area encompasses approximately 11,930 square miles and

has a population estimated at 2.7 million people, giving a gross

population density of 230 people per square mile. The largest

population densities are around Jacksonville (4280 people/sq mi),
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Daytona (1950 people/sq mi), Gainesville (2950 people/sq mi), and

Orlando (1200 people/sq mi).

Lee County Study Area

Lee County is located on the southwest Florida Gulf Coast. The

Caloosahatchee River flowing from Lake Okeechobee to the Gulf bisects

the county and empties into and supports with contributions of

nutrient rich waters a very productive estuary. The coast is lined

with numerous islands all surrounded with mangrove and some high

energy beaches on the extreme Gulf side.

The county has two predominant locations of population density,

the city of Ft. Myers on the Caloosahatchee River and Ft. Myers Beach

on an island in the Gulf. The area is retirement oriented with

numerous developments throughout the county that attract retired

workers from the north.

The economy is predominantly a tourist economy, with large

contributions from transfer payments, and some agriculture sales.

Experiencing recent very rapid growth, the county population is now

approximately 215,000 people with a population density of 280 people

per square mile.

Ft. Myers Urban Study Area

Ft. Myers is located in Lee County, Florida, on the banks of the

Caloosahatchee River in southwest Florida. The county seat of

government, Ft. Myers, is also the major commercial center for the

surrounding counties of Hendry, Charlotte, and north Collier, as well

as a center of higher education, having southwest Florida's only

community college.
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The city has a major regional airport and is serviced by rail

transport and planned interstate highway. With such transportation

links the city is the major center of tourist influx and agricultural

exports for southwest Florida.

Gainesville Urban Study Area

Gainesville is located in Alachua County in central Florida. The

county is an agricultural county with Gainesville the only major

metropolitan concentration of population. Gainesville is also a

county seat of government, and a center of higher education, having

the University of Florida.

The city is the major commercial center for surrounding counties

of Levy, Gilchrist, Marion, Putnam, Clay, Bradford, and Union.

Located adjacent to the city is a major regional airport and

interstate highway, affording easy transportation links to other

metropolitan areas to the north and south.

Plan of Study

In this study the hierarchical organization of the landscape

and resulting energy spectrum of energy storage and flow were

investigated at three levels: the regional level of ecosystems and

urban land uses, the organization of cities in the landscape, and the

organization of land uses within cities. In addition, the relation¬

ship of intensity of development to the spatial area of influence was

investigated at different levels of organization in the nation, the

state, and within districts of the state. The specific plan for the

analysis of regions, districts and subdistricts is as follows.



First, maps were made of ecosystems and land uses at two levels

of study, the regions of Florida and cities within these regions;

Spectra of energy storage and energy flow were calculated from power

density data and land-use information.

Second, energy spectra for many different types and sizes of

systems were constructed to understand general trends of energy flow

and storage.

Third, generalized models of each urban land-use type were

evaluated, and a generalized hierarchical model of urban land uses was

drawn and energy flows between levels or sectors of the urban system

were evaluated.

Fourth, specific analysis of the external energy requirements of

areas of different sizes, and an energetic evaluation of the range of

goods and services (or threshold of goods and services) was

conducted.

Fifth, a series of theoretical models of hierarchical

organization were simulated on analog and digital computers to explore

different energy flow and storage characteristics under different

organizations and pathway configurations. Then data from an aquatic

ecosystem of Florida were used to test theories of hierarchical

distribution and resulting energy spectra.



CHAPTER 2

METHODS

General Methods and Definitions

A graphic language is used throughout this dissertation to

describe energy flow and interaction in complex systems. The language

is a graphic means of depicting systems as Nth order differential

equations, since each symbol represents a mathematical relationship of

either energy flow, interaction, or storage relative to time. Given

in the appendix is a description of the language and accompanying

mathematical equations. For a complete description of the language

and its development see Odum (1960, 1967, 1971, 1973, and 1976).

Simple diagrams are drawn of many systems to help organize thinking

and show what energy flows and interactions are of most importance,

while in the section on simulation of theoretical models of

hierarchically organized systems, the diagrams are used as a means of

writing differential equations to be programmed on the computer.

The flows of energy through the landscape are measured in heat

Calories. However, Odum (1976, 1977, 1978) suggests that energy has a

quality associated with the degree to which it is concentrated. High

quality energies are those that are more concentrated and thus can do

more work per unit of heat energy, while low quality energies are more

dispersed and can do less work per unit of contained heat energy. In
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this dissertation, energies are presented in both their heat

equivalents and in terms of their quality by expressing them in
Calories of Coal Equivalents (Cal CE). By converting energies to coal

equivalent Calories, all energies are expressed in the same form whose

ability to do work is familiar. Given in Table 2.1 are the energies
used in this study, and their equivalence factors, as well as their

quality expressed in Calories of coal equivalents.

The energy embodied in goods and services is one measure of their

quality, and is found by summing up all the energies that are used in
making a good or service. In most instances, because of the

complexities involved in tracing back through the production process,

it is not possible to directly account for all the energy that is
embodied in a good or service. Thus, Odum (1976) suggests that when a

purchase of goods and services represents a purchase of an average mix
of the goods and services in the national economy, a conversion factor
from dollars to energy may be used. The conversion factor is
calculated using equation (2.1).

^=Zt (2.1)
where X = Total energy use in the U.S. including embodied energy of

the environment in Cal CE, Y = U.S. Gross National Product, and =

Cal CE/S in year t.

Since energy use and GNP are changing, and since inflation

affects the relationship between energy and money, a conversion factor

is needed for every year. Given in Table 2.2 are conversion factors

of representative years for converting the dollar costs of goods and
services to Calories of embodied energy.
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Table 2.1. Energy transformation ratios (quality factors) used in this study.

Energy type Footnote
Transformation ratio

Cal CE/Cal

Sunlight a 1/2000

Sugar of gross production
still distributed over

the landscape a 1/200

Wind a 1/27

Wood still distributed
over the landscape b 1/2.2

Coal a 1/1

Finished wood b 1.3

Ocean waves reaching shore a 1.35

Gasoline b 1.4

Elevated water a 1.5

Tide a 1.6

Water purity a 1.8

Natural gas b 2.0

Electricity a 4.0

Food (except meat) b 4.4

Steel b 4.4

Meat b 15.0

Mise, goods b 75.0

Phosphate a 293

aFrom Odum 1980.
^Calculated as part of this study. See Table 3.31.



Table2.2.DollartoenergyconversionsbasedontotalenergyuseandGNPfortheU.S.economy forselectedyearsusedinthisstudy.
Year

Highquality3 energyutilized (CalCEx10l5/yr)
Totalenergy^ uti1ized

(CalCEx10l5/yr)
GNPC

(x109/yr)

Cal/dollarconversiond factor
(x10-3CalCE/dollar)

1940

6.02

12.76

100.0

127.6

1945

7.94

14.68

212.3

69.1

1950

8.54

15.28

286.2

53.3

1955

10.00

16.74

399.3

41.9

1960

11.11

17.85

506.0

35.3

1965

13.36

20.10

688.1

29.2

1970

16.83

23.57

982.4

24.0

1971

17.21

23.95

1063.4

22.5

1972

18.04

24.78

1171.1

21.2

1973

18.80

25.54

1306.6

19.6

1974

18.24

24.98

1412.9

17.7

1975

17.82

24.56

1528.8

16.1

1976

18.70

25.44

1700.1

15.0

cn co



Table2.2.(continued) Year

Highquality3 energyuti1ized (CalCExlO^/yr)
Totalenergy^ uti1ized

(CalCEx1015/yr)
GNPC

(x109/yr)

Cal/dollarconversion^ factor
(x103CalCE/dollar)

1977

19.30

26.04

1887.2

13.8

1978

19.66

26.4

2107.6

12.5

1979e

12.2

aFromU.S.DepartmentofCommerce,BureauofCensus(1979).Includespetroleum,naturalgas, coal,hydropower,nuclearpower,geothermal,andother. bSumofhighqualityenergyandsolarenergytakenas6.74x10^CalCE/yr. cFromU.S.DepartmentofCommerce,BureauofCensus(1979). ^CalculatedbydividingtotalenergyutilizedbyGNP. eEstimate.

cn

4^



Evaluation of Observed Hierarchies

The trends of hierarchical organization and energy spectra were

graphed semi-logarithmically for systems of differing scales and

complexity. Data were gathered from various sources in the literature

and from various local, state, and federal agencies in published

reports and in some cases unpublished data.

Regional Analysis

Three regional areas of differing character and size were

analyzed for total energy budgets, land use, and resulting

hierarchical organization: the Kissimmee Everglades Basin in south

Florida, a subtropical region of relatively intense urban development;

the St. Johns River Basin, a region on the coast of central Florida

dominated by a major river, and agricultural lands with moderate urban

development; and Lee County, Florida, an area in southwest Florida

that is a coastal county with extensive tourism and an agricultural

base inland. This county has experienced recent, very rapid urban

growth.

Land Use Maps

Land use maps for the St. Johns Basin and Lee County were con¬

structed from aerial photographs at a scale of 1:77, 117 or approxi¬

mately 1 inch equals 1 mile. Photographs used were false color infra¬

red and black and white infrared photographs taken in 1973. The land

use map for the south Florida region was prepared during previous

studies (Odum and Brown 1976). Land use categories for each of the



regional areas are given in Table 2.3 and descriptions are given in

Appendix 2. Land use areas were delineated directly from photo

graphs and transferred to controlled base maps, and then reduced to a

scale of 1:250,000 (for south Florida and the St. Johns basins) and

enlarged to a scale of 1:80,000 (Lee County, Florida). Presented in

Figs. 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 are examples of specific areas of each map at

their original scales since the format of the original maps precludes

their inclusion, and reductions are so small as to make worthless any

information they contain. The regional map of south Florida, and the

Lee County map are published elsewhere (see Odum and Brown 1976) and

the regional map of the St. Johns study area may be obtained from

either the St. Johns River Water Management District office in

Palatka, Florida, or the Center for Wetlands at the University of

Florida, Gainesville.

Land use areas were measured in the following manner: south

Florida maps were cut up and weighed on analytical balance, where a

conversion factor of grams/acre was used to convert from weight to

area; St. Johns River Basin Maps were cut up and a leaf area index

machine that measures area using light sensitive photocells was used

to measure area directly. A conversion from square centimeters to

acres was necessary to convert machine measured area to acres of

land use. Lee County areas were cut up and measured in the same

manner as those for the south Florida study area.

Gross Productivity of Land Uses

Published estimates (see Odum and Brown 1976) of gross primary

production for natural ecosystems were used for natural and
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Table 2.3. Land use classification system used in mapping regional areas.

System St. Johns
South

Florida
Lee

County

Urban Open land X X X

Recreation X X X

Residential (low density) X X X

Residential (medium density) X X X

Residential (high density) X X

Industrial X X X

Mining X

Commercial and services X X X

Institutional X

Transportation X X X

Utility and communicative X X

Agricultural Improved pasture X X X

Cropland X X X

Citrus groves X X X

Nursery and speciality crop X

Confined feeding operation X

Planted pine X

Clear-cut areas X

Sugar cane X X

Natural Grassy scrub X X X

Sand pine scrub X X

Sandhill community X

Pine flatwood X X X

Xeric hammock X

Mesic hammock X X X

Swamp hammock X

Hardwood swamp (riverine) X

Riverine cypress X

Cypress dome X X X

Bayheads and bogs X X X

Wet prairie X X X

Freshwater marsh X X X

Rivers and streams X X X

Lakes and ponds X X X

Reservoir X X X

Borrow pit X

Tidal flat X X X

Beach and dune X X X

Coastal hammock X

Salt marsh X X X

Mangroves X X X

Spoil bank X
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Table 2.3. (continued)

System
South Lee

St. Johns Florida County

Medium-salinity plankton estuary x x
Oligohaline system x x
Neutral embayment x x
Marine meadow x x
Coastal plankton x x
High velocity channel x x
Oyster reefs x
Coral reefs x
Emerging new systems associated

man

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x x



Figure 2.1. Detail of land use map of the south Florida study area, showing the
land uses of the coastal region around the Palm Beach area.
Numbered land use classification systems and descriptions of land
use categories are given in Appendix 2. Approximate scale: 1 inch
equals 4 miles.
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Figure 2.2. Detail of land use map of the St. Johns study area, showing the
land uses of the coastal region around Daytona and New Smyrna Beach
and inland. Numbered land use classification systems and
descriptions of land use categories are given in Appendix 2.
Approximate scale: 1 inch equals 4 miles.



 



Figure 2.3. Detail of land use map of Lee County, Florida, showing the land
uses in the vicinity of Ft. Myers and the Caloosahatchee River.
Numbered land use classification systems and descriptions of land
use categories are given in Appendix 2. Approximate scale: 1 inch
equals 1 mile.
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agricultural land uses (see Table 2.4). Urban land use power

densities were calculated from studies in Ft. Myers and Gainesville,

Florida (see Analysis of Energy Flow and Structure of Urban

Systems).

Classification of Cities by Average Power Density

An average city power density was determined for all cities

within each region by using averages derived in detailed studies of

the two urban areas, Gainesville and Ft. Myers, Florida (see overall

power density of urban study areas). The area of each city is not

necessarily the actual area within legal city limits, rather it is the

area that when viewed from aerial photographs that is contiguous with

all urban land uses. In some cases this area may be smaller than

actual city limits, and in other cases where suburban sprawl is

evident, the area may be considerably larger.

Energy Budgets for Regions

The energy budget of a region is made up of renewable energies of

sunlight, winds, tides, waves, and rain; and nonrenewable sources of

fuels, goods, and services. Renewable energies are calculated using
methods developed in previous studies of regions (see Odum and Brown

1976) and the calculations are given as notes to tables. Nonrenewable

energies are calculated from land use power densities and fuel

consumption data for each region.

Energy flow and the energy in structure may be expressed in two

ways. First, it may be in actual heat Calories that are associated
with the flow or storage. And the second is to express the flow or

storage in embodied energy (sometimes referred to as sequestered
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Table 2.4. Estimates of gross primary production (GPP) and total structure
associated with ecosystems of south Florida landscape (from Odum and
Brown 1976).

Subsystem

Subsystem
gross productivity
x 10® CE/acre • yr

Subsystem
structure

x 10® CE/acre

Improved pasture 5.1 24.7

Vegetable crops 21.3 294.8

Tree crops 9.6 74.9

Sugar cane 22.2 313.1

Grassy scrub systems 4.0 16.5

Pineland systems 6.4 80.1

Hardwood systems 7.7 235.9

Lakes and ponds 1.4 7.4

Cypress domes and
strands 7.3 214.5

Wet prairie 5.4 51.6

Scrub cypress 5.8 61.3

Freshwater marsh 7.4 228.7

Sawgrass marsh 8.1 273.7

Beach and dune
systems 0.3 4.0

Salt flats 0.3 4.0

Scrub mangroves 1.0 7.2

Saltwater marsh 5.0 29.5

Mangroves 7.3 218.4



energy) and reduce the energies to equivalents of one type such as

coal equivalents. Energy transformation ratios (quality factors)

given in Table 2.1 are multiplied by the heat Calories of the

particular flow or storage, thus converting heat Calories to coal

equivalent Calories (CE Cal). Energy transformation ratios are

expressed as Cal CE/Cal heat for the particular energy or

material.

Power Base for Cities

The land area surrounding a city that is necessary to average the

power density of the particular city to that of the region is
considered to be the range of the city and is the area that is

required as a power base for the processing and upgrading of dilute
natural energies. Once the average power density of the overall

region is known, city ranges or their power base areas were determined
by dividing total inflowing embodied energy for each type of city by
the regional average power density as follows:

where E = Total inflowing embodied energy (Cal CE/yr), P = regional

average power density (Cal CE/acre • yr), and R^- = area of range

of city in year t.

Spatially, the areas are mapped using circles of the proper

dimension to encircle each city by calculating diameter from area of

range. The resulting map of each of the regions graphically describes
the interaction of high quality fossil fuels and natural resident

energies, or the concept of investment ratio.



Investment Ratios

The investment ratio is a measure of the matching of high quality

energies with lower quality resident energies, under the theory that

when ratios are high, high quality energy is being used in excess, and

may be doing lower quality tasks where lower quality energy may be

better utilized. The ratio is expressed as Calories of high quality

energy per Calorie of low quality energy; both expressed in embodied

energy of one type.

where E = calories of high quality energy, S = calories of sunlight

energy, and 1^- = Investment ratio in year t.
A regional energy budget expressed in this manner becomes a

measure of the fossil fuel based energy intensiveness of the region.

Investment ratios for regions were calculated using equation (2.3)

above.

Analysis of Energy Flow and Structure of Urban Systems

Two urban areas were analyzed in detail for total energy

budgets and power densities, energy budgets and power densities of
land uses within the urban areas, and resulting hierarchic

organization of the urban landscape: Ft. Myers, Florida, an urban

area on the southwest coast of Florida whose main economic inputs are

from tourism, and is a government center and Gainesville, Florida, an

urban area in central Florida that is a governmental center, and

center of university education.
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Land Use Maps

Land use maps were drawn from aerial photographs at a scale of 1"

= 2000'. Table 2.5 lists the land use classification used.

Photographs used were black and white infrared aerial photographs

taken in the following years: 1973 for the Ft. Myers urban area, and

1974 for the Gainesville urban area. The study areas were delineated

from the photographs where contiguous areas of development were

considered to be part of the urban areas whether or not they fell

inside of city limits. All area measurements were based on this area

rather than on published data of the area within official city limits.

Ground truthing of land use maps was done by windshield survey.

Measurements of areas from land use maps was done by cutting the

individual land uses from the map and weighing on an analytical

balance. A conversion factor was used to derive area in acres from

weight of paper.

Urban Land Use Power Densities

Power density is a measure of energy flow per unit of time per

unit of area. In this study power density is expressed in units of

Cals CE/acre • year. Power density is expressed as the addition of

energy consumption of fuels and electricity per unit area (referred to

as direct power density), and consumption of the energy embodied in

goods and services per unit area (referred to as indirect power

density). Total power density results from the addition of both of

these types of input energies. The generalized land use model in Fig.

2.4 was used to evaluate energy consumption by land use.
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Table 2.5. Land use classification system used in mapping the urban study areas
of Gainesville and Ft. Myers, Florida.

Map code System name

1 Cleared land
2 Recreation and open space
3 Low density single-family residential
4 Medium density single-family residential
5 High density single-family residential
6 Low density mobile home
7 Medium density mobile home
8 High density mobile home
9 Low density multiple-family residential

10 Medium density multiple-family residential
11 Commercial strip
12 Commercial mall/shopping center
13 Central business district (CBD)
14 Industrial
15 Transportation terminals
16 Power plants and utility
17 Schools
18 Universities and coronunity colleges

Agricultural

19 Improved pasture
20 Cropland
21 Citrus groves
22 Planted pine

Natural

23 Grassy scrub
24 Melaleuca
25 Sand pine scrub
26 Sandhill community
27 Pine flatwood
28 Xeric hammock
29 Mesic hammock
30 Swamp hammock
31 Hardwood swamp (riverine)
32 Riverine cypress
33 Cypress dome
34 Wet prairie
35 Freshwater marsh
36 Rivers and streams
37 Lakes and ponds
38 Reservoir and borrow pits



Figure 2.4. Generalized land use diagram used to evaluate power densities of
urban land uses. Flows A through G are expressed in embodied
energy of the same type (Cal CE).

Direct power density = D + E

Indirect power density = F

Total high quality power density = D + E + F

Total heat calories used = H

Investment ratio = j

Ratio of high quality to low quality energy = ^ ++ ^
Total embodied energy of product = G
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The average direct power density for each of the land use

classifications were calculated by first selecting a representative

sample of structures in each of the land use types, and then obtaining

yearly energy consumption data from local utility records for each of

the selected structures. A mean yearly energy consumption for typical

structures in each of the land uses was calculated, and when

multiplied by the number of structures in a land use area gave the

total direct energy consumption of that land use. The total direct

energy consumption of a land use was then divided by the area (in

acres) of the land use area to obtain the direct power density.

Energy consumption data were taken from Regional Utility Board of

Gainesville-Alachua County and Gainesville Gas Corporation billing

records in the Gainesville, Florida, study area. Billing records of

Florida Power and Light Corporation were used for the Ft. Myers,

Florida, study area. There were no central natural gas distribution

companies in the Ft. Myers area, and very little gas is consumed in

southern Florida (Division of State Planning 1976). Thus, natural gas

consumption was not considered to make up a large portion of the total

energy consumption of the land uses in the Ft. Myers study area.

The consumption of gasoline by vehicular traffic within each land

use was not used to calculate power densities of land uses, but was

used to calculate overall power densities of urban areas (see average

urban power density).

In general, the sample size of structures within each of the land

use categories was ten percent (10%). However, the large number of

residential consumers necessitated a different sampling technique.

Ten examples of each residential land use type were selected and ten



(10) structures within each of these types were used to calculate

average consumption of direct energy. A 10% sample size of commercial

structures in the commercial strip category was used to calculate

average direct energy consumption. Commercial malls and shopping

centers were considered separate land uses from that of the commercial

strip, and since there were only three such land uses in each of the

study areas, a 100% sample size was used. A 10% sample size was used

for the central business district (CBD) and that of industrial land

uses, of each of the study areas. A 10% sample size of schools was

used, but since there was only one university in each study area (they
were considered to have different functions and thus power densities

than that calculated for the land use category of schools) and energy

consumption data for each was readily available, power density was

calculated directly.

Indirect power density was calculated for the land use categories

in the Ft. Myers study area only. A detailed model of energy flow

between the main sectors of the local economy for the year 1973 was

evaluated to obtain the energy embodied in goods and services that

were consumed in the residential, commercial, industrial, and

construction sectors of the economy. Evaluation of the flows of

dollars between sectors of the economy were used and converted to

embodied energies using a conversion factor of 21,000 Cal CE/S.
Embodied energy in goods and services that were consumed in each

of the subcategories of residential and commercial land uses were

derived by assuming that goods and services consumed were proportional

to that portion of the total direct energy that was consumed by each

subland use category.



Average Urban Power Densities

The overall power density of each of the study areas was obtained

by adding transportation energy consumption to direct energy

consumption and embodied energy of goods and services consumed by land

uses. The total area of each land use was multiplied by its

appropriate power density, thus giving the energy consumption by land

uses within the urban area. The energy consumed in transportation was

added to this figure to obtain total energy consumption, and divided

by the area within the study area to obtain average urban power

density.

A ratio of land use energy consumption to energy consumed in

transportation was derived to facilitate the calculation of power

densities of all urban areas in each of the regions in the regional

analysis section.

Structure of Urban Land Uses

The structure associated with each land use was calculated for

the Gainesville urban study area in the following manner. Property

tax records of the City of Gainesville were used to evaluate the

assessed value and total square feet of structure for different land

uses. The same structures for each land use type that were used in

the calculation of power densities were used to evaluate the average

structure (expressed in both cu ft and in Cal CE per acre of different

land uses). The energy embodied in structure was calculated by

multiplying the assessed value (assessment is 100% in the City of

Gainesville) by a conversion factor of 20,000 Cal CE/$ for 1973. The
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conversion factor is an estimate of the total energy in the U.S.

economy divided by the U.S. Gross National Product for 1973. The

actual conversion factor is 19,600 Cal CE/$ (see Table 2.2), but

rounded to 20,000 Cal CE/S for this study.

The volume of structure associated with each of the land use

categories in the Ft. Myers study area was derived by measuring the

square feet of structure from aerial photographs at a scale of 1" =

2000' for approximately a 10% sample of all structures in all land use

categories. Using heights of structure that were derived from

windshield survey, volume of structure was calculated by multiplying

area of structure by average height.

Development Density and Imports/Exports

One measure of production and consumption in regional systems

is gross domestic product (GDP) as determined from the total flow of

dollars within a regional economy. While domestic product is not

always available for regions, it may be determined from employment

data and averages for productivity per employee in each economic

sector.

Analysis of Counties within Florida

Gross domestic products for 15 counties in Florida were

determined from employment data, and "development density" was

calculated by dividing GDP by land area of each county.

Location quotients (or what might be called export multipliers)

for each county were determined in the following manner: employment

data for eight broad economic sectors (agriculture, manufacturing,



Wholesale and retail trade, government, services, transportation and

public utilities, banking and finance, and construction) were obtained

from Bureau of Economics and Business Research (1978) for each county.

Percent employment by economic sector was determined and compared to

the same data for the U.S. economy. Departures from the U.S. percent

employment were considered to indicate that portion of each economic
sector that was export employment (for a detailed discussion of

location quotients and methods, see Heilbrun 1974).

Exports were determined by multiplying number of export employees

in each economic sector by the productivity per employee for that

sector. Productivity per employee was determined from Florida State

data obtained from the Bureau of Economics and Business Research

(1978) by dividing domestic product in each economic sector by the

number of employees in that sector. It was assumed that local

differences in employee productivity were negligible.

Analysis of States within the United States

Gross domestic product was determined as in the county analysis

except that U.S. data were used for employee productivity.

Development density was determined by dividing GDP by the area of each

of the selected states. Export multipliers, and total exports were

determined using state employment data obtained from the U.S. Dept, of

Commerce, Bureau of Census (1977) and using the method outlined for

the above counties.
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Analysis of Countries

Gross domestic product and exports were obtained from United

Nations (1977) for 21 selected countries. No calculations are

necessary since published data are available directly.

Embodied Energy, Transformation Ratios (Quality
Factors), and the Range of Goods

One basic principle of central place theory that explains how

the locational patterns of cities lead to the broad dispersion of

market towns or central places of differing sizes throughout the

landscape in hierarchies is the principle of interdependence of

urbanization and trade. It is believed that cities are the

instruments by which the specialized regions of a national economy are

tied together, and that the main function of cities is to provide

goods and services for surrounding market areas.

Other essential features of central place theory concern the

range and thresholds of goods and services provided by market places.

The range of a good is the distance a consumer is willing to travel to

obtain the good, and therefore, they can be thought of as having some

inherent "quality" or ordering. Convenience goods and other goods

that are purchased frequently are considered to be low-order goods,

while goods purchased less often, or goods of a specialized nature are

considered higher-order goods.



The threshold of a good or service is the minimum sales level

necessary for the seller to make a profit. Generally, the greater

range of a good, the greater is the threshold.

Another way of ordering goods is to order according to the energy

that is embodied in the good. As mentioned earlier, the maximum power

principle as enuciated by Lotka (1922) and amplified by Odum (1967,

1971, 1975) and Odum and Odum (1976) suggests that energy is utilized

in the functions and productive processes of systems only if outputs

from these processes, when fed back, cause to inflow to the system at

least as much energy as their cost. This suggests then, that the

energy that is embodied in goods and services is, in some manner,

proportional to the energy realized when the good or service is fed

back in the economy.

Embodied Energy

Previous work by Odum and others (see Odum 1980, and Odum and

Brown 1976) has developed the embodied energy in energy sources and

some goods that appear in Table 2.1. Where embodied energies for

goods and energies did not exist, they were calculated from the dollar

costs using the appropriate conversion factor from Table 2.2. Current

retail dollar costs per pound of material were obtained from various

sources under the assumption that retail costs reflect all energies

that are embodied in a good, including those of human labor, up to the

point of final demand. When dollar costs per pound are multiplied by

the dollar to energy conversion factor listed in Table 2.2, the result

is energy in Calories CE per pound of material.



Tranformation Ratios (Quality Factors)

The transformation ratio has the dimensions of Cal CE/Cal heat

and is one measure of the quality of a good or energy. Transformation

ratios were calculated for a number of goods and energy by first

calculating embodied energies, second evaluating actual energies (or

heat energy), and third dividing embodied energies by actual energies.

The resulting ratio has the dimensions of Calories of embodied energy

per Calorie of heat energy as in equation 2.4 below:

where E¡: = Calories of embodied energy in coal equivalents, E^ =

Calories of heat (as measured by free energy), and T = transformation

ratio in Cal CE/Cal.

Calculation of Transformation Ratios

Transformation ratios were calculated as shown in Fig. 2.5, using

the general equation above 2.4. When the ratios are determined for

large aggregates of systems, slight variation in the general method

described above is necessary to avoid double counting. In Fig. 2.5

the feedback (B) is partially fossil fuel energy, and partially

environmental energies that are upgraded through environmental

systems. To avoid double counting, the environmental energies are

subtracted from the total feedback energy, if they are significant.

In Fig. 2.5, that portion of the feedback energy (Af) that is

the result of the upgrading of the lower quality energy from the left

(A) is subtracted from the feedback pathway (B).



Figure 2..'3. Diagram showing the general method for calculating transformation
ratios. The portion of the feedback energy (Af) that is directly
from the low quality energy inflow at the left (A) is subtracted
from the feedback pathway (B).



TRANSFORMATION RATIO = A + (B-Af)
FOR ENERGY SOURCE ^
TRANSFORMATION RATIO= A+(B~Af)
FOR STORAGE 7
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The Range of Goods

The range of selected goods was calculated from embodied energy

per pound and the energy costs per pound to ship by most common
carrier from retail distribution point to end use point. Most

consumer goods were assumed to be transported by private automobile,
and most building products, industrial tools, and electronic equipment

by truck. Odum (1976), using the data of Hurst, estimated that the
average energy costs per mile for private automobile, including the
high energy value of the driver to be 5.4 x 10^ Cal CE/mile. A
similar value for truck transport was used. By dividing embodied

energy/lb by energy cost/lb • mile, range is determined.

Simulation Models of Hierarchical Organization and Energy Spectra

A series of theoretical models were simulated on both digital

and analog computers to test hypotheses and evaluate structure and
characteristic properties of systems organized in hierarchical
fashion. As the models grew in complexity and insight was gained, a

final model that was a synthesis of previous models was simulated

using data from the literature for an aquatic ecosystem.
Models were drawn using the energy circuit language and computer

programs were written directly from the graphic model. The facilities
of the Northeast Regional Data Center on the campus of the University
of Florida were used for digital computer simulation, and Dynamo

Simulation language (Pugh 1970) was used. Some models were simulated



on an EAI Miniac analog computer. Digital programs for each model are

given in Appendix 5.

Since the energy circuit language is a way of writing

differential equations in graphic form, the differential equations for

each model may be taken directly from each diagram. They are written

separately for convenience as well. The simulation models had one

thing common to all. Each is a chain of five (5) autocatalytic

components, connected in series. Differences in the successive models

are in the kinetics of the connections between components; with the

first models having simple linear flows between components, and later

models being more complex.

Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show autocatalytic components that have

constant flow energy sources as examples of computer programming. In

Fig. 2.6 the differential equation, Forrester Diagram (Forrester

1963), and Dynamo equations are given for the energy diagram. In Fig.

2.7 the differential equation and analog diagram are given.



gure 2.6. Example of Forrester diagram (Forrester 1963) and Dynamo equations
for digital simulation of a simple autocatalytic module, expressed
first as an energy language diagram.
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CHAPTER 3

RESULTS

Similarities of Differing Systems and Scales

Empirical evidence of hierarchical trends in large scale,

complex systems of the landscape are presented as energy spectra in

graphical form, where the number of units in each level of the

hierarchy are graphed on the vertical axis, and the power per unit (or

power density per unit) is graphed on the horizontal axis. The

systems depicted are complete networks of components, where it is

clear that there is some directional flow of energy that is

concentrated from dilute sources to more concentrated uses at

differing scales of the landscape.

Figure 3.1 is an energy spectrum of cities in Florida. Zipf

(1941), using population and rank of cities, described a frequency

distribuiton that existed for cities in the United States and other

countries. He empirically reasoned that all countries that exhibited

internal unity would have a distribution with slope -1; and that

departures from this standard slope suggested disunity. Wherever

there were departures from the standard slope, i.e., where the slope

was not smooth, but tended to vary either positively or negatively

from the ideal, he suggested that forces were in operation that would

89



Figure 3.1.(a) Energy spectrum of cities in Florida graphed semi-logarith-
mically, showing the trend of frequent occurrence of low power
cities and less frequent occurrence of the very high power
cities in the landscape.

(b) Log-log plot of the energy spectrum of cities in Florida, after
Zipf (1941), showing a negative slope of approximately 1.

Notes to Fig. 3.1.

Data on population of incorporated cities of the State of Florida are from
the Bureau of Economic and Business Research, University of Florida (1977).
Power density is calculated from population data by multiplying city population
by 2.5 x 10^ Cal CE per capita per year, which is the average energy
consumption per capita in the U.S. in 1973.

The distribution of city power density was done graphically, where cities
with similar power densities were grouped together and assigned a weighted
average power density.
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(b)
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cause greater or lesser population size in one or more cities in the

system.

The energy spectrum of Florida cities, when plotted log-log as in

Fig. 3.1b, shows a slope of nearly -1, in keeping with Zipf's

observations. Departures from the ideal distribution occur in medium

sized cities with power densities ranging from 80 to 120 x 10^
Cal/yr and in the smallest cities. This latter example of departure

from the ideal may be more a function of the data (for very small

cities are not incorporated).

The composite energy spectrum for south Florida in Fig. 3.2 is a

graph of the power density of all input energies versus the number of

acres of that particular power density. The graph is based on the

spatial distribution of incoming energy, both natural energies and

fossil fuel derived energies.

The graph of gross primary production versus area of land use in

Fig. 3.3 shows the energy chain of increasing quality of energy as it

flows from natural lands through the urban areas of the St. Johns

River Basin and the Kissimmee-Everglades Basin. This graph depicts

the spatial character of energy chains, as there are large areas of

low energy lands to concentrate dilute low quality energies and pass

them up to the smaller yet very high energy lands of the cities.

Figure 3.4 graphs the road network of the State of Florida

showing the difference in power density between urban and rural roads

of the same functional category. When urban and rural roads are

considered as one system, the graph in Fig. 3.4b results. Urban

places are concentrated sources of trip generation, as opposed to a



Figure 3.2. Energy spectrum of incoming energies to south Florida, showing the
spatial distribution of both renewable and fossil fuel sources. All
energies are expressed in Cal CE. For coal equivalents of natural
energies see Table 2.1.

Notes to Fig. 3.2.

Data on incoming natural energies (sunlight, rain, winds, tides, and waves)
are from Costanza (1975). Data on incoming fossil fuel derived energies are
from Odum and Brown (1976).

The graph depicts the spatial character of inflowing energies. Maps were
computer generated by Costanza (1975) that showed the spatial distribution of
incoming natural energies. Because of the nature of the landscape and the
inflowing energies, there are areas of concentration and areas of relatively
sparse inflowing natural energy. Fossil fuel energies are somewhat point
sources inflowing, thus having very small areas of concentration. Therefore,
the acreage of end use was used as the spatial distribution.
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Figure 3.3. Energy spectrum of embodied energy in natural land production and
urban land use power densities in the south Florida and St. Johns
study areas, showing the spatial character of production of both
natural and urban lands.

Notes to Fig. 3.3.

Data on power densities are from Odum and Brown (1976). Land use data for
the St. Johns River Water Management District are from previous unpublished
research by the author. Land use data for south Florida are from Odum and Brown
(1976).
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Figure 3.4. (a) Energy spectrum of road network in Florida, showing the
differences in power density of rural and urban roads.

(b) Energy spectrum of the combined road system of urban and rural
roads.

Notes to Fig. 3.4.

Mileage of different road classes are from Wilber Smith Associates
(1971).

Power density is calculated from average daily traffic counts by major road
class (Wilber Smith Associates 1971) by multiplying traffic counts by average
gasoline consumption per mile, and then by Calories per gallon of gasoline, thus
power density is shown in Cal CE.
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homogeneous plane of trip generation; the peak represented by urban

local roads results.

The graphs in Figs. 3.5 and 3.6 are energy spectrum of the

electrical power network of Florida. Figure 3.5 shows the capacity

(power density) of high voltage transmission lines (69 kv to 500 kv)

versus the miles of each. Not included are the many thousands of

miles of feeder transmission lines, because data are not available.

The graphs in Fig. 3.6 are energy spectrum of the electrical

generation facilities of the state system. Comparison of Fig. 3.6b

with the graph of energy spectrum of Florida cities (3.1b) shows that

both distributions are similar, and suggests that electrical

generation facilities are strongly related to the distribution of city

power densities within landscapes.

Regional Hierarchies and Energy Spectra

Regional Land Use

Land use maps for the three regional study areas were drawn and

areas of each land use were measured and are presented in Table 3.1

and 3.2. The maps of land use were printed elsewhere as part of

contract reports (south Florida study area maps printed in Odum and

Brown [eds.] 1976; Lee County maps in Brown 1976; and St. Johns study

area maps in Brown 1977).

While energy models are normally used to show the flows and

storages of energy through systems, in Figs. 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9 they

are used to show the characteristic organization of regional

hierarchies. The data presented are the areas of land in each



Figure 3.5. Energy spectrum of high voltage transmission lines in Florida,
showing the distribution of 69 kv to 500 kv transmission lines. Not
shown are the local feeder lines that would occupy the lower end of
this spectrum (see Fig. 3.6 for relevant notes).
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Figure 3.6. (a) Energy spectrum of electrical generation units in Florida
showing the rate output of units versus the number of such
units in the system.

(b) Log-log plot of the energy spectrum of electrical generating
units in Florida, for comparison with Fig. 3.1b.

Notes to Figs. 3.5 and 3.6.

Data on the number of miles of high voltage transmission lines and number
and size of Florida's electric generators is from Florida Electric Power
Coordinating Group (1977).

The distribution of electrical generating facilities by generator units and
not by power plants. The distribution was done graphically, where generators
with similar rating were grouped together and assigned a weighted average output
rating.
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Table 3.1. Areas of land use in the south Florida and St. Johns study areas .*

South Florida3 St. Johns

Area % of Area % of
Land use type x 103 acres total x lO^ acres total

URBAN

Open land 172.7 1.60 187.1 2.45
Recreation 56.5 0.50 15.3 0.20
Residential (low density) 64.4 0.60 69.9 0.92
Residential (medium density) 427.3 4.00 262.8 3.44
Residential (high density) b 8.0 0.10
Industrial c 15.8 0.21

Mining c 22.9 0.30
Commercial and services 57.8 0.54 16.4 0.21
Institutional c 133.2 1.74
Transportation 24.0 0.22 20.0 0.26

Utility and communication 4.1 0.04 1.6 0.02

Urban subtotals 806.8 7.56 753.0 9.86

AGRICULTURE

Improved pasture 1644.8 15.42 851.4 11.15

Cropland 321.3 3.0 137.9 1.81
Citrus groves 414.3 3.88 344.1 4.51

Nursery and speciality crops d 2.6 0.03
Confined feeding operation d 6.5 0.09
Planted pine e 956.5 12.52
Clear-cut area d 136.9 1.79

Sugar cane 515.3 4.83

Agriculture subtotals 2895.7 27.14 2435.9 31.90

NATURAL

Grassy scrub 734.2 6.88 488.0 6.39
Sand pine scrub b 327.8 4.29
Sandhill community e 177.2 2.32
Pine flatwood 935.0 8.76 1009.7 13.22
Xeric hammock f 15.9 0.21
Mesic hammock 397.0 3.72 255.0 3.34
Swamp hammock f 127.1 1.66
Hardwood swamp f 613.4 8.03
Riverine cypress 9 131.3 1.72
Cypress dome 356.3 3.33 88.8 1.16
Bayheads and bogs — 30.6 0.40
Scrub cypress 344.6 3.22 —

Wet prairie 1161.2 10.88 133.0 1.74
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Table 3.1. (continued)

Land use type

South Florida3 St. Johns

Area
x 10-3 acres

% of
total

Area % of
x 103 acres total

NATURAL (continued)

Freshwater marsh 1716.7 16.09 355.7 4.66
Rivers and streams h 96.5 1.26
Lakes and ponds 592.6 5.55 357.5 4.68
Reservoir i 14.8 0.19
Borrow pit 3.3 0.03 3.6 0.05
Tidal flat 1.1 0.01 22.3 0.29
Beach and dune 23.6 0.22 6.5 0.09
Coastal hammock — 46.3 0.61
Salt marsh 100.2 0.94 140.7 1.84
Mangroves 606.7 5.63 2.1 0.03
Spoil bank j 4.3 0.06

Natural subtotals 6966.5 65.30 4448.1 58.24

TOTAL 10,669.0 7637.0

*From land use maps prepared for U.S. Department of Interior, National Park
Service, and Division of State Planning, Florida Department of Administration.

aFrom Costanza (1975).
bHigh density residential was combined with medium density as one classifica¬
tion.

industrial, mining, and institutional lane uses were combined with commercial
land uses as one classification.

^Those agricultural uses were not classified separately, but were classified
as either cropland or improved pasture for nursery ans speciality crops and
confined feeding operation, respectively, and clear-cut areas were classified
as open land.

eVery little planted pine exists in the south Florida area, and this land use
was classified as pine flatwood.

^All hammock systems were combined into the one hardwood system that is listed
in the table as mesic hammock.

9Riverine cypress and cypress domes were combined in one classification.
^Rivers and streams were not classified separately.
^.Reservoirs and borrow pits were combined into one classification.
JSpoil bank were not classified as a separate classification, but were
classified according to vegetation cover into appropriate ecosystem
classification.
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Table 3.2. Area of land use in Lee County, Florida.*

Land use type Area (acres) % of total

URBAN

Recreational 2,451 0.50
Residential (low density) 25,853 5.27
Residential (medium density) 24,673 5.03
Residential (high density) 2,770 0.56
Industrial 1,070 0.22
Commercial strip 2,234 0.46
Commercial mall 559 0.11
Central business district 493 0.10
Transportation 2,163 0.44

Utility and communication 76 0.02

Urban subtotal 62,342 12.71

AGRICULTURE

Improved pasture 36,003 7.34
Tree crops 8,563 1.75

Vegetable crops 57,302 11.68

Agriculture subtotal 101,868 20.77

NATURAL

Cleared land 62,022 12.64
Beach and dune 11,616 2.37
Lakes and rivers 4,966 1.01

Grassy scrub 124,095 25.30
Cypress domes and strands 16,352 3.33
Saltwater marshes 2,481 0.51
Wet prairies 6,605 1.35
Pinelands 47,847 9.75
Hardwoods 4,781 0.97
Mangroves 32,109 6.55
Freshwater marshes 13,418 2.74

Natural subtotal 326,292 66.52

*From land use maps prepared for U.S. Department of Interior, National Park
Service, and Division of State Planning, Florida Department of Administration.



level of the system as a means of graphically showing the spatial

organization of the regional landscape. In later sections these same

models will be evaluated in terms of energy flow and storage in both

heat Calories and embodied energy in coal equivalent Calories.

Figures 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9 represent the summarized land use data

for the south Florida, St. Johns, and Lee County study areas, first as

values for a simplified energy circuit model, and second in graphical

form. The land uses of greater area were interpreted as lower in

quality.

The energy circuit models suggest the relationships of energy

flow and storage to hierarchic organization of regional landscapes.

The lower quality, renewable energies are utilized over broad areas of

the landscape, developing a mosaic of ecosystems that concentrate

these energies by building and maintaining soils, cycling nutrients,

conserving and concentrating water, and building wood and other

biomass, some of which may eventually be incorporated into the next

level subsystem of the hierarchic chain of energy flow.

Interpreted as the second level in the regional hierarchy chains

is agriculture land. Here inflows that generate and maintain

structure are the combined energies from renewable and fossil fuel

sources. Some renewable energies are used directly and others are

upgraded through the natural ecosystem first (soil structure and

nutrients), while all fossil fuel derived energies inflow only from

the next higher level in the chain, and do not inflow directly from

outside sources.

The final level in these simplified chains is urban land. The

energy that inflows is from a combination of sources. First,



Figure 3.7. Simplified energy circuit model (a) and summary graph (b) of land
use in the south Florida study area, showing the three broad
categories of land use of natural lands, agricultural lands, and
urban lands; and the decreasing distribution of land with intensity
of use. Area of marine systems is not included; if included,
however, they would be added to Natural Lands. Data is summarized
from Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.8. Simplified energy circuit model (a) and summary graph (b) of land
use in the St. Johns study area, showing the three broad categories
of land use of natural lands, agricultural lands, and urban lands;
and the decreasing distribution of land with intensity of use. Area
of marine systems is not included; if included, however, they would
be added to Natural Lands. Data is summarized from Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.9. Simplified energy circuit model (a) and summary graph (b) of land
use in Lee County, Florida, showing the three broad categories of
land use of natural lands, agricultural lands, and urban lands; and
the decreasing distribution of land with intensity of use. Area of
marine systems is not included; if included, however, they would be
added to Natural lands. Data is summarized from Table 3.2.
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renewable energies inflow directly, as well as from upgraded sources

of natural lands and agricultural lands, and fossil fuel derived

energies inflow directly from outside sources.

Energy Flow and Structure in Regional Systems

The inflowing renewable energies to south Florida, calculated by

Costanza (1975) in heat Calories as well as embodied CE Cals, were

refined in this study by recalculating embodied energies with newer

transformation ratios. The inflows of fossil fuel derived energies

were calculated previously by the author (see Odum and Brown 1976).

These data as well as similar data for the St. Johns study area are

summarized in Table 3.3. The table of inflowing energy shows heat

Calories, transformation ratios, and embodied energy for each energy

that inflows, and are arranged in order of quality. The final column

in Table 3.3 is frequency in the time domain of the inflowing energy

expressed on a yearly basis. The frequency of each energy inflow

refers to the cyclic or pulsing influence of an energy. In a given

time frame for any particular system, some energy has high frequency

and therefore, does not seem to vary over the time observed, and

others may have very low frequency, and therefore seem to vary

considerably during the observation.

The frequencies of the energy inflows to the regions vary over a

wide range from sunlight (365 cycles/yr) to goods and services (3.3

cycles/yr). When the data in Table 3.3 are graphed semi-log as an

energy spectrum, the graph in Fig. 3.10 results. The graph is a plot

of frequency (on the vertical axis) versus embodied energy (horizontal

axis) of the inflowing energy.
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Table 3.3a. Incoming energies to the south Florida study area.

Energy type

Heat
calories

x 1012 Cal/yr

Transformation
ratio*

Cal CE/Ca1

Embodied
energy

x 1012 Cal CE
Frequency6
cycles/yr

Sunlight 69,775.26a 1/2000 34.88 365

Wind 112.02a 1/27 4.15 1.05 x 107

Waves 2.24a 1.35/1 3.02 5.3 x 10°

Tides 0.80a 1.6/1 1.28 706

Rai n 131.88b 1.8/1 237.38 150

Fossil fuels 191.00c 1.5 286.5 12

Goods and
services 6.82d 75/1 511.5 3.3

*From Table 2.1.
aFrom Costanza (1975).
bThe free energy associated with rain is calculated as its chemical potential
relative to seawater using the formula:

AF = AFg + nRT In (C2/C1)
where C2 is dissolved solids concentration in rainwater (1 ppm) and Cl is the
dissolved solids concentration in seawater (35,000 ppm), thus:

AF = 0 + (1/35 mole/g)(1.99 Cal/deg mole)(300)ln(lppm/35,000 ppm)
= 165 Cal/g salt

grams salt = (1 gal seawater)(8.55 1b/ga1)(35 lb salt/965 lb)(454 g/lb)
= 141 g salt/gal 1000 Cal/Cal and:

F = (165 Cal/g salt) (141 g salt/gal) _ 23 c ,, ,A
1000 Cal/Cal " Lal/gal

Total free energy from chemical potential of rain is calculated using only that
portion of rainfall that is in excess of the world average (40 in.). Since the
sun makes the average rain as a regular byproduct, the water of the average can
be regarded as a byproduct of the solar energy. Mean annual total rainfall for
south Florida is 59.8 in. (Costanza 1975) and the excess over the world average
is therefore 59.8 in. - 40 in. = 19.8 in./yr.
The total free energy from chemical potential of rain is as follows:

Total chemical potential =
(19.8 in./yr)(23 Cal/gal)(6.27 x 106 in.2/acre)(10669.0 x 103 acres)

231 in.2/gal
= 131.88 x 1012 Cal/yr
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Table 3.3a. (continued)

cFrom Odum and Brown (1976). Total fossil fuel inflow is equal to 191.0 x lO^-2
Cal/yr. Total embodied energy in fossil fuel inflows are calculated by
multiplying chemical potential energy by transformation ratios, thus:

Total embodied energy = (191.0 x 1012 Cal/yr)(1.5 Cal CE/Cal)
= 286.5 x 1012 cal CE/yr

^Chemical potential of goods is calculated using weight of 4 different classes
of goods incoming to south Florida and assuming the following distribution of
goods by class (Revelle and Revelle 1974): Metal = 25%; Wood = 25%; Fiber =
25%; Plastic = 25%

The chemical potential energy per pound (Odum et al. 1979) of each is as
follows: Metal = 300 Cal/lb; Wood = 1500 Cal/lb; Fiber = 1500 Cal/lb; and
Plastic = 3000 Cal/lb

Total weight of goods incoming to south Florida is 1.6 x 109 lbs (based on
average cost of 1 dollar/lb), thus:

Chemical potential energy in goods
= (1.6 x 109 1b)(0.25)(300 Cal/lb) + (1.6 x 109 1b)(0.25)(1500 Cal/lb)
+ (1.6 x 109 lb)(0.25)(1500 Cal/lb) + (1.6 x 109 1b)(0.25)(3000 Cal/lb)
= 2.52 x 1012 Cal/yr
Chemical potential energy in food is calculated separately and added to that

of goods. There were 2.2 x 109 lb of food incoming to south Florida (based
on average cost of 1 dollar/lb), thus:
Chemical potential energy inflows = (2.2 x 109 1b)(1500 Cal/lb)

= 3.3 x 10^2 Cal/yr
and the total chemical potential energy in goods and food is equal to:

Total chemical potential energy = 2.52 x 1012 Cal/yr + 3.3 x 1012
Cal/yr = 6.82 x 1012 Cal/yr

frequency in cycles per year is estimated as follows: Sunlight - taken as
number of days per year; Waves - taken as the mean number of waves per year
breaking the shore from N0AA (1979), where frequency is 10 waves/min; Tides -
mean number of tides per year 706 (Costanza 1975); Rain mean number of
rainfall events is 150 (N0AA 1979); Fossil fuels - assume there is one month
supply within region (State Energy Office, personal communication 1980).
Thus, turnover time is 1 mo or 12 times/yr; Goods - data on expenditure for
durable and nondurable goods from U.S. Department of Commerce (1978) is used
to determine the percent of total expenditures for durable and nondurable goods
for each of the six classes of goods below, and estimates of frequency are
made for each. With this data, a weighted mean frequency for goods is
calculated. The six classes, percent of expenditures, and frequency are:

Food 37% 52 cycles/yr
Clothing 13% . 1 cycle/yr
Mise. 4% 4 cycles/yr
Housing 25% 0.2 cycles/yr
Furniture 11% 0.2 cycles/yr
Automobile 10% 0.2 cycles/yr

Weighted mean frequency = 3.3 cycles/yr.
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Table 3.3b. Incoming energies to the St. Johns study area.

Energy type

Heat
calories

x 10^-2 Cal/yr

Transformation
ratio*

Cal CE/Cal x

Embodied

energy
1012 Cal CE

Frequency6
cycles/yr

Sunlight 49,946.0 1/2000 25.0 365

Wind 80.2 1/27 3.0 1.05 x 107

Waves 1.6 1.35/1 2.2 5.3 x 106

Tides 0.4 1.6/1 0.6 706

Rain 96.3 1.8/1 173.3

Fossil fuels 136.7 1.5 205.1 12

Goods and
services 4.9 75/1 367.5 3.3

*From Table 2.1.



Figure 3.10. Energy spectral distribution of inflowing energies to the south
Florida and St. Johns study areas, showing log of frequency versus
embodied energy. Data are from Table 3.3.
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The energy that is upgraded and accumulated as structure within

the south Florida and St. Johns study areas are given in Table 3.4.

The table of accumulated structure shows heat Calories, transformation

ratios, and embodied energy for each of the principle storages or

structure, as well as the spatial extent and turnover time.

The data in Table 3.4 are graphed semi-log as an energy spectrum

in Fig. 3.11, using emboded energy Calories for the two regions for

comparison. The spatial frequency and energy are plotted on the

vertical and horizontal axes, respectively. Figure 3.12 gives

embodied energy versus turnover time plotted as an energy spectrum.

In general, the spectral distributions show that low quality

energies and storage have high frequency and large spatial area, while

the reverse is true for higher quality ones. And when compared with

the spectral distribution of land uses for south Florida, similarities

are observed.

The Landscape of Cities within Regions

When the average power density was calculated for cities within

the south Florida and St. Johns study areas, there was a tendency for

the cities to fall into the five classes of cities listed in Table

3.5. Because of the large area of wetland ecosystems in the south

Florida study area, the majority of cities of all sizes were sampled

from the St. Johns area. It was felt that due to the extent of this

wetlands coverage, and that developable land is confined to a very

narrow strip along both coasts, the south Florida region represents a

unique situation from a physical standpoint, which inhibits the

development of a complete array of city sizes.



Table3.4a.EnergyembodiedinaccumulatedstructureinthesouthFloridastudyarea.* Structuretype

Heat Calories
x1012Cal

Transformation ratio
CalCE/Cal

Embodied energy
x1012CalCE

Spatial extent
x10âcres

Turnover time (yr)

Soilsa

274.2

0.5and4.0

183.5

10669.0

450

Naturalecosystem structure0

1790.1

0.5

895.1

6966.5

21.5

Agriculture structure0

786.7

0.5and12

3792.0

2895.7

12.2

Urbanstructure1^

879.8

12

10557.6

556.7

29.4

Humans

0.648

17,743

11497.5

0.50

88

*Generalnote,allcalculationsandexplanationsaredoneusingsouthFloridadataasexamples,the samemethodswereemployedfortheSt.Johnsstudyarea. aSoiIsweregroupedintwobroadcategories:organicandmineralsoils.Areasofeachwere determinedfromlandusemapsbyidentifyingeachsoiltypeswithecosystemtype,andassuming thatallurbanlandsoccupymineralsoils.Ecosystemsthatoccupyorganicsoilsare:marshes, cypressswamps,mangrove,sawgrassmarsh,andsugarcane. AreasofeachtypewerederivedfromTable3.1,landusesofsouthFloridaasfollows:mineral soils=5.3x106acres;organicsoils=4.77x10^acres. Regan(1977)calculatedchemicalenergiesandtransformationratiosformineralandorganic soilsasfollows:

ChemicalenergyTransformationratio
Mineralsoils2.5x10&Cal/acre4CalCE/Cal Organicsoils54.7x10^Cal/acre0.5CalCE/Cal Thus,totalchemicalenergyisobtainedbymultiplyingareaofeachsoilbychemicalenergyand adding:Totalchemicalenergyinsoils=(5.3x10^acres)(1.25x10^Cal/acre) +(4.77x106acres)(54.7x10^Cal/acre)

=13.25x1012+260.9x1012
-274.2x1012Cal



Table3.4a.(continued) Embodiedenergyiscalculatedbymultiplyingchemicalenergyofeachsoiltypebyits transformationratio:Totalembodiedenergy=(13.25x1012Ca1inmineralsoi1)(4CalCE/Cal) +(260.9x10l2Calinorganicsoi1)(0.5CalCE/Cal)
=53.0x1012CalCE+130.5x1012CalCE

=183.5x1012CalCE

SpatialextentistotallandareainthesouthFloridastudyarea. TurnovertimewasestimatedbyRegan(1977)asfrom375to525years.Turnovertimeusedis
meanofthosetwovalues.450yearsor0.0022/yr.®DatafromCostanza(1975). SpatialextentisareaofnaturallandsfromTable3.1,landuseinthesouthFloridastudy area. Turnovertimeiscalculatedbydividingstructurebygrossmetabolism(fromCostanza1975). Turnovertimeinyears=-895'069xCE=21.5yrsor0.0464/yr 41.6x1012CalCE/yr

cAgriculturalstructurehastwocomponents;plantbiomass,andfarmmachineryandrelated equipment.Thus,therearetwocomponentstochemicalenergy,twotransformationratios,andtwo componentstoembodiedenergy,aswellasameanturnovertimethatisaweightedaverageofthe twocomponents. DeBellevue(1976)calculatedchemicalenergyinbothcomponentsfortypesofagriculturein southFloridaonanacrebasisasfollows:
PlantbiomassGoods,machineryand

x106Cal/acrestructurex10®Cal/acre
Improvedpasture

15.6

18.05

Vegetablecrops

529.3

501.95

Treecrops

41.5

113.24

Sugarcane

539.9

111.67

Totalchemicalenergiesarecalculatedbymultiplyingareasoflandusetimesplantbiomass chemicalenergies,andthechemicalenergiesingoodsandsumming. Acresx10^
Totalplant biomass

x1012Cal

Totalener ingoods
x1012Cal

Improvedpasture

1644.8

25.65

29.69

Vegetablecrops

321.3

170.06

161.28

Treecrops

414.3

17.19

46.92

Sugarcane

515.3

278.21

57.54

TOTAL

491.11

295.54

Totalchemicalenergiesofagriculturalstructure=786.7xlO^2Cal



Table3.4a.(continued) Totalembodiedenergyiscalculatedbymultiplyingbyappropriatetransformationratioand summing Goods:(295.54x1012Cal)(12CalCE/Cal)=3546.5x1C)12CalCE Plantbiomass:(491.11x1012Cal)(0.5CalCE/Cal)=256.55x1012CalCE TOTAL3792.0x1012CalCE SpatialextentisequaltoareaofagriculturallandsfromTable3.1;areasoflanduseinthe southFloridastudyarea=2895.7x10dacres. Turnovertimeforplantbiomassis1yearandis6.5%oftotalembodiedenergyinagricultural structure.Turnovertimeforgoodsandmachineryandbuildingstructureiscalculatedas13years bydividingembodiedenergybygrosspowerdensityoffuelsandgoods,thusturnovertimeof12.22 resultswhenweightedmeaniscalculated. dEmbodiedenergiesofurbanstructure,transformationratio,andchemicalpotentialenergyare fromTable3.30;energyqualityofurbanstructureinthesectiononurbanenergyflowsand structure. Chemicalpotentialenergiesareasfollows:
Chemicalpotential
Totalchemical

Area

energy/acre

potentialenergy

X

103acres

x10^heatCal/acre
xÍO^2heatCal

Lowdensityresidential
64.4

0.6

38.64

Medium—Highdensityresidential
427.3

1.5

640.95

Commercial

43.3

3.0

129.90

Industrial

14.9

2.3

34.27

Centralbusinessdistrict
6.8

5.3

36.04

TOTAL

879.8

SeeFigs.3.24and3.25,energyqualityofurbanstructure,forcalculationoftransformation ratio. Turnovertimeiscalculatedbydividingembodiedenergybygrossmetabolism(Costanza1975)as follows:105576xlO^2Turnovertime=1—=29.4yrsor0.34/yr359.7x1012CalCE/yr
eChemicalpotentialinhumansiscalculatedas:populationtimesaveraqeweightperpersontime 1500Cal/lb (3.6x106people)(120lb)(1500Cal/lb)-0.648x1012Cal Transformationratioiscalculatedastotalembodiedenergyforanindividualdividedbythe chemicalpotentialofthatindividual. Assumeaverageageof35yr,andembodiedenergyequals250,000CalCE/day(totalenergyuseinw

U.S.dividedbypopulation),thus:



Table3.4a.(continued) Transformationratio=(3.6x106people)(35yr)(250,000CalCE/day)(365days) =1.1x1016CalCE 0.648xlO1?Cal
-17,743

Spatial Florida Spatial
extentiscalculatedasareaoneindividualoccupiesmultipliedbypopulationof extent--(6'°sqft/person)(36x106people)=4qsq43560sqft/acreacres

south

Turnovertimeiscalculatedbydividingbirthrateper1000individuals(12.5)(Florida StatisticalAbstract1976)by1000,thus: 12.5birth/1000 1000people
0.0125or80.0yr



Table3.4b.EnergyembodiedinaccumulatedstructureintheSt.Johnsstudyarea. Structuretype

Heat Calories
x1012Cal

Transformation ratio
CalCE/Cal

Embodied energy
x1012CalCE

Spatial extent
x102acres

Turnover time (yr)

Soils3

96.8

0.5and4.0

97.9

7637.0

450

Naturalecosystem structure'3

1217.2

0.5

608.6

5399.3

21.5

Agriculture structure0

230.1

0.5and12

1548.0

1342.5

12.2

Urbanstructure*2

631.2

12

7574.4

406.1

29.4

Humans

0.45

17,743

7984.4

0.34

88



Figure 3.11. Energy spectral distribution of the embodied energy in storages of
the south Florida and St. Johns study areas, showing the log of
spatial extent versus embodied energy. Data are from Table 3.4.
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Figure 3.12. Energy spectral distribution of the embodied energy in storages of
the south Florida and St. Johns study areas, showing the log of
turnover time versus embodied energy. Data are from Table 3.4.
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Table 3.5. Urban land use3 and population^ for selected cities in the
south Florida and St. Johns study areas, by class.

All
Total other

City
area

(acres)
Commercial

(acres)
Industrial

(acres)
uses

(acres)
Popula¬
tion

CLASS 1 CITIES

Jacksonvi1le 98813.7 8003.9 8142.2 82667.6 504,265

Percent of
total land
use 8.1% 8.24% 83.7%

CLASS 2 CITIES

Orlando 62887.5 4024.2 3521.1 55332.2 99,006

Percent of
total land
use 6.4% 5.6% 88%

CLASS 3 CITIES

Melbourne 15281.4 916.9 611.3 13753.2 40,236
Titusvi 1 le 14694.8 911.1 558.4 13225.3 30,515
Ft. Myers 13048.4 782.9 261.0 12004.5 27,351
Ocala 10631.2 595.3 457.1 9578.8 22,583
Ft. Pierce 13528.5 784.7 527.6 12216.2 29,721
Daytona Beach 14839.3 875.5 593.6 13370.2 45,327
Gainesvilie 13976.9 531.1 629.0 12816.8 64,510

Mean 13714.4 771.1 519.7 12423.6 37,177.6

Percent of
mean total
land use 5.6% 3.8% 90.6%

CLASS 4 CITIES

Cocoa 5161.2 268.4 165.2 4727.6 16,110
Naples 4356.4 210.8 161.2 3984.4 12,042
Vero Beach 4125.4 193.9 123.8 3807.7 11,908
Leesburg 3843.7 199.9 146.1 3497.7 11,869
Belle Glade 1827.8 60.3 78.6 1688.9 15,949
Haines City 2009.3 96.4 74.3 1838.6 8,956
Palatka 3546.4 265.0 1131.2 3149.2 9,444
St. Augustine 4453.1 209.3 155.9 4087.9 12,352
Sanford 5989.5 294.9 221.6 5472.7 17,393
Deland 8819.2 522.2 264.6 7932.4 11,641
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Table 3.5. (continued)

All
Total other

City
area

(acres)
Commercial

(acres)
Industrial

(acres)
uses

(acres)
Popula¬
tion

New Smyrna Beach 4246.9 220.8 106.2 3919.9 10,580
Ormond Beach 3851.5 192.6 92.4 3566.5 14,063
Winter Haven 7362.3 349.4 250.3 6762.6 16,136

Mean 4584.1 244.9 151.6 4187.5 12,957.2

Percent of
mean total
land use 5.3% 3.3% 91.3%

CLASS 5 CITIES

A1achua 832.7 36.1 13.3 783.3 2,252
Hawthorne 491.6 19.2 6.4 466.0 1,126
Maiabu 357.3 15.2 5.6 336.5 634
Punta Gorda 1546.1 61.3 15.2 1469.7 3,879
Green Cove Spgs. 1723.4 82.7 24.1 1616.6 3,857
Keystone Heights 503.6 20.1 6.0 477.5 800
Baldwin 493.7 24.7 9.9 459.1 1,408
Bunnell 487.7 21.9 7.3 458.5 1,687
Flagler Beach 461.3 18.9 1.8 440.6 1,042
Moore Haven 432.5 17.3 4.3 410.9 974
Labelle 512.8 21.5 7.2 484.1 1,823
Lake Placid 386.9 17.5 4.6 364.8 656
Sebastian 393.3 15.7 5.5 372.1 825
Clermont 1504.4 70.7 22.6 1411.1 3,661
Umati11 a 475.6 18.1 4.3 453.2 1,600
Dunnellon 452.8 18.2 5.4 429.2 1,146
Okeechobee 1533.9 64.4 21.5 1448.0 3,715
Frostproof 1038.5 43.6 18.7 976.2 2,814
Crescent City 531.1 23.9 — 507.2 1,734
Grovel and 512.1 24.5 12.2 575.4 1,928
Hastings 401.4 16.9 8.0 376.5 628
Bushnel1 468.8 21.1 7.0 440.7 700
Wildwood 729.2 29.2 17.5 682.5 2,082
Lake Butler 469.4 19.2 7.5 442.7 1,598
Lake Helen 482.2 20.3 4.3 457.6 1,303

Mean 692.9 29.7 9.6 653.6 1,754.9

Percent of
mean total
land use 4.3% 1.4% 94.3%
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Table 3.5 (continued)

aTotal area does not necessarily correspond to official city limits, but was
determined from aerial photographs as that area that was contiguous urban
development. Land uses were measured by cutting up maps made from aerial
photographs at a scale of 1:77,117 and weighing on an analytical balance, then
converting to area.

Population is from Bureau of Economic and Business Research, College of
Business Administration, University of Florida (1978) and corresponds to
official city limits or SMSA's, thus is not necessarily the population of
contiguous urban development as outlined above.
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Shown in Figs. 3.13, 3.14, 3.15, and 3.16 are examples of each of

the five classes of cities, drawn to a scale of approximately

1:220,000. Three classes of urban land use are indicated and were

used to calculate average power densities.

The percentage of each land use for each of the city types were

compared and are given in Table 3.6. The extent that a city serves as

a central place is indicated by the data as the percent of industrial

and commercial land use increases. Thus, the class 1 cities (which

includes Jacksonville and Miami) have a higher percentage of total

land area in commercial and industrial uses than the other classes.

The areas of land use in each of the categories of commercial,

industrial, and other uses are listed in Table 3.6 with corresponding

embodied energy power density. The percent of the total land area of

each of the uses is also listed, and when compared for each class of

city, indicates the extent that each city type serves as a central

place. The percent of land use in commercial and industrial uses is

highest for class 1 cities and decreases with each class.

Given in Table 3.7 are characteristics of central places in

southern Germany, from Christaller (1966), and the St. Johns study

area. In general, the number of places, ranges, and typical

populations for each of the city classes correspond to those found by

Christaller for a region of similar size in southern Germany.

Ranges were calculated by dividing the total inflowing embodied

energy of each city type by the average embodied energy power density

for the St. Johns region. In Christaller's study, ranges were derived

by mapping the length of trips generated by each of his central places

and determining the average distance. The data in Table 3.7b can be



Figure 3.13. Generalized map of Jacksonville, Florida, a class 1 city; showing
the three land use categories: commercial (black area), industrial
(cross-hatched area), and residential (stippled area). Approximate
scale: 1:220,000.
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Figure 3.14. Generalized map of Orlando, Florida, a class 2 city; showing the
three land use categories: commercial (black area), industrial
(cross-hatched area), and residential (stippled area). Approximate
scale: 1:220,000.
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Figure 3.15. Generalized map of Ft. Myers, Florida (a), Gainesville, Florida
(b), and Deland, Florida (c), all class 3 cities; showing the three
land use categories: commercial (black area), industrial
(cross-hatched area), and residential (stippled area). Approximate
scale: 1:220,000.
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Figure 3.16. Generalized map of Palatka, Florida (a), Belle Glade, Florida (b),
examples of class 4 cities, and Immokalee, Florida (c), Bunnell,
Florida (d), Hawthorne, Florida (e), examples of class 5 cities;
showing the three land use categories: commercial (black area),
industrial (cross-hatched area), and residential (stippled area).
Approximate scale: 1:220,000.
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Table3.6.Areasofurbanlanduse,embodiedenergypowerdensity,andtotalembodiedenergy flowforfiveclassesofcitiesinthesouthFloridaandSt.Johnsstudyarea. Commerciallanduse

Industriallanduse

Allotherlanduses

Cityclass

Area (acres)

Averageembodied energypower densitya
(x109Cal CE/acre•yr)

Area (acres)

Averageembodied energypower density'5
(x109CalArea CE/acre•yr)(acres)

Averageembodied energypower densityc
(x109Cal CE/acre•yr)

Total'* embodied energyflow (x1012cal CE/yr)

Class1

8004

11.1

8142

4.4

82668

0.7

182.4

Class2

4024

8.7

3521

4.4

55332

0.7

89.0

Class3

771

7.5

519

4.4

12423

0.7

16.7

Class4

245

5.4

152

4.4

4188

0.7

4.9

C1ass5

30

3.9

10

4.4

654

0.7

0.6

aAverageembodiedenergy
powerdensitywascalculatedusing
embodiedenergy
powerdensityfromTable3.26andassumingthe

followingmixofcommerciallandusesforeachclassofci
ty:

Commercialstrip
Cornnercial

mallCentral
businessdistrict

Class1

65%

15%

20%

Class2

75%

10%

15%

Class3

80%

10%

10%

Class4

90%

10%

Class5

100%

‘’Averageembodiedenergy
powerdensityforindustrialland
usesisfromTable3.26.

cAverageembodiedenergy
powerdensityforall
1otherlandusesisfromTable3.26,usingthevaluesformediumc
density

residentia1. dotalembodiedenergyflowiscalculatedbymultiplyinglandareabyaverageembodiedenergypowerdensityforeachlanduse type,andsumming.

rv>
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Table 3.7a. Characteristics of selected central places in southern Germany,
1933; from Christaller (1966) p. 67.

Type

Number
of

places

Range of
region

(mi les)

Area of
region
(sq mi)

Typical
population
of places

(x 103)

Landstadt 1 67 12,500 500

Provinstadt 2 39 4,170 100

Gaustadt 6 22 1,390 30

Bezirkstadt 18 13 460 10

Amtsort 162 4 51 1
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Table 3.7b. Characteristics of Central Places in St. Johns study area.

Type

Number
of

places3

Range of
region

(miles)b

Area of
region
(sq mi)c

Mean

population
of places

(x 103)d

1 1 50.0 7850 504

2 2 34.9 3826 99

3 5 15.1 716 37

4 21 8.2 211 13

5 116 2.9 26 1.8

aData from Bureau of Economic and Business Research, College of Business
Administration, University of Florida, 1976.

bRange is calculated by dividing total embodied energy flow (from Table 3.6,
column 8) for each city class by average regional embodied energy in fossil
fuels and goods expressed as a power density. (3.6 x 107 Cal CE/acre •

,yr,) ocCalculated from A = ttK where r is values in column 3.
dFrom Table 3.5.

\
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shown in another way by graphically depicting the ranges in map form.

By first of all establishing the average embodied energy power density

of the region, and then the embodied energy power density of each

city, the cities' power density can be extended over the surrounding

landscape until it is equal to that of the region. The resulting

circle is a measure of the extent of the influence of the city within

the immediate landscape. Figure 3.17 shows a portion of the St. Johns

study area and includes the range of influence for example cities of

each of the five classes.

The Flows of Energy in a Regional Hierarchy: Lee County

The flows of energy through, and the storages of energy within a

regional landscape, while somewhat web-like in their organization, can

be grouped by quality of energy and a hierarchy emerges. Given in

Figs. 3.18 and 3.19 is an energy model of Lee County, Florida,

organized as a regional hierarchy.

Figure 3.18 is a "heat energy" diagram, where all flows and

storages of energy are evaluated in their chemical potential energy,

or heat energy equivalents. Figure 3.19 is an "embodied energy"

diagram, where all flows and storages are evaluated in embodied energy

of the same type; in this case coal equivalent Calories. Embodied

energies are derived by multiplying heat energies by transformation

ratios (quality factors) that are given in Table 2.1.

The regional hierarchy has two energy sources inflowing from the

outside. The first is natural renewable energies that are the sum of

all natural energies inflowing, including: sunlight, chemical

potential energy associated with the purity of rainwater, potential



Figure 3. L7. The landscape of cities in the St. Johns study area showing
selected cities, the range of their regions, and area of regions.
Approximate scale: 1 inch equals 18.9 miles. The range and area of
regions is from Table 3.7b, where area of region was calculated by
dividing average power density of the region by the inflowing
embodied energy per year for each class of city.
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Figure3.18.EnergycircuitmodelofLeeCounty,Florida,organizedasaregional Numbersareflowsandstoragesofactualenergy(heatequivalents), calculations.

hierarchyofcomponents. Seenotesfordetailsof



FLOWS=xIO12Cal./yr. STOCKS=xIO12Cal.

4^
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Notes to Figure 3.18.

STOCK

A. Natural Structure

Assume average biomass of 10.0 x 10^ g dry organic matter/m^
converted to Cal by multiplying by 4.5 Cal/g and then multiplying
by area of natural lands

(10.0 x 10^ q) x 4.5 Cal/g x (3.26 x 10^ acres) x 4047 m^/acre
= 59.4 x 10!2 Cal

B. Agricultural Structure

Assume average biomass of 3.0 x 10^ g dry organic matter/m^
converted to Cal by multiplying by 4.5 Cal/g and then multiplying
by area of agricultural lands

(3.0 x 10^ q) x 4.5 Cal/g x (1.01 x 10^ acres) x 4047 m^/acre
= 5.5 x 1012 cal

C. Urban Structure

Calculated by multiplying land use areas by chemical potential
energies/acre as follows:

Land use

Area
(acres)

Chemical
potential3

energy/acre
(x lO^ Cal/acre)

Total
chemical

potential
energy

(x 1012 Cal)

Residential

Low density 25,858 0.6 15.5

Medium density 24,673 1.0 24.7

High density 2,770 2.5 6.9

Industrial 1,146 2.5 2.9

Commercial 2,793 3.1 8.7

Central business district 493 4.9 2.4

TOTAL 57,733 61.1

aFrom Table 3.30.

Average chemical potential energy for urban lands is:
61.1 x 10l3 Cal/57,733 acres = 1.1 x 10^ Cal/acre
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D. People

Population = 1.25 x 103 people; assume average weight of 120
pounds and multiply by 1500 Cal/lb

Chemical potential energy in population is equal to:

(1.25 x 105 people) x 120 lbs x 1500 Cal/lb = 2.25 x 1010 Cal

E. Government, Education, and Social Organization

Number of employees in government = 10,500 people; assume average
weight of 140 lbs, and 1500 Cal/lb, on job.

Chemical potential energy in human social organization and
government equal to:

(10.5 x 103 people) x 140 lbs x 1500 Cal/lb = 2.2 x 109 Cal

FLOWS

Natural Renewable Energy Inflows

Jl, J2» and J3 - represents the total inputs of sunlight,
wind, chemical potential of rain, potential
energy of rain elevation, waves, and tides.

1. Sunlight: average daily solar radiation

(1.6 x 10® Cal/m^ • yr)(4047 m3/acre) = 6.5 x 109 Cal/acre • yr

Total sunlight energy

(6.5 x 109 Cal/acre • yr)(8.9 x 10® acres) = 5.8 x lO*3 Cal/yr

2. Wind:

Formula used - i mv2 <-ed-d? diffusion coefficient)
¿ height

eddy diffusion coefficient = 1 x 10^ cm/sec
height assumed to be 3000 ft = 9.1 x 10^ cm
v = velocity = 8.2 mph = 36.7 cm/sec
m = mass = 0.0013 g/cm3

Energy from wind:

(0.5)(0.0013 g/cm3)(36.7 cm/sec)3(l x 10^ cm/sec)
(2.39 x 10~Il Cal/erg)(2.13 x l(r sec/yr)

9.1 x 10^ cm

= (7.27 x 10~3 Cal/cm)(4.05 x 10^ cm3/acre)
= 2.9 x 103 Cal/acre • yr
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Total wind energy:

(2.9 x 102 Cal/acre • yr)(4.91 x 102 acres) = 1.4 x 10^ Cal/yr

3. Chemical potential energy of rain relative to seawater:

average rainfall = 50 in/yr = 1.4 x 10® gal/acre • yr

= 6.9 x 10*1 gal/yr

dissolved solids in rain = 10 ppm
dissolved solids in seawater = 35 parts/1000

Ci
AF = nRT In UA)c2

1.99 Cal/mole°K x 300°K , ,999,990x
189/m x in l965,000j

= 1.18 Cal/g water = 1.18 x 10"2 Cal/g water

Total aF = (1.18 x 10"2 Cal/g water)(3600 g/gal)(6.9 x 10H gal/yr)
= 2.9 x 1012 Cal/yr

4. Potential energy of rain water elevation:

PE = j PgVh

P = 1.0 g/cm2
g = 980 cm/sec2
V = 25% of rainfall = (0.25) (50 in/yr) = 12.5 in/yr

= 6.25 x 10l4 cm2/yr
h = average height of fall = 15 ft = 457 cm

PE = -£-(1.0 g/cm2) (980 cm/sec2) (6.25 x 10^ cm2/yr)(457 cm)
(2.38 x 10-H Cal/erg)

= 3.3 x 109 Cal/yr

5.Waves

wave energy = E = i PgH2

P = density of seawater = 1.025 g/cm2
g = 980 cm/sec2
H = mean wave height = 0.38 m

wave energy = (-g-) (1.025 g/cm2) (980 cm/sec2) (H cm)2
= 125.5 erg/cm2(1002 cm2/m2)(2.38 x 10"H Cal/erg)(H cm)2
= (2.98 x 10-5 Cal/m2)(38 cm)2
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= 0.043 Cal/m3

wave power = P = EC

E = wave energy = 0.043 Cal/m3
C = /gcT- where d = average depth = 1 m

P = (0.043 Cal/m3)(A).8[l m])(3.15 x 107 sec/yr)
P = 4.2 x 10^ Cal/m of exposed shore length • yr

shore length = 35 miles = 5.6 x 10^ m

Total P = (4.2 x 106 Cal/m • yr)(5.6 x 10^ m)
= 2.3 x 1011 Cal/yr

6. Tides

tidal energy = E = -g- PgH3
P = density of seawater = 1.025 g/cm3
g = 980 cm/sec3
H = mean tidal range = 61 cm

tidal energy = (-g-) (1.025 g/cm3)(980 cm/sec3)(61 cm)3
= 4.67 x 103 erg/cm3(1003 cm3/m3)(2.38 x 10"H Cal/erg)
= 0.11 Cal/m3

tidal power = P = E /gh b

h = average depth of estuary = 1.0 m
b = average width of estuary = 5.6 x 10^ m
P = (0.11 Cal/m3) (1/9.8 m/sec3 x 1 m x 5.6 x 10^ m)

= (0.11 Cal/m3)(7.4 x 103 m3/sec)
= (8.1 Cal/sec)(3.15 x 107 sec/yr)
= 2.6 x 10^ Cal/yr • tide

Number of tides = 706/yr

Total tidal power - (2.6 x 109 Cal/yr • tide)(706) = 1.8 x 1013
Cal/yr.

Natural renewable energies from sunlight, winds, and rain delivered to
each land use type were allocated as a percent of total area of county
occupied by each land use type. Waves and tides were considered to inflow
to natural lands.



SummaryofflowsJj,J2,andJ3* Flowto landtype

Sunlight energy

Wind energy

Rain chemical potential energy

Rain elevation potential energy

Wave energy

Tide energy

Total energy

JiNatural(66.5%)
4700

0.0009

1.9

0.000022

0.23

1.8

4700

Ü2Agricultural(20.6%)
700

0.0003

0.6

0.000007

—

700

J3Urban(12.9%)

400

0.0002

0.4

0.000004

—

400

*A11valuesexpressedasx10^2Cal/yr
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Ü4> J5> ^6 — Fossil fuels and goods inflow

Goods inflowing were calculated based on the following representative
community flows for a typical city (ReVelle and ReVelle 1974)

Commodity

Commodity
flow

(lb/person*day)

Commodity
flow3 for
county

(xlO® lbs/yr)

Chemical
potential
energy/1b

good
(Cal/lb)

Chemical
potential
energy
inflow

(xlO9 Cal/yr)

Concrete 0.1 4.6 20 0.1

Glass 0.3 13.7 1900 26.0

Steel 0.3 13.7 700 9.6

Food 3.0 136.9 1500 205.4

Fiber 0.2 9.1 1500 13.6

Paper 1.5 68.4 1900 129.9

Wood 0.1 4.6 1500 6.9

PIastic 0.3 13.7 3000 41.1

Total 5.8 264.7 432.6

aBased on county population of 1.25 x 105 people and 365 days

Total inflowing fossil fuels = 14.0 x 1012 Cal/yr

Total inflowing goods (without food) = 0.23 x lO*2 Cal/yr

Total inflowing food = 0.2 x 10^2 Cal/yr
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új, Jg — Goods and fuels used by agriculture: data from DeBellevue (1976)

Per Acre Use
(x 10® Cal/acre Number of Acres

Total
Chemical
Potential

Vegetable
Crops

Imp roved
Pasture

Vegetable
Crops

Improved
Pasture

Energy
(x 1012
Cal/yr)

Goods 0.9 0.04 57,300 36,000 0.1

Fuels 12.7 4.0 0.8

J9 - Agriculture structure harvested -

Total shipped 93.4 x 10® lbs/yr:
(Lee County Chamber of Commerce, personal communication, 1973)

Chemical potential = (93.4 x 10® lbs/yr) x 150 Cal/lb

= 1.4 x 1011 Cal/yr

J10 - Agricultural runoff -

Calculated as chemical potential energy of concentration of N and
P in runoff relative to concentration in seawater.

Average concentration of N and P in runoff (DeBellevue 1976)

Pasture: 2.1 ppm N and 1.0 ppm P and total runoff

= 6 Ibs/acre • yr N and 3 lbs/acre • yr P

Vegetable crops: 27.8 ppm N and 13.2 ppm P and total runoff

= 80 lbs/acre*yr N and 38 lbs/acre • P

Chemical potential energy was calculated using free energy
associated with difference in concentrations using seawater
concentrations (from Van Nostrand's Scientific Encyclopedia, 5th
Ed.) of 0.51 ppm N and 0.07 ppm P.

Equation used:
Ci

AF = nRT In {-J-)c2

n = 40 g/mole N; and 96 g/mole P
R = 1.99 x 10"3 Cal/mole°K
T = 300°K
C]_ = concentration in seawater
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C2 = concentration in runoff
Chemical potential energies of N and P in runoff are as follows:

Agriculture
land uses A F

Total grams of
runoff/acre

•yr

Number
of

acres

Total chemical
energy
Cal/yr

Pasture

N 2.1 X lO-2 Cal/g 2,700 36,000 2.0 x 106
P 1.67 X lO"2 Cal/g 1,360 36,000 8.2 x 104

Vegetable crops

N 6.0 X lO'2 Cal/g 36,300 57,300 1.2 x 108
P 3.29 X lO"2 Cal/g 17,200 57,300 3.2 x 107

Total chemical potential energy in agricultural runoff = 1.5 x 108 Cal/yr

J]_ 1 — Natural structure harvested —

Wood sales = $12.6 x 108/yr:
(Lee County Chamber of Commerce, personal communication, 1973)

Assume $70/cord; 4.6 x 108 Ibs/cord; 1500 Cal/lb

Thus $12$7o/Cq^ x (4*6 x 103 lb/cord) x 1500 Cal/lb
= 1.2 x 1012 Cal/yr

Seafood = weight of catch landed in Lee County = 4.5 x 108 Ib/yr
(Lee County Chamber of Commerce, personal communication, 1973)

Chemical potential energy = (4.5 x 108 1b)(1500 Cal/lb)
= 6.8 x 109 Cal/yr

Total = 1.2 x 1012 Cal/yr + 0.007 x 1012 Cal/yr = 1.2 x 1012 Cal/yr

J12 — Manufactured goods exported

Weight exported per year = 14.7 x 108 lb/yr
(Lee County Chamber of Commerce, personal communication, 1973)

Chemical potential energy = (14.7 x 108 1b/yr)(1575 Cal/lb)
= 13.2 x 109 Cal/yr

J13 - Electricity exported -

Assume 40% of generated electricity exported:
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(Florida Power and Light, personal communication, 1973)

Total fuels consumed in generation = 7.1 x 10^2 Cal/yr

using conversion efficiency of 33%, total energy in electricity
generated = (7.1 x 10^2 Cal/yr) x 0.33 = 2.3 x 10^ Cal/yr
and (2.3 x 10^2 Cal/yr) x 0.40 = 9.4 x 10H Cal/yr

Jl4 — Goods consumed by government and social organizations

Assume 10% of goods inflowing to Lee County:

Chemical potential energy = (0.2 x 10^-2 Cal/yr)(0.10)
= 0.02 x 10*2 Cal/yr

Ji5 - Goods and foods consumed by people

Food = 0.2 x 10l2 Cal/yr (from inflow data J4)
Goods = (0.23 x 10^2 Cal/yr) - (0.1 x 10^2 Cal/yr used in

agriculture) - (0.2 x 10^2 Cal/yr used in government)
= 0.11 x 10*2 Cal/yr

Total = (0.2 x 1012 Cal/yr) + 0.11 x 10*2 Cal/yr
= 0.31 x 1012 Cal/yr

J16» <J 17, J18 - Employment in government, urban activities, and agriculture

Total employed = 53,571 (from Table 3.9)

Government = 53,571 x 0.196 x 2500 Cal/day x 0.33 x 250 days = 2.2 x 109 Cal/y
Urban activities = 53,571 x 0.196 x 2500 Cal/day x 0.33 x 250 days

= 8.2 x 109 Cal/yr

Agriculture = 53,571 x 0.061 x 2500 Cal/day x 0.33 x 250 days
= 0.7 x 109 Cal/yr

Jig — Chemical potential energy in solid waste and garbage based on data
from Council on Environmental Quality (1979)

Total waste/person*yr = 1.35 x 10^ lb/person • yr (U.S. average)
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Waste
component

Total lbsa
(xlO® lbs/yr)

Chemical
potential energy

(Cal/lb)

Total chemical
potential energy

(xlO9 Cal/yr)

Paper 31% 52.3 1900 99.4

Glass 10% 16.9 1900 32.1

Metal 9% 15.2 300 4.6

Plastic 6% 10.1 3000 30.3

Fiber 5% 8.4 1500 12.6

Organic 39% 65.8 1500 98.7

Total 168.7 277.8

aBased on population of 1.25 x 10^ people and total wastes/person of
1.35 x 1(P lbs/yr = 3.7 lbs/day

Total chemical potential energy in recycle to natural lands
= 2.8 x lO1! Cal/yr

J13 - Goods and fuels used by agriculture (DeBellevue 1976):
based on per acre utilization for vegetable crops and pasture.

Ü20, J21» ^22» ^23 — Service of government, education and social organization

Assume following breakdown based on Lee County budget for 1971

J20 " to people - 70% (police, courts, welfare, education)
J21 - to urban structure - 15% (fire and partial police)
J22 - to agriculture - 10% (ag. extension, soil survey, etc.)
J23 - to natural lands - 5% (marine patrol, fish and game, forest

service, etc.)

Total employed in government, education, and social organization
= 10,500 people

J20 " 10,500 people x 0.70 x 2500 Cal/day x 0.33 x 250 days
= 1.5 x 109 Cal/yr

J21 " 10,500 people x 0.15 x 2500 Cal/day x 0.33 x 250 days
= 0.3 x 109 Cal/yr

J22 ” 10»500 people x 0.10 x 2500 Cal/day x 0.33 x 250 days
= 0.2 x 109 Cal/yr

J23 10,500 people x 0.05 x 2500 Cal/day x 0.33 x 250 days
0.1 x 109 Cal/yr



Figure3.19.
EnergycircuitmodelofLee energy.Seenotesfordetai
County,Florida,eva Isofcalculations.
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equivalent
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FLOWS=xlOl2Col.CE/yr. STOCKS=xlOl2Cal.CE
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Notes to Fig. 3.19.

The values of flows and storages in Fig. 3.18 were multiplied by their
transformation ratios as listed below.

Storage flow
Value

x 10!2 cal

Coal3
equivalent .

transformation
' ratio

(Cal CE/Cal)

Coal
equivalent

value
x 1012 Cal CE

Solar'3
equivalent

value
x 10^5 cai solar

Natural structure 59.3 0.5 30.0 60

Agricultural structure 5.5 0.5 2.8 5.6

Urban structure 64.1 28.0 1795 35S0

People 0.02 10,000 200 400

Gov't and social

organization 0.002 25,000 50 100

— solar radiation 4700 1/2000 2.4 4.8

Jg — solar radiation 700 1/2000 0.4 0.8

J3 — solar radiation 400 1/2000 0.2 0.4

J4 — food imported 0.2 4.4 0.9 1.8

J5 — goods imported 0.23 75.0 17.3 34.6

J5 — fuels imported 14.0 1.4 19.6 39.2

J7 — goods used in ag. 0.1 75.0 7.5 15.0

Jg — fuels used in ag. 0.8 1.4 1.1 2.2

Jg — agriculture harvest 0.14 10.0C 1.4 2.8

J10 — agriculture runoff 0.00015 293 0.04 0.03

Jjj — natural harvest 1.2 1/2.2 0.5 1.0

75,3

Jl3 - electricity 0.94 4.0 3.8 7.6
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Notes to Fig. 3.19. (continued)

Storage flow
Value

x 1012 Cal

Coal3
equivalent

transformation
ratio

(Cal CE/Cal)

Coal
equivalent

value
x 1012 Cal CE

Solarb
equivalent

value
x 10^ Cal solar

Jl4 — goods used by gov't
and education 0.02 75 1.5 3.0

Jl5 _ goods and food
consumed by people 0.31 53.5d 8.3 16.6

J35 _ labor to gov't and
education 0.002 10,000e 20.0 40.0

J]_7 — 1 abor to urban
structure 0.008 10,000 80.0 160.0

J¡3 — labor to agriculture 0.0007 10,000 7.0 14.0

J^g — wastes to natural
lands 0.28 75 21.0 42.0

Ü20 — feedback of gov't
service to people 0.0015 25,000f 37.5 75.0

J21 — feedback of gov't
service to urban
structure 0.0003 25.000 7.5 15.0

J22 — feedback of gov't
service to agriculture 0.0002 25,000 5.0 10.0

J23 — feedback of gov't
service to natural
systems 0.0001 25,000 2.5 5.0

aFrom Table 2.1.
bCoal equivalent value multiplied by solar equivalent (2000 solar Cal/Cal CE).
Estimated as 10.0 to accomodate meat.
^Calculated as average for food and goods consumed.
eEnergy embodied in individual is equal to: age of individual times embodiment per year (Fluck

198°)
Embodied energy = (28 yr)(7.3 x 107 Cal/yr) = 2.0 x 109 Cal CE/person

Chemical energy of individual is equal to: average weight times 1500 Cal/lb
Chemical energy = (140 1b)(1500 Cal/lb) = 2.1 x 10^ Cal/person

Transformation ratio is equal to embodied energy divided by chemical potential energy

Transformation ratio = 2.0 x 10 Cal CE person _ jq^qqq ca] CE/Cal
2.1 x 10b Cal/person
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Notes to Fig. 3.19. (continued)

^Transformation ratio of social organization equal to embodied energy since 1800 divided by
chemical potential energy of society's members.

Embodied energy since 1800 (see notes to Fig. 3.25) = 10.5 x 10i7 Cal CE
Chemical potential energy = (220 x 10® people)(140 1b)(1500 Cal/lb) = 4.6 x 10i3 Cal
Transformation ratio = x ^^ = 25,000 Cal CE/Cal4.6 x 1013 Cal
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energy associated with runoff of rains due to their elevation as they

flow to sea level, potential energy associated with winds, potential

energy in waves at the coastal margins, and the potential energy of

tides over the estuarine areas. The second is the sum of fossil fuel

energies inflowing and imported goods.

When actual heat Calories are compared, those inflowing energies

of natural renewable sources are some 2 orders of magnitude greater

than inflowing fossil fuels and goods. These renewable energies are

cascaded through the regional economy and embodied in natural

structure, agricultural structure, and urban structure, directly, and

indirectly into the higher quality components of governmental and

educational structure and humans. Some of this embodied natural

energy is exported in locally harvested and manufactured goods.

The inflowing fossil fuel energies and goods are the primary

sources of energy for the urban structure and higher quality

components. Much of this energy outflows as used heat energy, but is

likewise embodied in the structure of the regional hierarchy.

Sometimes referred to as a "first law diagram," because the

inflowing energies equal the degraded energies or heat losses from the

system, Fig. 3.18 shows the sum of inputs equal to the outflows for

each component as well as for the regional system as a whole.

Flows of energy decrease from right to left as more and more

energy is dissipated as dispersed heat from components. In general,

there are 5 orders of magnitude differenced in energy flows from the

inflows of natural energy to those of the feedbacks of human work;

supporting the notion that there is a constant percent decrease from

one component to the next in hierarchically organized systems.
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When "heat" energies are converted to embodied energy Calories of

coal equivalent, the values in Fig. 3.19 result. Figure 3.19 is an

embodied energy diagram of the regional hierarchy, thus there is no

energy outflowing as dispersed heat, but it is embodied in the next

level components as energy is "concentrated" through the system.

Comparison of Fig. 3.19 with Fig. 3.18 shows the very large flows of

energy from natural sources, when expressed in coal equivalent

Calories of embodied energy, as having nearly the same order of

magnitude as those of fossil fuel sources.

Development Density and Import/Exports

Development density (GDP/sq mi) was evaluated for various

counties in the State of Florida, various states in the nation, and

various countries as given in Tables 3.15, 3.23, and 3.24. Then

exports were evaluated using the export multiplier method outlined in

the methods for counties and states, and exports for countries were

obtained from the literature directly. These are also given in Table

3.15, 3.23, and 3.24. Development density was related to exports in a

series of nomographs for the three different sized regions as given in

Figs. 3.20, 3.21, 3.22, and 3.23.

Development Density and Exports of Counties in Florida

Table 3.8 lists the portion of GDP generated per employee, by

economic sector that was determined for Florida.

Given in Table 3.9 are the number of employees in each of the

economic sectors in each of the selected counties, or SMSA's. By
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Table 3.8. Portion of GDP generated per employee by economic sector, 1976.*

Sector Dollar/employee

Agriculture 8,446

Manufacturing 17,849

Construction 15,315

Transportation/communication 30,752

Ret. Whol. Trade 14,755

Finance 52,511

Service 13,583

Government 14,853

*Data from Bureau of Economic and Business Research (1977) where GDP generated
in each economic sector is divided by total employees in that sector.



Table3.9.
Employment
byeconomicsector
inselective

counties
ofFlorida*

(1976).

Ayricul-

Manufac-

Construe-

Trans./

Ret.Whol.

County

Total

ture

turing

tion

Comm.

Trade

Finance

Service

Government

UnitedStates3
83.8xID6
4.4x106
19.0x106
3.6x10fi
4.5x106
17.7x106
4.3x106
14.6x106
14.9x106

Florida

2.95x106
1.75x105
3.54x105
1.67x105
1.81x105

7.31x103
1.91x105
6.09x105
5.43x105

Alachua13

61,954

3,454

4,000

3,000

1,400

12,300

2,400

2,000

28,400

Broward13

276,793

1,793

23,700

19,600

14,000

80,500

22,000

64,900

41,300

Collier

28,786

5,746

1,000

2,640

1,100

6,780

2,000

5,970

3,550

Dade13

637,940

10,340

90,800

27,400

60,000

160,500

46,100

161,700

91,100

Jacksonvi1leb
270,970

4,270

33,200

14,300

21,600

68,600

27,900

48,600

52,500

Hendry

11,416

7,706

740

140

190

850

200

440

1,150

Hernando

7,204

.994

840

250

240

1,280

350

1,380

1,870

Lake

32,483

10,803

2,520

1,730

1,410

5,690

1,350

3,790

5,190

Lee13

53,371

3,271

3,300

6,300

3,300

14,100

4,200

9,600

10,500

Levy

4,609

1,129

550

270

240

730

110

340

1,240

Marion

34,088

4,518

4,380

1,520

1,000

9,460

1,470

4,370

7,370

Polk13

116,911

10,111

23,000

7,300

4,800

25,400

5,300

23,900

17,100

Flagler

2,056

346

190

40

70

270

110

530

500

Bay

30,996

56

4,140

2,580

1,530

8,570

1,470

4,320

8,330

St.Lucie

21,447

3,217

1,520

1,250

1,140

5,320

1,290

3,450

4,260

\

*FromBureauofEconomicandBusinessResearch(1977). aFromDepartmentofCommerce,BureauofCensus(1977).bSeeNoteonTable3.15.

as

co
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combining the data in Table 3.8 with that in Table 3.9, the GDP for

each county was determined, as givin in Table 3.10.

Table 3.11 lists the percent employment in each economic sector

for selected counties, and Table 3.12 lists the difference in percent

employment from that of the U.S., calculated by subtracting the

percent employment by economic sector for the U.S. economy (row 1 in

Table 3.11) from the percent employment in each sector in each of the

selected counties.

The export employment by economic sector for selected counties is

given in Table 3.13. Export employment is calculated by multiplying

total employment per county by positive residuals from Table 3.12.

By combining the data in Table 3.8 with the data in Table 3.13,

the total exports by economic sector were determined and are given in

Table 3.14. Summary data of development density (GDP/sq mi) and

export density (exports/sq mi) are given in Table 3.15.

The nomograph in Fig. 3.20a is a log-log plot of development

density versus export density. Plotting the data arithmatically, as

in Fig. 3.20b, and assuming a linear relationship between development

density and export density; statistical analysis using least squares

regression gives the following equation for the line in Fig.

3.20b:

Exports/sq mi = 0.21 x development density + 5.75 (3.1)

where R? = 0.98.



Table3.10.ContributionstodomesticproductbyeconomicsectorinselectedcountiesinFlorida (dollarsx10^),1976.
County

Total

Agricul¬ ture

Manufac- turing

Construc- tion

Trans./ Coinm.

Ret.Whol. Trade

Finance

Service

Government

Alachoa*

955.2

29.6

72.0

49.3

44.7

176.4

116.9

84.9

381.5

Broward*

4941.3

15.4

588.5

321.9

447.2

1154.4

1071.9

787.2

554.8

Collier

460.4

49.2

18.0

43.4

35.1

97.2

97.4

72.4

47.7

Dade*

11700.6

88.6

1634.0

450.0

1916.5

2301.6

2246.1

1840.1

1223.7

Jacksonvi11e*
5196.6

36.6

597.5

234.9

689.9

983.7

1359.3

589.5

705.2

Hendry

131.3

67.0

13.3

2.3

6.1

12.2

9.7

5.3

15.4

Hernando

112.7

8.5

15.1

4.1

7.7

18.4

17.1

16.7

25.1

Lake

474.3

92.5

45.3

28.4

45.0

81.6

65.8

46.0

69.7

Lee*

817.2

28.0

59.4

87.1

105.4

202.2

204.6

116.4

14.1

Levy

68.4

9.7

9.9

4.4

7.7

10.5

5.4

4.1

16.7

Marion

533.7

38.7

78.8

25.0

31.9

135.7

'71.6

53.0

99.0

Polk*

1915.7

86.6

413.9

119.9

153.3

364.2

258.2

289.9

229.7

Flagler

31.7

3.0

3.4

0.7

2.2

3.9

5.4

6.4

6.7

Bay

525.1

0.5

74.5

42.4

48.9

122.9

71.6

52.4

111.9

St.Lucie

350.1

27.6

27.4

20.5

36.4

76.3

62.9

41.8

57.2

*SeeNoteonTable3.15.



Table3.11.PercentemploymentbyeconomicsectorinselectedcountiesinFlorida(1976). County

Agricul¬ ture

Manufac¬ turing

Construc- tion

Trans./ Comm.

Ret.Whol. Trade

Finance

Service

Government

UnitedStates

5.22

22.62

4.29

5.38

21.11

5.15

17.47

17.83

Florida

5.93

12.00

5.65

6.15

24.77

6.48

20.62

18.40

Alachua*

5.58

6.46

4.84

2.26

19.85

3.87

11.30

45.8

Broward*

0.65

11.81

7.08

5.06

29.08

7.95

23.45

14.92

Co11ier

19.95

3.47

9.17

3.82

23.55

6.95

20.74

12.33

Dade*

1.62

14.23

4.30

9.41

25.16

7.23

23.78

14.28

Jacksonvi1le*

1.58

12.25

5.28

7.97

25.32

10.30

17.94

19.37

Hendry

67.5

6.48

1.23

1.66

7.45

1.75

3.85

10.07

Hernando

13.80

11.66

3.47

3.33

17.77

4.86

19.16

25.96

Lake

33.26

7.76

5.53

4.34

17.52

4.16

11.67

15.98

Lee*

6.11

6.16

9.89

6.16

26.32

7.8

17.92

19.6

Levy

24.49

11.93

5.86

5.21

15.84

2.39

7.38

26.90

Marion

13.26

12.85

4.46

2.93

27.74

4.31

12.82

21.62

Polk*

8.65

19.67

6.24

4.11

21.73

4.53

20.44

14.63

Flagler

16.83

9.24

1.95

3.40

13.13

5.35

25.78

24.32

Bay

0.18

13.37

8.33

4.94

27.68

4.75

13.95

26.90

St.Lucie

15.60

7.69

5.83

5.32

24.81

6.01

16.09

19.86

*SeeNoteonTable3.15



Table3.12.DifferenceinpercentemploymentfromU.S.averageforselectedcountieswithin Florida(1976).
County

Agricul¬ ture

Manufac¬ turing

Construc¬ tion

Trans./ Comin.

Ret.Whol. Trade

Finance

Service

Government

Alachua*

+

0.36

-16.16

+

0.55

_

3.12

_

1.26

_

1.28

_

6.17

+

27.97

Broward*

-

4.57

-10.81

+

2.79

-

0.32

+

7.97

+

2.80

+

5.98

-

2.91

Collier

+

14.74

-19.15

+

4.88

-

1.56

+

2.44

+

1.80

+

3.27

-

5.50

Dade*

-

3.60

-8.39

+

0.01

+

4.03

+

4.05

+

2.08

+

6.31

-

3.55

Jacksonvi1le*
-

3.62

-10.37

+

0.99

+

2.59

+

4.21

+

5.15

+

0.47

-

1.54

Hendry

+

52.28

-16.14

-

3.06

-

3.72

-

13.66

-

3.40

-

13.62

-

7.76

Hernando

+

8.58

-10.96

-

0.82

-

2.05

-

3.34

-

0.35

+

1.69

+

8.13

Lake

+

28.04

-14.86

1.24

-

1.04

-

3.59

-

0.99

-

5.80

-

1.85

Lee*

+

0.89

-16.46

+

5.60

+

0.78

+

5.21

+

2.65

+

0.45

+

1.77

levy

+

19.27

-10.69

+

1.57

-

0.17

-

5.27

-

2.76

-

10.09

+

9.07

Marion

+

8.03

-9.77

+

0.17

-

2.45

+

6.64

-

0.84

-

4.65

+

3.79

Polk*

+

3.43

-2.95

+

1.95

-

1.27

+

0.62

-

0.62

+

2.97

-

3.20

Flagler

+

11.61

-13.38

-

2.34

-

1.98

-

7.98

+

0.20

+

8.31

+

6.49

Bay

-

5.04

-9.25

+

4.04

-

0.44

+

6.57

-

0.40

-

3.52

+

9.07

St.Lucie

+

9.78

-14.93

+

1.54

-

0.06

+

3.7

+

0.86

-

1.38

+

2.03

*SeeNoteonTable3.15.



Table3.13.
Export*

employmentin
economic
sectorsfor
selected
countiesin

Florida
(1976).

County

Agricu ture
1-Manufac- turing

Construc¬ tion

Trans./ Comm.

Ret.Whol. Trade

Finance

Service

Government

Alachua*

223.

340.7

17328.5

Broward*

7722.5

22060.4

7750.2

16552.2

Col1ier

4243.1

1404.8

720.4

518.1

941.3

Dade*

63.8

25709.0

25836.6

13269.2

40254.0

Jacksonvi1le*

2682.6

7018.1

11407.8

13955.0

1273.6

4172.9

Hendry

7109.9

Hernando

618.1

121.7

585.7

Lake

9108.2

402.8

lee*

476.8

3000.0

417.9

2791.0

1419.6

241.1

948.2

Levy

888.2

72.4

418.0

Marion

2737.3

57.9

2263.4

1291.9

Polk*

4010.0

2279.8

724.8

3472.3

Flagler

238.7

4.1

170.9

133.4

Bay

1251.0

2034.5

2808.6

St.Lucie

2097.5

330.3

793.5

184.4

435.4

*SeeNoteonTable3.15.



Table3.14.TotalexportsandexportsbyeconomicsectorinselectedcountiesinFlorida(dollarsx10^) County

Total

Agricul¬ ture

Manufac¬ turing

Construc- tion

Trans./ Comm.

Ret.Whol. Trade

Finance

Service

Government

Alachua*

264.48

1.88

5.22

257.38

Broward*

1075.57

118.27

325.5

406.97

224.83

Col1ier

107.71

35.84

21.51

10.36

27.21

12.79

Dade*

2416.35

0.98

790.60

381.22

696.78

546.77

Jacksonvi1le*
1607.05

410.83

215.82

168.32

732.79

17.30

61.98

Hendry

60.05

60.05

Hernando

15.57

5.22

1.65

8.70

Lake

83.1

76.93

6.17

Lee*

195.9

4.03

45.95

12.85

41.18

74.54

3.27

14.08

Levy

14.82

7.50

1.11

6.21

Marion

76.60

23.12

0.89

33.40

19.19

Polk*

126.64

33.87

34.92

10.69

47.16

FIayler

6.54

2.02

0.22

2.32

1.98

Bay

90.90

19.16

30.02

41.72

St.Lucie

50.64

17.72

5.06

11.71

9.68

6.47

SeeNoteonTable3.15.



Table3.15.Area,grossdomesticproduct,developmentdensity,exports,andexportdensityin selectedcountiesinFlorida(1976).
County

Area sqmi

GDP

x106$

Dev.density
x10^$/sqmi

Exports
x106S

Exports/sqmi x10^$/sqmi

A1achua*

965

955.3

989.9

264.48

274.1

Broward*

1220

4941.3

4050.2

1075.57

881.6

Collier

2119

460.4

217.3

107.71

50.8

Dade*

2109

11700.6

5547.9

2416.35

1145.7

Jacksonvilie*

3403

5196.6

1527.1

1607.05

472.2

Hendry

1189

131.3

110.4

60.05

50.5

Hernando

508

112.7

221.9

15.57

30.6

Lake

1163

474.3

407.8

83.1

71.45

Lee*

1005

817.2

813.1

195.9

194.9

Levy

1137

68.4

60.2

14.82

13.0

Marion

1652

533.7

323.1

76.60

46.4

Polk*

2048

1915.7

456.7

126.64

61.8

Flagler

504

31.7

62.9

6.54

13.0

Bay

861

525.1

609.9

90.90

105.6

St.Lucie

626

350.1

559.3

50.64

80.9

*Datagivenfor includesDuval,
SMSA's. Clay,St
Alldatacorresponds

.Johns,Nassau,and
tocountyboundaries Bakercounties.

exceptfor
Jacksonville,which
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arithmatic plot showing regression line.
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Table 3.16. Portion of GDP generated per employee by economic sector in U.S.
economy* (1976).

Sector
S/employee

x 103

Number of
employees

x 103

Gross product
per industry

x 109

Agriculture 15.77 3476 54.8

Manufacturing 20.52 19092 383.6

Ret. Whol. Trade 16.02 17000 272.4

Government 13.63 14720 200.6

Services 12.98 14006 181.8

Trans, and Public
Uti 1 ities 29.39 4498 132.2

Finance 49.59 4223 209.4

Construction 18.94 3512 66.5

*From Department of Commerce, Bureau of Census (1977).



Table3.17.
Employment
bysector
ofselected
states

(1976)*(x
lOêmployees).

Agricul-

Manufac-

Ret.Whol.

Govern-

Trans,and

State

Total

ture

turing

trade

ment

Services

Uti1ities

Finance

Construction

Michigan

3309

112

1041

660

599

523

145

130

87

Iowa

1238

224

231

252

195

183

55

48

47

Missouri

1943

196

416

409

316

313

123

94

68

Tennessee

1720

143

487

340

283

240

73

70

75

NewYork

6885

114

1440

1404

1264

1465

427

575

188

NewJersey

2765

22

753

618

470

490

176

138

95

California

8428

308

1647

1871

1703

1613

464

469

318

Montana

282

33

24

63

66

48

19

11

14

Nebraska

691

117

88

152

122

105

41

36

29

Florida

2876

93

343

727

552

616

181

188

167

«bodeIsland
370

4a

122

75

57

69

14

18

12

Wyoming

151

16

8

35

36

23

13

5

15

Nevada

285

5

13

57

47

116

18

11

15

Connecticut
1253

15a

396

256

177

229

53

87

40

*FromDepartmentofComnerce,BureauofCensus(1977). Agriculturalemploymentnotavailableonstatebasis.Employmentestimatedfromregionalagriculturalemploymentadjusted forstatesize.

co



Table3.18.Contributiontogrossdomesticproductby theU.S.(1976)(x109$).
economic
sectorin

selectedstatesin

State

Tota1 GOP

Agricul- ture

Manufac¬ turing

Ret.Whol. trade

Govern¬ ment

Services

Trans,and Utilities

Finance

Construction

Michigan

61.01

1.77

21.36

10.57

8.16

6.79

4.26

6.45

1.65

Iowa

22.24

3.53

4.74

4.04

2.66

2.38

1.62

2.38

0.89

Missouri

36.11

3.09

8.54

6.55

4.31

4.06

3.61

4.66

1.29

Tennessee

31.72

2.26

9.99

5.45

3.86

3.12

2.15

3.47

1.42

NewYork

134.72

1.80

29.55

27.50

17.23

19.02

12.55

28.51

3.56

NewJersey

52.28

0.35

15.45

9.90

6.41

6.36

5.17

6.84

1.80

California
155.70

4.86

33.80

29.97

23.21

20.94

13.64

23.26

6.02

Montana

4.92

0.52

0.47

1.01

0.90

0.62

0.56

0.55

0.27

Nebraska

12.65

1.85

1.80

2.44

1.66

1.36

1.20

1.79

0.55

Florida

53.48

1.47

7.04

11.65

7.52

8.00

5.32

9.32

3.16

RhodeIsland
6.97

0.06

2.50

1.20

0.78

0.90

0.41

0.89

0.23

Wyoming

2.67

0.25

0.16

0.56

0.49

0.30

0.38

0.25

0.28

Nevada

4.77

0.08

0.27

0.91

0.64

1.51

0.53

0.55

0.28

Connecticut
24.48

0.24

8.13

4.10

2.41

2.97

1.56

4.31

0.76



Table3.19.Percentemploymentbysectorfor
selected
states
intheU.S.

(1976).

State

Tota1
einployinent (x103)

Agricul¬ ture

Manufac¬ turing

Ret.Whol. trade

Govern¬ ment

Services

Trans,and Utilities

Finance

Construction

U.S.

83818.9

5.22

22.62

21.11

1.783

17.47

5.38

5.15

4.29

Michigan

3309

3.38

31.46

19.95

18.10

15.81

4.38

3.93

2.63

Iowa

1238

18.09

18.66

20.36

15.75

14.78

4.44

3.88

3.80

Missouri

1943

10.08

21.41

21.04

16.26

16.11

6.33

4.83

3.50

Tennessee

1720

8.3

28.31

19.77

16.45

13.95

4.24

4.07

4.36

NewYork

6885

1.66

20.92

20.39

18.36

21.28

6.20

8.35

2.73

NewJersey
2765

0.80

27.23

22.35

17.00

17.72

6.37

4.99

3.44

California
8428

3.65

19.54

22.20

20.21

19.14

4.41

5.56

3.77

Montana

282

11.70

8.51

22.34

23.40

17.02

6.74

3.90

4.96

Nebraska

691

16.93

12.74

22.00

17.66

15.20

5.93

5.21

4.20

Florida

2876

3.23

11.92

25.28

19.19

21.42

6.29

6.54

5.81

RhodeIsland
366

1.00

33.33

20.49

15.57

18.85

3.83

4.92

3.28

Wyoming

171

9.25

4.68

20.49

21.08

13.47

7.61

2.93

8.78

Nevada

285

1.89

4.56

19.97

16.47

40.64

6.31

3.85

5.26

Connecticut
1253

1.20

31.60

20.43

14.13

18.28

4.23

6.94

3.19

00

o



Table3.20.DifferenceinpercentemploymentfromU.S.averagebyselectedstate. State

Agricul¬ ture

Manufac¬ turing

Ret.Whol. trade

Govern¬ ment

Services

Trans,and Utilities

Finance

Construction

Michigan

-

1.84

+

8.84

-

1.16

+

0.27

-

1.66

-

1.0

-

1.22

-

1.66

Iowa

+

12.87

-

3.96

-

0.78

-

2.08

-

21.69

-

0.94

-

1.27

-

0.49

Missouri

+

4.86

-

1.21

-

0.07

-

1.57

-

1.36

+

0.95

-

0.32

-

0.79

Tennessee

+

3.08

+

5.69

-

1.34

-

1.38

-

3.52

-

1.14

-

1.08

+

0.07

NewYork

-

3.56

-

1.70

-

0.2

+

0.53

+

3.81

+

0.82

+

3.2

-

1.56

NewJersey
-

4.42

+

4.61

+

1.24

-

0.83

+

0.25

+

0.99

-

0.16

-

0.85

Caiifornia
-

1.57

-

3.08

+

1.09

+

2.38

+

1.67

+

0.13

+

0.41

-

0.52

Montana

+

6.48

-

14.11

+

1.23

+

5.57

-

0.45

+

1.36

-

1.25

-

0.67

Nebraska

+

11.71

-

9.88

+

0.89

-

0.17

-

2.27

+

0.55

+

0.06

-

0.09

Florida

-

1.99

-

10.7

+

4.17

+

1.36

+

3.95

-

0.91

1.39

+

1.52

RhodeIsland
-

4.22

+

10.71

-

0.62

-

2.26

+

1.38

-

1.55

-

0.23

-

1.01

Wyoming

+

4.03

-

17.94

-

0.62

+

3.25

-

4.00

+

2.23

-

2.22

4.49

Nevada

-

3.33

-

18.06

-

1.14

-

1.36

23.17

+

0.93

-

1.30

+

0.97

Connecticut
_

4.02

+

8.98

_

0.68

_

3.70

+

0.81

_

1.15

+

1.79

_

1.1



Table3.21.ExportemploymentineconomicsectorsforselectedstatesintheU.S. (1976)(x1(Pemployees).
State

Agricul¬ ture

Manufac¬ turing

Ret.Whol. trade

Govern¬ ment

Services

Trans,and IJti1ities

Finance

Construction

Michigan

292.5

8.9

Iowa

159.3

Missouri

93.5

Tennessee

53.0

97.9

18.5

NewYork

36.5

262.3

56.5

220.3

NewJersey

127.5

34.3

6.9

27.4

Ca1ifornia

91.9

200.6

140.7

11.0

34.7

Montana

18.3

3.5

15.7

3.8

1.9

Nebraska

80.9

6.1

0.4

Florida

119.9

39.1

113.6

26.2

40.0

43.7

RhodeIsland

39.6

5.1

Wyoming

8.1

3.1

9.6

4.9

8.5

Nevada

66.0

2.7

2.8

Connecticut

112.5

10.1

22.4



Table3.22.TotalexportsandexportsbyeconomicsectorforselectedstatesintheU.S. (1976)(x109S).
State

Total

Agricul¬ ture

Manufac¬ turing

Ret.Whol. trade

Govern¬ ment

Services

Trans,and liti1ities

Finance

Construction

U.S.

121.1

Michigan

6.12

6.00

0.12

Iowa

2.51

2.51

Missouri

2.01

1.47

0.54

Tennessee

2.87

0.84

2.01

0.02

NewYork

16.48

0.50

3.40

1.66

10.92

NewJersey

4.07

2.62

0.55

0.09

0.81

California

8.07

1.47

2.73

1.83

0.32

1.72

Montana

0.71

0.29

0.06

0.21

0.11

0.04

Nebraska

1.40

1.28

0.10

0.01

Florida

7.5

1.92

0.53

1.47

0.77

1.98

0.83

RhodeIsland
0.88

0.81

0.07

Wyoming

0.40

0.10

0.07

0.10

0.13

Nevada

0.99

0.86

0.08

0.05

Connecticut

3.55

2.31

0.13

1.11



Table3.23.
Area,grossdomesticproduct, theU.S.(1976).

developmentdensity,
andexports
inselectedstatesin

State

Area sqmi

GDP
x109$

Dev.density GDP/sqmi
x10^$/sqmi

Total Exports x109$

Exports/sqmi x10-3$/sqmi

Michigan

58,216

61.01

1047.9

6.12

105.1

Iowa

56,686

22.24

392.3

2.51

44.3

Missouri

69,686

36.11

518.2

2.01

28.8

Tennessee

42,244

31.72

750.9

2.87

67.9

NewYork

49,576

134.72

2717.4

16.48

332.4

NewJersey

7,836

52.28

6671.8

4.07

519.4

California

158,693

155.70

981.1

8.07

50.9

Montana

147,138

4.92

33.4

0.71

4.8

Nebraska

77,227

12.65

163.8

1.40

18.1

Florida

58,560

53.48

913.3

7.50

128.1

RhodeIsland

1,214

6.97

5741.4

0.88

724.9

Wyoming

97,914

2.67

27.3

0.40

4.1

Nevada

110,540

4.77

43.2

0.99

9.0

Connecticut

5,009

24.48

4887.2

3.55

708.7

U.S.

3.26x106

1691.6

467.3

121.1

33.5

00 -P»



gure 3.21. Graphs of the relationship of exports to gross domestic product
when expressed as spatial functions for states in the United
States, (a) Log-log plot as a nomograph; (b) arithmatic plot
showing regression line.
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Development Density and Exports of States within the United States

The data given in Tables 3.16 through 3.22 are the results of the

analysis of economic data for selected states in the U.S., with a

summary data of development density (GDP/sq mi) and export density

(exports/sq mi) given in Table 3.23.

The nomograph in Fig. 3.21a is a log-log plot of development

density versus export density. When the data are plotted

arithmatically, as in Fig. 3.21b and assuming a linear relationship

between development density and export density; statistcial analysis

using least square regression gives the following equation for the

line in Fig. 3.21b:

Export/sq mi = 0.13 x development density - 16.04 (3.2)

where r2 = 0.98.

Development Density and Exports of Countries

Table 3.24 lists GDP by country in local currency units (col. 2),

in U.S. dollars (col. 3), and exports in U.S. dollars (col. 4) for

selected countries. Development density and export density were

calculated by dividing GDP and exports by areas of each country and

are given in Table 3.25.

The nomograph in Fig. 3.22a is a log-log plot of development

density versus export density for countries. Assuming a linear

relationship between development density and export density and

plotting on arithmatic scale gives the graph in Fig. 3.22b.

Statistical analysis using least squares regression gives the

following equation for the line in Fig. 3.22b:

Exports/sq mi = 0.286 x development density - 1.86 (3.3)

where r2 = 0.98.
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Table 3.24. Gross domestic product and exports for selected countries (1975).*

Country

Conversion
factor

currency/$

GDP
x 109

currency units
GDP

x 109 $
Exports
x 109 $

Australia 0.7955 70.2 88.2 14.0

Austria 18.51 654.4 35.4 12.1

Brazil 9.070 895.6 96.7 16.6

Canada 1.0164 166.7 164.0 39.7

Columbia 33.09 419.0 12.7 2.2

Egypt 0.3913 4.861 12.4 2.6

Finland 3.85 98.0 25.5 6.8

France 4.486 1437.1 320.4 69.5

Germany 2.622 1030.0 392.8 110.3

Guatamala 1.00 3.646 3.646 0.7

Iran 69.28 3589.0 51.8 22.9

Israel 7.10 83.582 11.8 3.8

Italy 683.55 112358.0 164.4 46.3

Japan 305.2 145827.0 477.8 68.3

Mexico 12.50 1000.9 80.1 10.6

New Zealand 0.9581 11.029 11.5 2.7

Norway 5.58 148.2 26.6 12.1

Phi 1ippines 7.51 114.7 15.3 3.2

Sweden 4.386 286.5 65.3 20.2

United Kingdom 0.4942 103.1 208.6 64.5

United States 1.00 16526.0 1526.0 155.8

*From United Nations, Department of International Economic and Social Affairs
(1978).
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Table 3.25. Area, gross domestic product, exports, development density,
and exports per square mile for selected countries (1975).

Country
Area*

x 103 sq mi
GDP

x 109 S

Dev. density
GDP/sq mi

x 103 S/sq mi

Exports/
Imports
x 109 S

Export density
x 103 $/sq mi

Austral ia 2969.3 88.2 29.7 14.0 4.7

Austria 32.4 35.4 1092.6 12.1 373.5

Brazi 1 3287.9 96.7 29.4 16.6 5.0

Canada 3853.6 164.0 42.6 39.7 10.3

Columbia 439.9 12.7 28.9 2.2 5.0

Egypt 386.8 12.4 32.1 2.6 6.7

Finland 130.2 25.5 195.9 6.8 52.2

France 211.3 320.4 1516.3 69.5 328.9

Germany 96.0 392.8 4092.7 110.3 1149.0

Guatema1 a 42.1 3.6 85.5 0.7 26.6

Iran 636.6 51.8 81.4 22.9 36.0

Isreal 8.02 11.8 1471.3 3.8 473.8

Italy 116.4 164.4 1412.4 46.3 397.8

Japan 37.8 477.8 12640.2 68.3 1806.9

Mexico 762.0 80.1 105.1 10.6 13.9

New Zealand 103.8 11.5 110.8 2.7 26.0

Norway 125.2 26.6 212.5 12.1 96.6

Phi 1ippines 115.9 15.3 132.0 3.2 27.6

Sweden 173.3 65.3 375.7 20.2 . 116.2

United Kingdom 94.3 208.6 2212.1 64.5 684.0

United States 2616.8 1526.0 421.9 155.8 43.1

*From United Nations, International Economic and Social Affairs (1978).



gure 3.22. Graphs of the relationship of exports to gross domestic product
when expressed as spatial functions for countries, (a) Log-log
plot as a nomograph; (b) arithmatic plot showing regression line.
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Given in Fig. 3.23 are the combined data for county, state, and

country graphed first as a log-log plot (Fig. 3.23a), and second as an

arithmatic plot showing the separate regression lines for each group

of data (Fig. 3.23b). When a regression equation is fitted to the

combined set of data the following equation is given for the

line:

Exports/sq mi = 0.968 x development density + 23.84 (3.4)

where = 0.83.

Energy Flow and Structure in Urban Systems

Power Density and Volume of Structure

The energy flow and structural characteristics of land uses were

analyzed using 1973 data for two urban areas of Florida: Ft. Myers in

southwest Florida, and Gainesville in central Florida, and the data

are given in Tables 3.26 and 3.27.

In Tables 3.26 and 3.27, the second column headed "fossil fuel

power density" is defined as the power density that is from the direct

use of electricity and other fossil fuels; and the column headed

"power density of embodied energy in goods and services" is defined as

the power density of the embodied energy that is consumed indirectly

in the use of goods and services. All energy flows are expressed as a

density function on a yearly basis; in this case, Cal/acre • yr,

rather than on a housing or commercial unit basis. The volume of



gure 3.23. Graphs of the relationship of exports to gross domestic product
when expressed as spatial functions for the combined data of
counties in Florida, states in the United States, and countries,
(a) Log-log plot as a nomograph; (b) arithmatic plot showing
regression lines for each set of data.
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Table3.26.Powerdensityandtotalvolumeofstructureforselectedland usesinFortMyers,Florida.
Landusetype

Fossilfuela powerdensity (x106Cal CE/acre■yr)
Powerdensity*5 embodiedenergy ingoodsand services

(x10fiCal CE/acre•yr)

Totalpower0 density
(x106Cal CE/acre•yr)

Totalvolume'* ofstructure
(x10^ft^/acre)

Single-familyresidential Lowdensity

70

328

398

42.0

Mediumdensity

90

411

501

70.0

Highdensity

110

463

573

85.8

Multi-familyresidential Lowrise(2stories)
340

1557

1897

302.0

Highrise(4stories)
570

2488

3058

664.4

Mobilehome Mediumdensity

122

597

719

30.6

Highdensity

230

1086

1316

54.4

Commercialstrip

680

441

1121

150.3

Comnercialmall

3280

2052

5332

141.6

Industrial

760

548

1308

167.2

Centralbusinessdistrict Average2stories

2380

1525

3905

528.5

Average4stories

4320

2789

7109

1102.8

aEnergyconsumptiondatafromhillingrecordsofFloridaPowerandLight,Ft.Myersofficefor1973. Ingeneral,a10%samplesizeofeachlanduseclassificationwasused. ^Goodsandservicesconsumedhyeachsectorarefromaninput/outputanalysisoftheLeeCounty analysisthatgavetotalenduseofgoodsandservicesbysector.Thenthatamountthatwas attributabletoeachseparatelandusewithinsectorswasapportionedaccordingtothesamepercentage offossilfuelenergiesconsumedbysector. cAdditionofcolumn2and3. ^Volumeofstructureiscalculatedhymultiplyingthesquarefeetofstructuralarea(obtainedfrom aerialphotographs)hyaverageheightsofbuildings.



Table3.27.Powerdensity Florida.

’andtotalvolume
ofstructurefor
selectedlanduses
inGainesville,

Landusetype

Fossilfuel3 powerdensity (x106Cal CE/acre•yr)
Powerdensity^ embodiedenergy ingoodsand services

(x106Cal CE/acre•yr)

Totalpower0 density
(x106Cal CE/acre•yr)

Totalvolume^ ofstructure
(x103ft^/acre)

Single-familyresidential Lowdensity

74.4

162

236

44.4

Mediumdensity

136.0

404

540

62.0

Multi-familyresidential Lowrise

600

1997

2597

333.5

Highrise

672

2472

3144

647.3

Mobilehome Mediumdensity

120

490

610

30.5

Highdensity

229

915

1144

39.5

Universities

292

684

976

63.2

aDataarefromtheGainesville-AlachuaCountyRegionalUtilitiesBoardandtheGainesvilleGas Corporationfor1975.Ingeneral,a10%sampleofbuildingsineachlandusecategorywasused. ^GoodsandservicesconsumedwerecalculatedfromaverageincomedatafromtheBureauofEconomicsand BusinessResearch,1976,andpercentageofincomespentforgoodsandservicesfromU.S.Dept,of Commerce,1976,andusingnumberofhousingunitsfromAlachuaCountyTaxRecords. cAdditionofcolumns2and3. ^DatafromAlachuaCountyTaxRecordsfor1975.
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structure associated with each land use is the total volume of

enclosed space occupied by built structure.

Generally, the land uses are arranged in Tables 3.26 and 3.27 in

order of increasing power density from low density residential to the

central business district (CBD). The volume of structure per acre

increases with increasing power density as might be expected, with the

exception of mobile home land uses, where energy use is high as

compared with the volume of structure. In this land use category,

living units tend to be small (from 600 to 850 sq ft), while the

energy demands of the inhabitants are approximately equivalent to

those of other residential land use types.

Industrial land uses are not very energy intensive on the average

in the Florida urban landscape in comparison to other industrialized

areas of the nation. For example, an average value for fossil fuel

power density of industrial land uses for the nation derived from the

Council on Environmental Quality (1979) is equal to approximately 4600

x 10® Cal/acre • yr, or about six times that computed for the

Florida industrial land uses. This is due primarily to the "light

industrial" nature of Florida industry, and also to the fact that

warehouse districts were included in this classification.

Two different densities of CBD were evaluated in the Ft. Myers

urban area: those areas with an average height of two stories, and

those with an average height of four stories. Since energy use and

therefore power density is strongly related to the volume of structure

associated with a land use, it seems apparent that the power densities

of these land uses will differ significantly from the very urbanized



areas of the nation where CBD's might have heights as much as 10 times

greater than those experienced in Ft. Myers.

Regression analysis using SAS-76 was performed on the Gainesville

study area data to determine the degree of interrelationship between

energy and water use with other variables (such as area of structure,

assessed value, and population) are summarized in Table 3.28 and 3.29.

Presented are those variables having the highest for each of the

associated land uses. In general, there was no great relationship

between the independent variables used and energy and water

consumption, with the exception of energy consumption in single-family

residential uses, where structural area and assessed values had an

r2 of 0.94 and 0.84, respectively. The regression analysis

indicates that there is very little linear relationship between energy

consumption and selected independent variables, and suggests that

other variables should be used, or that the relationship with these

variables might be nonlinear.

Chemical Potential Energy of Urban Land Uses

The weight of assets and the chemical potential energy associated

with urban land uses is given in Table 3.30. Chemical potential

energy was derived from Odum et al. (1979) where the free energy

associated with different materials was calculated and is summarized

in the notes to Table 3.30. Many assumptions are inherent in

determining the weights of different materials used in the

construction of buildings and roads, as well as in the make-up of the

miscellaneous assets. The weights of materials used in the

construction of buildings are based on data summarized from Dodge
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Table 3.28. Summary of regression analysis of independent variables as predic¬
tors for energy consumption (from Alexander, Brown et al., 1976).

Land use

Best independent
variable found

for best
independent
variable

Single-family land use

(by unit) Total assessed value 0.35
(by acre) Total assessed value 0.15
(by block) Total structural area 0.94
(by block unit average) Total assessed value 0.84
(by block acre average) Total structural area 0.65

Multi-family land use

(by unit) Total structural area 0.44
(by complex) Population 0.62
(by acre) Total structural area 0.60

Mobile home 1 and use

(by unit) Total land value 0.60
(by mobile home park) Total trailer size 0.71
(by acre) Total acreage land value 0.32
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Table 3.29. Summary of regression analysis of independent variables as predic¬
tors for water consumption (from Alexander, Brown et a 1., 1976).

Land use

Best independent
variable found

for best
independent
variable

Single-family land use

(by unit) Total value 0.02
(by acre) Density 0.08
(by block) Density 0.61
(by block unit average) Total value 0.26
(by block acre average) Density 0.39

Multi-family land use

(by unit) Population 0.40
(by complex) Population 0.71
(by acre) Population 0.53

Mobile home 1 and use

(by unit) Total land value 0.24
(by mobile home park) Total trailer area 0.10
(by acre) Acreage total rent 0.73



Table3.30.
Weightsofassetsandchemicalpotentialenergyperacreofurbanlanduses(x10^ poundsperacre).

Buildinqs3

Misce
llaneousassets*1

Roadsc

Chemicalpotential energyx̂10^Heat Cal/acre

Wood

Concrete

Organic

Meta1

Plastic

Asphalt

Subbase

Single-familyresidential Lowdensitye

260

680

16

6

1

68

243

0.6

Highdensity^

410

1060

25

9

2

100

363

1.0

Multi-familyresidential Lowrise9

1250

3040

77

28

6

258

929

2.2

Highrise*'

940

7940

196

70

14

278

1000

2.8

Coninercial1

1070

3380

63

23

5

410

1476

3.1

Industrial

730

3830

119

43

9

357

1285

2.5

Centralbusinessdistrict^ Average2stories

890

7480

182

65

13

311

1120

2.8

Average4stories
1730

14760

365

130

26

311

1120

4.6

aWeightofbuildingsisca
lculated
by

assumingweightsfor1
storywood
andconcretestructures
as70lbs/sq
ftand180lbs/sq

ft,respectively.Residentialbuildingsgreater
than2storiesarecalculatedby

assumingweightsof65
lbs/sqftand170lbs/sq

ftforwoodandconcrete
structures.

Comnercial
andindustrialstructureiscalculatedbyassumingaweight
of225lbs/sqft;and

centralbusinessdistrict
weights
arecalculated
byassuming
170lbs/sqft.

^Miscellaneousassetsare
defined
as

furnishings,
machinery,
andother
goodsstoredwithinthe■
structure.

Weightswere

calculatedbyassumingthatthoseassetsoccupiedapproximately30%ofthefloorareaofthebuilding;andweigh20lbs/sqftof occupiedspace.Compositionofmiscellaneousassetswereassumedtoby70%organic(wood,cloth,etc.),25%metal,and5% plastic.



Table3.30.(continued) cTheareaofroadsandotherimpervioussurfacesweremeasuredfromaerialphotographsoftypicalurbansystems.Areaswere multipliedby15lbs/sqfttoobtaingrossweightperacreofasphalt,andby54lbs/sqfttoobtaingrossweightperacreofrock subbase. ^Chemicalpotentialenergyiscalculatedbymultiplyingweightsofdifferentmaterialsbychemicalpotentialenergyperpoundof materialaslistedinTableA-3intheappendix. eLowdensitysingle-familyresidentialisdefinedas2unitsperacre.AreaofbuildingsperacreisbasedonstudiesofFlorida residentialsystemsbyAlexanderandBrown(1976)wherelowdensityhad3.77x103sqft/acreofstructure.Areaofroadswas measuredas4.5x1()3sqft/acre. rMediumdensitysingle-familyresidentialisdefinedas3units/acre.AreaofbuildingsperacreisbasedonstudiesofFlorida residentialsystemsbyAlexanderandBrown(1976)wheremediumdensityhad5.91x11)3sqft/acreofstructure.Areasofroads wasmeasuredas6.72x1()3sqft/acre. 9l.owrisemultifamilyresidentialisdefinedas2storieshighwith15units/acre.Areaofbuildingsperacreisbasedon studiesofFloridaresidentialsystemsbyAlexanderandBrown(1976)wherelowrisemultifamilyhad17.9x10ŝqft/acreof structure.Areaofroadsandotherimpervioussurfacesweremeasuredas17.2x10ŝqft/acre. ^'Highrisemultifamilyresidentialisdefinedas6storieshighwith40unitsperacre.Areaofbuildingsperacreisbasedon studiesofFloridaresidentialsystemsbyAlexanderandBrown(1976)wherehighrisemultifamilyhad46.7x10ŝqft/acreof structure.Areaofroadsandotherimpervioussurfacesweremeasuredas18.5x103sqft/acre. 1Coninercialsystemsaredefinedascomnercialstripdevelopmentsandcommercialmalls.Areaofbuildingsperacreisbasedon studiesofFloridacomnercialsystemsbyBrownandGenova(1973)wherecomnercialsystemshad15.0xlf)3sqftofstructureper acre.Areaofroadsandotherimpervioussurfacesweremeasuredas27.3x103sqft/acre.
JIndustrialsystems.ThesevaluesareforrepresentativeFloridaindustrialsystemsthatinmanyinstancesarelessintensive thanotherareas.AreaofstructureisbasedonstudiesbyBrownandGenova(1973)whereindustrialsystemshad17.0x10-3sq ftofstructure/acre,androadsandotherimpervioussurfacesweremeasuredas23.8x10-3sqft/acre. kCentralbusinessdistrict.Twovaluesaregiven:thefirstwheretheaverageheightoftheCB0is2stories,andthesecond wheretheaverageheightis4stories.ThesevaluesarebasedonrepresentativeFloridaCBDsthatinmanycasesareless intensivethanaveragesforlargercities(coverageofbuildingsisapproximately50%).SeeBrownandGenova(1973).Floorarea ofstructureforCBIl'sof2storieswas44.0x10ŝqft/acre;andfor6storyCBD's,86.8x10-3sqft/acre.Areaofroads andotherimpervioussurfacesweremeasuredas20.7x1q3sqft/acreforbothtypesofCBD's.
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(1977), as are weights of asphalt and subbase of roads. The weights

of miscellaneous assets have the greatest assumption associated with

their estimation. However, in all cases they make up only about 2% of

total weight per acre and approximately 10% of the total chemical

potential energy per acre. The majority of the total chemical

potential energy per acre of urban land use is derived from the wood

in buildings and the asphalt used in the construction of roads because

of the large chemical potential energy per pound of each of these

materials. These two materials account for 80% of the total chemical

potential energy in the CBD and approximately 90% in single-family

residential land uses.

Transformation Ratio (Quality Factor) of Urban Structure

Two separate calculations for determining the transformation

ratio of urban structure are given in Figs. 3.24 and 3.25. In Fig.

3.24 data from Lee County, Florida, are used to estimate chemical

potential energy of structure, total insolation since 1800, and total

energy use in the U.S. economy since 1800. Areas of land use,

chemical potential energy, and embodied energy flow for urban land

uses in the United States are given in Table A-4 in the appendix. The

transformation ratio, using total urban land use and cumulative energy

inflow in the United States since 1800 is determined to be 26.4 Cal

CE/Cal.

A value of 28 Cal CE/Cal of structure is used in this study as

the transformation ratio of urban structure. This value represents an

average of all buildings, roads, and miscellaneous components of urban

structure.



igure 3.24. Summary diagram of the transformation ratio (quality factors) of
urban structure in Lee County, Florida. See methods for the
general method of calculating transformation ratios.

Notes:

(a) Insolation taken as 1.6 x 108 Cal/m2 • yr; area of urban
land use taken as 2.47 x 108 m2; transformation ratio of
insolation to CE Calories is 2000 solar Calories/Cal CE.

(b) Embodied energy flow from Fig. 3.19 (38.0 x lO^-2 Cal CE/yr)
multiplied by 50 years.

(c) Chemical potential energy in structure from Fig. 3.18.
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gure 3.25. Summary diagram of the transformation ratio (quality factors) of
urban structure in the United States. See methods for the general
method of calculating transformation ratios.

Notes:

(a) Insolation taken as 1.5 x 10^ Cal/m^ • yr and divided by
transformation ratio of 2000. The areas of the United States and
urban land uses are:

9.5 x 10^2 m2 and 1.5 x 10^ m^, respectively.

(b) Total energy use in the U.S. economy since 1800 was estimated as
follows: Coal, wood, hydropower (Ayres and Scarlot 1952) = 2.8 x
lO^7 Cal CE; oil, natural gas (Hubbert 1971) = 7.7 x lO^-7
Cal CE

Total = 10.5 x 1017 Cal CE

(c) The calculations of chemical potential energy are from Table A-2
in Appendix 4. Total area, embodied energy, and chemical
potential energy of urban land uses in the United States.
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Embodied Energy, Transformation Ratios (Quality
Factors), and the Range of Goods

Embodied Energy and Transformation Ratios

Table 3.31 lists the embodied energy, heat energy, and

transformation ratio for some selected goods in Gainesville, Florida,

for 1979. Since the total energy embodied in most products is not

available directly, they are estimated from retail dollar costs, using

an average dol1ar-to-energy ratio for the U.S. economy as a whole

obtained from Table 2.2.

The dollar cost per unit of energy or material are average retail

prices obtained from various sources in Gainesville, Florida. It must

be pointed out that calculating embodied energy using retail prices

does not account for the total energy that is embodied in a good or

energy before its end-use, since in most cases goods are transported

from point of purchase to point of end-use. This transportation

represents an additional embodiment of energy, but may, in the long

run, be insignificant; and in some cases is reflected in the retail

price (such as bulk materials and energy, e.g., lumber, bunker C oil,

electricity, etc.). To simplify the calculation of embodied energy,

these additional transportation energies are disregarded.

The final column in Table 3.31 lists the embodied energy to heat

energy ratio for the selected goods and energies. As might be

expected, primary energies have small ratios, and goods, increasingly

greater ratios as they become more "refined" or complex. A range of

values are given for some goods because of the diversity of the

category, and a simple mean value did not seem appropriate.



Table3.31.Embodiedenergy,heatenergy,andtransformationratiosforselectedgoodsin1979.a
ro

o

CO

Embodiedenergyc

Good6

Do1lar cost/unit

per

unitCalCE perunit

Heatenergy^ perunit

Transformation CalCE/heat
ratioe Cal

1.Coal

Í2.30/106BTU

2.8

X

104Cal/106BTU

0.1

2.BunkerCoil'

$3.74/10^BTU

4.6

X

104Cal/106BTU

...

0.2

3.Gasoline

$1.15/gal

1.4

X

104Cal/gal

3.6

x104Cal/gal

0.4

4.Naturalgas

$0.20/therm

2.4

X

103Ca1/therm

2.5

x104Cal/therm

1.0

5.Finishedwood

$0.50/bdft

6.1

X

103Cal/bdft

4.8

x103Cal/bd
ft

1.3

6.Fruitandvegetables
$0.53/lb

6.5

X

103Cal/lb

1.6

x103Cal/lb

4.1

7.Miscellaneous
food

$0.61/lb

7.4

X

103Cal/lb

1.6

x103Cal/lb

4.6

8.Steel

$0.25/lb

3.1

X

103Cal/lb

700

Cal/lb

4.4

9.Meat

$2.25/lb

2.7

X

104Cal/lb

1.8

x103Cal/lb

15.0

10.Furniture

$2.89/lb

3.5

X

104Cal/lb

1.6

x103Cal/lb

21.9

11.Automobile

$2.00/lb

2.4

X

104Cal/lb

700

Cal/lb

34.3

12.Concrete

$35/cuyd

4.3

X

106Cal/cuyd

4.7

x103Cal/cu
yd

91.5

13.Miscellaneous
goods

$2.30-20.77/lb

2.8-25
1.3x104Cal/lb

700-2250Cal/lb

40-112

14.Tools

$5.10-36.80/lb

6.2-44
.9x104Cal/lb

700

Cal/lb

88-641

15.Computers

$40-128/lb

48.1
9-156.2X104Cal/lb

700-3000Cal/lb

160-2230

16.Art

$100-1x106/lb
1.2-

-12200.0x106Cal/lb
2000Cal/lb

600-6,000,000

aBasedonaverageretailpricesinGainesville,Florida,for1979. ^DollarcostperunitandheatCaloriesperunitarefromvarioussourcesaslistedbelow: 1.Coal.Basedonaveragecostin1979forcoaldeliveredtoGainesville,Florida(GainesvilleRegionalUtilities,personal comnunication).
2.BunkerCoil.Basedonaveragecostin1979forBunkerCoildeliveredtoGainesville,Florida(GainesvilleRegionalUtilities, personalcommunication).



Table3.31.(continued) 3.Gasoline.BasedonaveragecostinGainesville,Florida,of$1.15/galand3.6xlo**heatCal/gal. 4.Naturalgas.Basinonaveragecostof$0.20/therm(GainesvilleGasCorporation,personalcommunication)and25,000heatCal/therm. 5.Finishedwood.BasedonretailpriceinGainesville,Florida,of$500/1000bdft=weightofwoodof36lb/cuft,and1600heat Cal/lh.
6.Fruitandvegetables.Basedonaverageretailpriceof$0.53/lband1600heatCal/lb. 7.Miscellaneousfood.Basedonaverageretailcostsof$0.61/lbobtainedbyweighingonemonth'ssupplyofgroceriesboughtin Gainesville,Florida;andaverageof1600heatCal/lb.

8.Steel.Basedonquotedretailpriceof$0.25/lband700heatCal/lb. 9.Meat.Basedonaverageretailcostsof$2.25/lbobtainedbyweighingonemonth'ssupplyofmeatandfishboughtinGainesville, Florida;andaverageof1800heatCal/lb.
10.Furniture.Basedonaverageretailcostsof$2.89/lbobtainedfromSearsCompanycatalogforspringandsummer1980bydividing retailcostbyshippingweightfor48randomlyselectedfurnitureitems.

11.Automobiles.Basedonassumedretailcostof$5000,andassumedaverageweightof2500lbs. 12.Concrete.Basedonquotedretailpriceof$35.00/cuftandweightof156lbs/cuftand30heatCal/lb. 13.Miscellaneousgoods.BasedonaverageretailcostsandshippingweightsobtainedfromSearsCompanycatalogforspringandsummer, 1980,for128randomlyselectedclothingitems,appliances,householditems,andsportinggoods.HeatCal/lbwerebasedon700 Cal/lbofmetalitems,1600Cal/lbofnaturalfiber,2250Cal/lbforhalfsyntheticfibers.
14.Tools.BasedonaverageretailcostsandshippingweightsobtainedfromSearsCompanycatalogforspringandsummer,1980,for34 randomlyselectedtools.HeatCals/lbbasedon700Cal/lb.

15.Computers.BasedonquotedaverageretailpriceforhandcalculatorsandEAI2000AnalogHybridComputer;and3000heatCal/lbfor handcalculatorsand700heatCal/lbforcomputer.
16.Art.Basedonestimatedcostsandweightsforrangeofpaintingsandassuming2000heatCals/lb. cCaloriesofcoalequivalentwerecalculatedbyusingconversionfactorof12.2x103CalCE/$fromTable2.2. ^Chemicalpotentialenergy(heatenergy)isfromTableA3intheappendix. transformationratioswerecalculatedbydividingcolumn3(embodiedenergy/unit)bycolumn4(heatenergy/unit).

o
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The Range of Transport of Goods

Given in Table 3.32 are the transport ranges of some goods

calculated from embodied energy per pound and the energy costs of

transportation. The calculation of range is based on the assumption

that the value (suggested by the total embodied energy) of a good is

proportional to the energy costs in obtaining it. Goods with higher

embodied energy per pound have higher value and can be transported

farther and still have positive net effect when utilized. The ranges

of the goods in Table 3.32 are maximum ranges, where the energy costs

of transportation just equal the energy embodied in them.

The costs of transportation include the direct energy in gasoline

(3.0 x 103 Cal CE/mi) as well as the prorated energy costs of the

automobile and road (1.1 x 103 Cal CE/mi). The ranges determined in

this manner are expressed in miles per pound. The total range of any

purchase is the product of weight of purchases and the range per

pound. For a round trip, the total range is divided by two.

Simulation of Models of Hierarchical
Organization and Energy Spectra

Results of the study of several hierarchically organized models

are presented in this section, starting with a simple model and

progressing to more complex samples. Differential equations to

describe the behavior of each are presented along with time

simulations of each model.

In general, the models are five-component systems (having five

state variables) and differ in the kinetics of interaction between
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Table 3.32. Embodied energy per unit, transportation costs, and ranges for
retail purchased goods in 1979.

Good
Embodied energy3
(x 103 Cal CE/lb)

Transportation costs^
(x 103 Cal CE/mile)

Rangec
miles/lb)

Finished wood 2.0 4.1 0.5

Concrete 2.8 4.1 0.7

Steel 3.1 4.1 0.8

Fruit and
vegetables 6.5 4.1 1.6

Miscellaneous
food 7.4 4.1 1.8

Meat 27.0 4.1 6.6

Furniture 35.0 4.1 8.5

Miscellaneous
goods 28-253 4.1 6.8-61.7

Tools 62-449 4.1 15.1-109.5

Medical treatment 300 4.1 73.1

Computers 488-1562 4.1 119 .0—381.0

aFrom Table 3.31. Value for finished wood is calculated based on 36 lb/bd ft.
Value for concrete is based on 156 lb/cu vd. Value for medical treatment is
based on estimated $25/visit and 1.2 x 10^ Cal CE/$.

^Transportation costs are from Odum and Odum (1976) based on Hurst (1973) and
U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Census (1978), where gasoline energy per
mile is estimated to be 3.0 x 103 Cal CE/mile, energy cost of automobile and
road prorated as 1.1 x 10-3 Cal CE/mile.

cRange is calculated by dividing embodied energy per unit by transportation
costs per mile. It must be pointed out that these values for range are on a
miles per pound (of purchase) basis; thus, actual range for any purchase is
calculated using the weight of purchase and multiplied by range per pound.
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components as the models become more complex. The final model

simulated is an aquatic food chain organized as a hierarchic system of

energy flow, using data from the literature to evaluate each state

variable and pathways of energy flow between variables.

Theoretical Models

Presented in Figs. 3.26 through 3.35 are simulation results of a

simple hierarchic chain of energy flow without any interacting

feedback pathways. The Dynamo computer programs are given in Appendix

5 for each main configuration difference of the basic model.

First the steady state simulation results are given in Fig. 3.26,

and then the results of various perturbations of the model are

presented (Figs. 3.27 through 3.30). In all cases, pathway

coefficients are held constant in each simulation run, changing only

those coefficients indicated in the model in the figures. When the

inital conditions for state variables are set low and the system

allowed to grow to steady state values (Fig. 3.27), damped oscillation

is exhibited by components Q]_ and Q2> with less noticeable
oscillation in "upstream" components. When the energy source is

doubled, the simulation graphs in Fig. 3.28 result. Again,

oscillation is exhibited, with less total fluctuation in upstream

components.

The input pathway coefficient (C]_) to component is

significantly increased in the simulation results given in Fig. 3.29.

Again, damped oscillation is exhibited, however, component Q]_ grows

at the expense of Q2, with the final value of Q2 being less than

Q3, and with Q5 higher than Q4. In Fig. 3.30, the drain on Q5



gure 3.26. Model and steady state simulation results for a simple hierarchic
system of components, with no feedback between components. Values
in parentheses above each component are turnover times, values in
each storage tank are steady state values, and pathway
designations (Cj_, C2, etc.) are keyed to the computer program
given in Append!x 5.
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igure 3.27. Model and simulation results of the simple chain when initial
conditions are low, as indicated above each component. Note that
there is a difference in the vertical scale from the graph in Fig.
3.26.
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i gure .28. Model and simulation results for the simple chain, when the energy
source is doubled. All pathway coefficients are the same as for
the steady state solution in Fig. 3.26. Note that the vertical
scale is different from that in Fig. 3.26.
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igure 3.29. Model and simulation results for the simple chain, when the
coefficient on pathway Ci is increased fivefold. There is a
shift in the relative values obtained by each component when
compared with the steady state solution in Fig. 3.26. Note that
there is a difference in the vertical scale from that in Fig.
3.26.
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igure 3.30. Model and simulation results for the simple chain, when the
coefficient on pathway C¡ is increased fivefold and the
coefficient on pathway C]_g is decreased fivefold. Higher
overall values are obtained by each component when compared to the
simulation graph in Fig. 3.29.
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is decreased while the inflow Qj. is held at 5 times its steady state

value. Higher total values for each component is the result.

When the drain on Q5 is made a 2nd order drain (pathway C19),
the simulation in Figs. 3.31 and 3.32 result; and when compared to the

graphs in Figs. 3.27 and 3.28, the stabilizing effects of the 2nd
order drain on the last component are noticeable. Further stabilizing

effects are achieved with 2nd order drains on each component as seen

in the simulation graphs in Figs. 3.33 and 3.34 when compared to Figs.

3.27, 3.28, 3.31, and 3.32.

In a final simulation of the simple chain model, pathway

coefficients were adjusted so that turnover times for all components

were equal. The simulation results are given in Fig. 3.35. Without

the dampening effect of increasing turnover times for each component

(as was the case in the simulations presented in Figs. 3.26 through

3.34), increasing oscillatory behavior is exhibited by each

component.

In the next series of simulations (Figs. 3.36, 3.37, and 3.38),

the simple chain model is changed to include a simple noninteracting

feedback from each component to the next lower component (pathways

C20, C21, C22, and C23). This is achieved by decreasing the drains

(C7, Cl1, C15, and C19) on each component by half and adding the

feedback pathways that have values equal to half the value of original

value of the drains, so that steady state values for each pathway

coefficient are not changed. The simulation results are given in

Figs. 3.36 and 3.37, and indicate that the distribution of energy

within the system is changed. Q¡, Q3, and Q5 each attain a

higher steady state value, Q2 and Q4 somewhat lower values.



igure 3.31. Model and simulation results for the simple chain, when a 2nd
order drain is added to component Q5, and initial conditions are
low. The 2nd order drain has a stabilizing effect when comparison
is made with Fig. 3.27, although a higher initial exponential
growth is obtained. Note that there is a difference in vertical
scale from that in Fig. 3.27. Computer program is given in
Appendix 5.

L
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Model and simulation results for the simple chain, when a 2nd
order drain is added to component Q5, and the energy source is
doubled. When compared with the simulation graph in Fig. 3.28,
the stabilizing effect of the 2nd order drain on Q5 is seen.
Note that there is a difference in the vertical scale from that
Fig. 3.28.
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igure 3.33.

,

Model and simulation results for the simple chain, when a 2nd
order drain is added to each component and initial conditions are
low. A further stabilizing effect is achieved as compared to the
graphs in Figs. 3.27 and 3.31. Note differences in vertical
scales. Computer program is given in Appendix 5.
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igure 3.34. Model and simulation results for the simple chain when a 2nd order
drain is added to each component and the energy source is doubled.
Further stabilizing effect is achieved as compared to the graphs
in Figs. 3.28 and 3.32. Note the differences in vertical scale.
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igure 3.35. Model and simulation results when the turnover times of each
component are adjusted so that they are equal. Numbers in
parentheses above each component are turnover times. Adjustments
of turnover times were achieved by rescaling inflows and outflows
from each component so that they were equal to the steady state
value per year.
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Model and simulation results for hierarchical energy chain with
simple linear feedbacks. More total structure is achieved in
components Q]_, Qg, Q3, and Q5 but less structure in Q2,
Q3, and Q4 when compared with the simulation graphs in Fig.
3.26. Computer program is given in Appendix 5.
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The feedback pathway is made of a multiplicative interaction in

the models, whose simulation graphs are given in Figs. 3.38 and 3.39.

In Fig. 3.38 the model has the added feature of a second energy source

that is multiplicatively interacted with Q3, using a switching

function, so that the model first runs in a steady state and then at

time 10, the second source is turned on. The interaction of the

second source changes the distribution of energy within the system,

with Q]_ attaining a lower overall value, and Q2 and Q3 higher
values.

In the model in Fig. 3.39, a linear pathway is added from each

component to the next higher component so that energy is supplied to

each component that alternately shifts from linear flow to a surge of

exponential growth, causing an oscillation. The magnitude of

oscillation is reduced in each component due to the dampening effect

of increasing turnover times.

Aquatic Food Chain

Given in Fig. 3.40 is an evaluated aquatic food chain organized

as a hierarchy of energy flow. Sunlight is the primary source of

energy to the system, with a large internal nutrient storage (Qg)

acting as nutrient source. There are no outside sources of nutrients

or rainfall.

The data used in the simulation are given in Table 3.33 and Fig.

3.40, which is a summary of Fontaine's (1978) data for Lake Conway in

central Florida. Compartments were summed together into trophic

levels based on primary energy source in the following manner: Q} =

Phytoplankton, Macrophytes, and Epipilec Algae; Q2 = Zooplankton and

Benthic Invertebrates; Q3 = Primary and Secondary Level Fish; Q4 =



igure 3.38. Model and simulation results for a hierarchical energy chain with
interactive feedback and a second energy source. The simulation
is first run in steady state conditions until time = 10, then the
second source is switched on. There is a shift in the relative
values obtained by each component after the second energy source
is introduced. Computer program is given in Appendix 5.
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igure 3.39. Model and simulation results for the interactive feedback system
with an added linear pathway of energy flow between components.
Energy is supplied to each component that shifts alternately from
linear flow to a surge of exponential growth, causing an
oscillation. Computer program is given in Appendix 5.
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Figure 3.40. Model of an aquatic food web organized in a hierarchic fashion.
Data are from Fontaine (1978). Numbers in parentheses are
turnover times of the state variables Q]—Q5.
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Table 3.33. Value of flows for compartments (Qi—Q5) for simulated model in
Fig. 3.40 from Fontaine (1978).

Process (flow)

Value used in
Value as percent of simulation
total energy flow (g C/m2-yr)

Ql G.P. Production (J]_)
Herbivory (Jg)
Herbivory (Jg)
Respiration3 (J4)

Q? Ingestion (Jo)
Egestion (Jg)Predation^ (J^)
Predation^ (J13)
Respiration0 (J]_j)

Qi Ingestion (J14)
Egestion (J15)
Predationb (J]_g)
Predation^ (Jig)
Respiration0 (J^)

Q4 Ingestion (J20)
Egestion (J?l)
Predationb (J94)
Respiration0 (J23)

Q5 Ingestion (J26)
Egestion (J07)
Respiration^ (J29)

— 1837.0
6.6% 122.7
1.3% 2.6

92% 1711.8

40% 64.6
60% 98.8

3.6
0.3

94% 60.7

75% 4.6
25% 1.5

0.8
0.01

82% 3.8

90% 1.0
10% 0.11

1% 0.01
99% 0.99

99%d 0.0198
l%d 0.0002

100%d 0.0198

aSum of sinking, sloughing, and leaching,
primary production (GPP).

bCalculated as percent of ingested energy.
°Sum of nonpredator death and respiration,
^Estimate.

Calculated as percent of gross

calculated as percent of ingestion.
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Tertiary Level Fish. A fifth compartment was added as a top

carnivore, and values of storage and flows estimated.

Given in Figs. 3.41 through 3.53 are the results of various

simulations of the aquatic food chain organized as a hierarchy, where

sources are altered from constant to pulsing, harvesting is done to

each compartment, and various levels of a second energy source are

introduced as a stocking function.

The major differences between the aquatic food chain hierarchy

and the previous models are the addition of a sixth compartment that

represents a pool of detritus and nutrient storage that is recycled

from the other five compartments, the additive pathways of energy

flow up the food chain, and the additive feedback pathways of control

action from higher level compartments to lower ones.

The simulation graphs in Figs. 3.41 and 3.42 are the result of

simulations where the energy source is constant. The steady state

solution is shown in Fig. 3.41, and the results of a 66% increase in

the energy source are shown in Fig. 3.42. The vertical axis is the

natural log of the storage in each compartment to accomodate the

values of each storage on the same scale relative to each other.

Therefore, the visual effects of the increased source do not appear to

be significant in the graphs; however, the numerical results show the

following percent increases for each compartment: Q]_ = 33.7%, Q3
- 6.0%, Q3 = 20.6%, Q4 = 7.0% and Q5 = 7.0%.

When the energy source is altered so as to generate a smooth sine

wave that representes the variation in sunlight from summer to winter,

the simulation graphs in Figs. 3.43 and 3.44 result. The graphs in



igure 3.41. Model and simulation results of model in Fig. 3.40 of an aquatic
food chain, where the energy source is constant: steady state
solution. The vertical axis is the natural log of the level in
compartments. Computer program and numerical results are given in
Appendix 5.
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igure 3.42. Model and simulation results of the
constant source, where the source is
program is given in Appendix 5.

aquatic food chain with
increased 66%. Computer
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Fig. 3.43 are the steady state solution, where the effects of

dampening of the fluctuations in energy source are obvious. Since

Q2 draws most of its energy from the large stable pool of detritus,

very little oscillation is observed. Q3, on the other hand, draws

much of its energy from the first compartment (Q]_) and shows

oscillation, but damped from that of Q]_. Yearly variation in

standing crop in the higher compartments (Q4 and Q5) is relatively

small due to the dampening of upstream compartments. Figure 3.44 is

the simulation graphs for the model when the simulation is begun with

low initial conditions.

Of interest is the effect of harvesting each compartment, and the

simulation graphs in Figs. 3.45 through 3.49 show these effects when

each compartment is harvested at a rate of 1% of the remaining stock

per year. When the graphs are compared, it is seen that harvesting of

the lower compartments (Q]_ and Q2) has much less overall effect on

the whole system than harvesting of the higher level compartments

(Q3, Q4, and Q5).
Also of interest is the effect of adding biomass to one of the

higher level compartments. In the simulation graphs in Figs. 3.50 and

3.52, a switching function is added to the model so that at time = 10,

stocking of compartment Q3 at various constant rates per year is

achieved. In Fig. 3.50, the stocking rate is equal to the steady

state level of Q3. In Fig. 3.51, the stocking rate is equal to

twice the steady state level of Q3; and in Fig. 3.52, the stocking

rate is equal to 4 times the steady state level of Q3. The highest

rate of stocking sets up instability in the system with increasing

oscillation in compartment Q3.



igure 3.43. Model and simulation results for the aquatic food chain with
generated sine wave representing the seasonal fluctuation in
sunlight: the steady state solution. Computer program is given in
Appendix 5.
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Figure 3.44. Model and simulation results of the aquatic food chain with sine
wave source, when the simulation is started with low initial
conditions.
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Figure 3.45. Model and simulation results for the aquatic food chain with sine
source, when compartment is harvested at a rate of 1% of the
remaining storage per year. The total reduction in each
compartment is as follows:

Ql = 17%
Q2 = 15%
Q3 = 23%
Q4 = 12%
Q5 = 8%
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Figure 3.46. Model and simulation results for the aquatic food chain with sine
source when compartment Q2 is harvested at a rate of 1% of the
remaining storage per year. Harvesting starts at time = 10. The
total reduction in each compartment is as follows:

Ql = 25%
Q2 = 42%
Q3 = 35%
Q4 = 30%
Q5 = 17%
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igure 3.47. Model and simulation results for the aquatic food chain with sine
source when compartment Q3 is harvested at a rate of 1% of the
remaining storage per year. Harvesting starts at time = 10. The
total reduction in each compartment is as follows:

Q]_ = 35%
Q2 = 55%
Q3 = 99%
Q4 = 51%
Q5 = 46%
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igure 3.48. Model and simulation results for the aquatic food chain with sine
source when compartment Q4 is harvested at a rate of 1% of the
remaining storage per year. Harvesting starts at time = 10. The
total reduction in each compartment is as follows:

Ql = 41%
Q2 = 64%
Q3 = 81%
Q4 = 99%
Q5 = 50%
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igure 3.49. Model and simulation results for the aquatic food chain with sine
source when compartment Q5 is harvested at a rate of 1% of the
remaining storage per year. Harvesting starts at time = 10. The
total reduction in each compartment is as follows:

Ql = 25%
Q2 = 44%
Q3 = 64%
Q4 = 82%
Q5 = 99%
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Figure 3.50. Model and simulation results of the aquatic food chain with sine
source when compartment Q3 is stocked at a rate equal to the
value of the steady state level (1.7 g C/m^ ■ yr) per year.
Stocking begins at time = 10. Computer program given in Appendix
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igure 3.51. Model and simulation results of the aquatic food chain with sine
source when compartment Q3 is stocked at a rate equal to twice
the steady state level (3.4 g C/m? • yr) per year. Stocking
begins at time = 10.
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Figure 3.52. Model and simulation results of the aquatic food chain with sine
source when compartment Q3 is stocked at a rate equal to 4 times
the steady state level (7.2 g C/m? • yr) per year. Stocking
begins at time = 10.
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The model in Fig. 3.53 was constructed to test the effect of

control actions by the highest level compartment. This last

compartment has an additional input pathway driven by a sine wave with

amplitude varying from +1 to -1, and frequency equal to the turnover

time of the compartment (5 yr). The input pathway acts as both

positive input and drain, causing the compartment to oscillate.

The oscillation set up in compartment Qg is passed on to

downstream compartments through feedback pathways C28 and C29, and is

passed further downstream through feedback pathways C23, C24, C17,

C18, and Cl1. Because of differences in scaling on the graph of the

vertical axis for each compartment, the differences in the magnitude

of oscillation of each compartment are not apparent. The following

percent change from minimum to maximum values for each compartment is

calculated from the numerical output of the model simulation: =

6.9%, Q2 = 15%, Q3 = 22%, Q4 = 42%, and Q5 = 80%.
A general trend of decreasing magnitued of oscillation from the

highest level compartment to the lowest level compartment is

observed.
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Figure 3.53. Model and simulation results of the aquatic food chain when
compartment is caused to oscillate from an input pathway
driven by a sine wave with amplitude +1 to -1. The oscillation
is passed onto lower level compartment with increasing amplitude
(increasing amplitude is not graphically apparent due to different
vertical scales on the graph for each compartment). The percent
change from minimum to maximum values for each compartment is
as follows:

Q1 - 6.9%
Q.' = 15%
Q~ = 22%
Q¿ = 42%
Qg = 80%



CHAPTER 4

DISCUSSION

Analysis of regions, urban systems, and smaller ecosystems in

the preceding results section showed many manifestations of hierarchy

that were related to supporting energy flows. See, for example,

graphs of spatial distribution, frequency, and embodied energy flows,

as well as evaluated models of Lee County and Lake Conway. Simulated

models were able to duplicate many of the observed features of

hierarchical organization. This evidence supports a theory of energy

control of the organization of systems of man and nature.

The quality of energies as determined from transformation ratios

were found to be a measure of relative value of components. Pathways

of energy flow were shown to be greatest, hierarchically, in the

highest components of urban and regional landscapes. Here components

were found to be largest in size, fewest in number, to have larger

time constants, and have greatest potential control of the overall

systems processes.

From the measurements and models, principles may be formulated

for relating parts to whole landscapes for estimating carry capacity

and as guidelines for regional planning.
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Rank Size Distribution of Components of Hierarchies

Graphs of the spectral distributions of components of various

aggregates of urban and regional landscapes including: cities, road

networks, power plants and distribution networks, land use, and urban

structure (Figs. 3.1 through 3.9) and evaluated models of regional

systems and of the Lake Conway ecosystem showed that numbers of

components decrease in the successive levels of landscape systems.

The rank size distributions of cities first hypothesized by Zipf

(1941) was confirmed using embodied energy flow instead of population

in this study. Regional distributions of cities suggested by

Christaller (1966) were calculated in this study, and showed a

relationship between the relative scarcity of large components and

their embodied energy flows. In general, the larger a component, the

more scarce it was in the landscape, and the greater was its embodied

energy flows.

Distribution of Increasing Quality Value in Hierarchies

When the components and pathways of landscape hierarchies were

expressed in embodied energy of the same type by using transformation

ratios, the tendency for increasing quality value with higher level

components and pathways was shown. The relationships of embodied

energy to size of cities and number of cities within the St. Johns

region (Tables 3.6 and 3.7) indicated this relationship. The

evaluated model of Lee County, Florida, while showing decreasing

actual energy flow between successive compartments also showed that

embodied energy increased, as did the embodied energy of the storages

of structure in each compartment.



Evaluation of Embodied Energy and Transformation Ratios in Hierar¬
chically Organized Systems

Transformation ratios for determining embodied energy used in

this study were given in Table 2.1. Given in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2 are

summary diagrams of Lee County and Lake Conway that also can be used

to determine transformation ratios. In both figures, the first model

is evaluated in actual energy, the second in embodied energy of the

source(s), and the third as transformation ratios; where the

transformation ratio is expressed as Cal solar/Cal of actual energy.

The transformation ratios determined for Lee County in Fig. 4.1c

are compared to transformation ratios calculated using costs per pound

and other methods, in Table 4.1. In general, the ratios determined in

Fig. 4.1 are similar to those calculated by other methods. Since Lee

County is a small component of the overall economy of the nation,

primary production processes (indicated by pathways J4 and J5) are

more energy intensive than the average for the nation, and the

transformation ratios are greater. The transformation ratios for

humans and society differ from those calculated for Fig. 3.19, but

show the very high embodied energy of these two compartments.

Energy Quality in an Ecosystem Hierarchy

Similarities between the hierarchies of human activity in

landscapes where energy is converged in pathways of increasing energy

quality and the hierarchical organization of ecosystems as illustrated

by the evaluated model of Lake Conway were many. For example, the

models given in Fig. 4.2 show the main pathways of energy exchange of

the Lake Conway ecosystem evaluated first in actual energies (4.2a),

then in embodied energy of the source (4.2b), where the actual



Figure 4. Summary diagram of the model of Lee County, Florida, in Fig. 3.18,
for calculating transformation ratios (quality factors), (a)
pathways evaluated in actual energies; (b) pathways evaluated in
embodied energy of the source; (c) and pathway evaluated as
transformation ratios.
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Figure 4.2. Simplified diagram of the Lake Conway model in Fig. 3.40 for
calculating transformation ratios (quality factors), (a) showing
pathways evaluated in actual energies; (b) pathways evaluated in
embodied energy of the source; (c) and pathways evaluated as
transformation ratios (quality factors). Data were from Fontaine
(1978).
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Table4.1.ComparisonoftransformationratiosdeterminedusingFig.4.1withthosedetermined byevaluationofnationalaverages(asgiveninTable2.1). Transformation
ratios

Tranformationratio

Pathwayanddescription
SolarCal/Cal

CalCE/Ca1a

fromTable2.1 CalCE/Cal

Jl’2’3Solarinput

1.0

0.0005

0.0005

J4Fuels,goodsinput
5.2x103

2.6

(1.5-75)

J7»qFuels,goodsinput
1.9x104

9.6

(1.5—75)

JgAgriculturalproducts
1.3x105

64

(4.4-15.0)

J]jNaturalstructure harvested

3.9x103

2.0

(0.45-15.0)

^12»13Goodsandenergy exported

8.5x104

42

(4.0—2230)b

Ji4,1kFoodandgoods consumed

2.5x105

123

(4.4—2230)b

316»17»18Humanlabor
7.6x106

3800

10,000c

^20*21»22»23Government andsocietyfeedback
3.9x107

19,400

25,000c

aSolarCal/Caldividedby2000.bSeeTable3.31fortotalrangeoftransformationratiosofgoods. cSeenotestoFig.3.19.

no

00
no
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energies decrease the further up the hierarchy, but embodied energy

remains constant since there is only one source. When transformation

ratios are calculated for each pathway as in Fig. 4.2c, the resulting

quality factors show increasing embodied energy on each pathway from

source to the highest level component in the chain.

The tranformation ratios (quality factors) on pathways in Fig.

4.2c are calculated using the embodied energies in 4.1b divided by the

actual energies in 4.2a, yielding a ratio whose dimensions are solar

Cal/Cal of actual energy.

In the diagram in Fig. 4.2c, the highest quality pathways are

those associated with the last compartment in the hierarchy. Similar

results were observed in the evaluated diagram of Lee County, Florida

(Fig. 4.1) and can be drawn from the spectral distributions of cities,

and the embodied energy of land uses within cities.

Energy Quality and Spatial Effect

While the number of components decreased in successive levels of

hierarchies, the spatial area over which their effect was spread

increased. The area of surrounding countryside that was calculated as

the hinterland (market area) of different sized cities was

proportional to the embodied energy flows of the city as shown in Fig.

3.17.

The nomographs of development density versus exports suggested

this same relationship, for as the density of human activity

increased, the total exports to other regions increased and it can be

assumed that imports increased as well, since balance of payments must

be approximately equal. The nomographs (Figs. 3.20 through 3.23)
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showed place in the landscape hierarchy of differing sized regions

since the more densely developed a region, the higher its place in the

hierarchy; exporting to and in turn importing from greater areas of

the overall landscape.

Energy Convergence in Landscape Hierarchies

The evaluated models of regional and ecological systems and data

on regional land uses and spatial distribution of incoming energies

showed the pattern of convergence of energy flows to higher and higher

quality components in smaller spatial extent. Incoming energies, low

in quality and spatially dilute were transformed into higher quality

energies, many as storages, as energy flows converge from many low

quality components to fewer and fewer high quality ones.

The simulation models had as a built in property, the convergence

of energy from initial driving energy source through 5 successive

levels of increasingly longer time constants, and larger individuals,

but fewer in number.

Energy Divergence (Dispersion) in Landscape Hierarchies

Energy is not only concentrated and converged in landscape

processes, but much is fed back in dispersing actions of recycle and

control. Spectral distributions of electrical power networks, and to

some extent road networks, as well as the distributions of cities

within regional landscapes indicated that dispersion of high quality

energy from centralized sources follows a hierarchical distribution.

Under the constraints of maximum power, the high quality

converged energies of higher order components have large value when

used to amplify and increase inflowing energies, and are dispersed



distances in relation to their quality. Not only are high quality

energies less costly to transport per unit, but they also have higher

value per unit, and can be transported greater distances and still

have net positive effect.

Control Actions of High Quality Components

Evaluation and simulation of hierarchically organized models

suggested that the highest quality pathways were those associated with

the highest level component in the hierarchy, and suggested a general

principle of hierarchic organization and control action feedbacks.

The greatest control effect was achieved with the highest quality

pathways, since their overall cost was large and their effect must at

least be equal their cost.

In the simulations of the aquatic ecosystem, greatest overall

effect to the system was achieved when the final compartment was

perturbed (see Fig. 3.49). Much the same pattern of control action by

a high quality component was observed in Fig. 3.53. The last

compartment (Q5) was tested for overall control action by the

addition of an input pathway that was driven by a sine wave. The sine

wave amplitude was from +1 to -1, and it's frequency matched that of

the turnover time of compartment Q5 (5 yr). With the addition of

this pulsing pathway, the entire system achieved a pulsing rhythm that

was controlled by the final component in the hierarchy. As Alexander

(1978) showed, simulating cycles of order and disorder, high quality

pulsing improved material cycling, and in general acted as a major

control pathway for the organization of systems. The results of the
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simulation of the models in Figs. 3.26 through 3.39 were consistant

with the idea of high quality control of system processes.

The Range of Transport of Goods as a Function of Quality

Much related to these dynamic aspects of hierarchically organized

systems were the transformation ratios (quality factors) calculated

for many of the goods produced in the productive processes of human

activity. The goods that were given in Table 3.31 showed the tendency

of greater potential control action through utilization as

transformation ratios increased. Primary goods such as wood and metal

had low ratios, tools higher ratios, and computers still higher

ratios. In comparison, the quality of urban structure as a composit

was appreciably lower than the goods that the structure housed.

The spatial distance over which goods are transported for use

(range of goods) was related to the quality of the good. Calculations

to determine the ranges of goods in Table 3.32 were based on the

embodied energy per unit of good as a measure of value to the overall

system instead of the costs and profits to the producer. In general,

regional economic theory (see Hielbrun 1974; pp. 75-80) suggests that

the maximum range (or market area of goods and services) is related to

the cost of production and the costs of transportation. When the

costs of transportation equal the costs saved in economies of scale in

production, the maximum range of a good or service is determined.

Ranges determined in this manner use profit maximization, where

the marginal revenue from sales just equals the marginal costs of

production (transportation costs are included as a production cost).

When the utility (value) of a good, as determined from its quality



factor, is used to calculate the range, as was done in this study, the

criteria for the range is power maximization. In other words, the

energy effect of a good in increasing total power just equals the

energy costs of transporting it.

Comparison of the ranges of goods given in Table 3.32 with the

transformation ratios (quality factors) listed in Table 3.31 showed

that increasing range has a strong relationship to increasing quality.

Having greater potential control actions when used, high quality goods

are capable of being transported greater distances and still having

net positive effect in causing to inflow more total power.

Primary and Secondary Energy Sources and Their Effect on Hierarchies

The landscape is a mosaic of natural lands, agricultural lands,

roads, cities, and people related through pathways of energy flow and

exchange. When viewed as a whole system of processes as in Figs. 1.2

and 1.3, it was seen that energy sources inflowing support the

processes of the entire system. Systems that are sustained by one

energy source as in Fig. 1.2 and the evaluated ecosystem model in Fig.

3.40, develop relatively smooth distributions of energy between

components as energy is cascaded up the hierarchy supporting fewer and

fewer components.

Secondary energy sources of higher quality inflow at levels in

the hierarchy where their quality nearly matches, as shown in Fig. 1.3

and the evaluated model of Lee County, Florida, in Figs. 3.18 and

3.19. With additional energies for support at these levels, greater

structure was developed and the hierarcy was shifted somewhat in the

relative distribution of energy between levels. Simulation results of



the theoretical model in Fig. 3.38 showed the effects of a secondary

energy source of high quality on the distribution of energy between

levels. Given in Fig. 4.3 are spectral distribution for the model in

Fig. 3.38, with and without the secondary source. With the secondary

source, the relative distribution of energy in the spectrum suggested

that the first level is reduced significantly to accomodate increases

in the 2nd and 3rd levels instead of the distribution that was

suggested in Fig. 1.3.

Frequency of Energy Sources and Time Constants of Components

Spectral distributions of the frequency of energy sources versus

the embodied energy (Fig. 3.10 and Table 3.3) showed the general trend

of decreasing frequency with increasing quality of energy. Low

quality energies have high frequency, and are driving energies for low

quality components of the landscape; while high quality energies have

low frequency and are the driving energies for high quality

components.

The time constants of compartments of the landscape, with the

exception of soils, showed an inverse relationship to quality. Low

quality compartments (as shown in Table 3.4, Fig. 3.12, and the

evaluated ecosystem model in Fig. 3.40) had relatively small turnover

times as compared to the turnover times of higher quality components.

These observations were in general agreement with Simons' (1973)
theories of nearly decomposable systems where high frequency was

associated with low hierarchical order and low frequency was a

characteristic of high order components.



igure 4.3. Graphs of the energy spectral distributions of components in the
simulation model in Fig. 3.38 where a secondary energy source was
introduced into the system, (a) The distribution achieved with
single low quality source; (b) the distribution achieved with the
addition of a secondary high quality energy source.
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The frequency of inflowing energies and the time constants of

components showed similarities and causal effect. Low quality

components had high turnover and high frequency of input energies,

while high quality components had lower turnover and driving energy

inflows of low frequency. These relationships suggested that the

frequency of energies that are driving sources for different level

compartments of hierarchies must be within certain limits to have

causal influence on the processes of that level. With very high

frequency of input to components with a low time constant, the input

is a constant since the frequency is undetectable; and the reverse may

hold as well (although as pointed out by Alexander [1978] and Odum

[1980], low frequency driving energies are associated with very high

quality energy pathways, usually pulsing in nature, where the pulse

has a large disordering effect, affecting even low order components,

although with diminishing effect the lower the order of the

component).

Stability Through the "Filtering" Actions of Hierarchies

The term stability has been applied to a number of concepts.

Orians (1975) distinguishes seven different concepts of stability as

follows:

1. Constancy — Lack of change in some parameter of a system.

2. Persistance — The survival time of a system of some component.

3. Inertia — The ability of a system to resist external

perturbations.

4. Elasticity — The speed with which a system returns to its

former state following a perturbation.



5. Amplitude - The area over which a system is stable.

6. Cyclical Stabi1ity — The property of a system to cycle or

oscillate around some central point or zone.

7. Trajectory Stability — The property of a system of move

towards some final end point or zone despite differences in

starting point.

The concepts of stability that were used here are: constancy,

persistance, inertia, and elasticity.

Overall system stability was enhanced by the kinetics of

component interaction. The general organization of hierarchies was

such that there are many low quality small individuals, and fewer and

fewer high quality and larger individuals. The kinetics of

hierarchical organization suggested that low quality components had

relatively quick turnover, while higher quality compartments had

longer turnover. When models of hierarchies were simulated, stability

was greatly enhanced if turnover times were adjusted so that turnover

increased with each level in the energy chain. When the turnover

times were set equal in all compartments, as in the simulation in Fig.

3.35, oscillation was exhibited, since any perturbation in one

compartment was passed on to the next. With increasing turnovers, a

dampening effect was achieved as variation in one compartment was

reduced significantly as energy flowed to the next and next

compartment.

High Quality Stress and Stability

Stability seemed to be affected more adversely with perturbations

of the high quality end of the energy hierarchy. When hierarchically



organized models were simulated with stress acting on each

compartment, one at a time, the results indicated much greater effect

with stresses of the higher energy components than with the lower

energy ones. The stress experienced in the computer simulations was

harvesting of a constant amount of the storage in each successive

compartment and the addition of a direct drain to simulate negative

effect of toxins, disease, or war. Another stress not tested, but

that may be surmised to have much the same effect is reduction of

productivity at each compartment.

The control actions of high quality components have high

amplifier value as they are fed back to increase energy flow, but they

provide a much greater service and thus have greater value in their

role as a stabilizing influence on the total system. Without direct

feedback, simulations of hierarchically organized models tended to

oscillate with increasing magnitude and frequency if perturbed even

slightly from the steady state condition. Once feedbacks were

included, oscillation was essentially eliminated, even with rather

extreme perturbation. With the inclusion of interactive feedback

pathways, more total power was developed in the entire system, and

greater stability was achieved.

A Theory of Regional Boundaries Derived from Place in the Landscape
Hierarchy

A method that may have significance in determining the regional

boundaries of systems was suggested by the results of the nomographs

of exports versus development density of regions. The nomographs

showed that the propensity to export (and therefore to import to

maintain balance of payments) was greater as the density of



development increased for regional systems of all sizes. In essence,

this relationship suggests that the greater the density of development

the more an urbanized area relies on external areas for sources of

primary goods and energies. And, to carry it one step further, since

primary goods require large areas of the landscape for their

production (i.e., they are low in quality and occupy large spatial

area), the greater the density of development, the greater the size of

the region required for support.

The hinterlands (market areas) of cities are the result of

dispersion processes of goods and services. Sometimes referred to as

diffusion processes, a number of authors (see Berry 1972; Curry 1967;

Hagerstrand 1966; and Mansfield 1961) suggest that particle diffusion

equations may be used to determine the market areas of central places.

Curry (1967) theorized that the distance goods, services, and

information will diffuse down a hierarchy from higher order places to

lower order places was governed by a diffusion coefficient that was

the 2/3's power of the distance between centers raised to the 1.5

power. In other words, processes of diffusion away from cities

(dispersion processes) have greater drag (friction) than do

concentrating processes where goods, services, and information from

support areas are shipped into urban centers. Thus, it may be

theorized that support regions are greater in area than are market

areas.

Regional boundaries for central places might be drawn from

support area instead of market area. The support area is that area of

low quality spatially diffuse natural and agriculturally based lands

that are the first step in the hierarcy of increasing concentrations



of low quality energies and materials. A method for determining the

support area of urban centers might be drawn from Odum's (1976)

analysis of the United States economy, where he found that the ratio

of fossil fuel based energies to natural energies was 2:1 (when both

were expressed in the same quality). The average solar insolation was

used as an index of natural energy input to the economy.

Using the ratio of 2:1, fossil fuel energies to sunlight energy,

the support region necessary for an urban center could be calculated

as the amount of land area required to collect and concentrate into

the economy an amount of sunlight equal to 1/3 of the total embodied

energy flow of the urban center. For the class 1 city given in Table

3.7b, the support area is determined as 35,417 miles, and range 106

miles using the above method. The range and regional area of

influence given in Table 3.7b for each class of city was calculated

more like the determinations of market areas described above, although

using embodied energy of cities and average power density of the

region in which they are embedded.

The regional boundaries as determined using embodied energy of

cities and average power density of the regional system, and the

support area boundaries are determined by the above method are shown

for five classes of cities in Fig. 4.4.

Land Use Planning and Carrying Capacity

The implications for determining carrying capacity of regions for

human activity using support areas are far reaching. In a recent

survey of the state of the art of carrying capacity analysis, Godshalk

(1978) suggested that the most promising techniques were those



Figure 4.4. Market region and support region for 5 classes of cities listed in
Table 3.6. Market region is taken from Table 3.6, and support
region is calculated using 1/3 of total embodied energy flow and
averaging to the power density of natural lands using solar energy
flow as indicator of natural energy contribution to economy. The
calculations used to derive support area and range of support
region are as follows:

Area of support region (sq mi) = total embodied energy flow (Cal

CE/yr) x 33% x 2000 solar Cal/Cal x z— *

2 1.5 x 10® solar Cal/m¿ • yr
2.6 x 10® m^/sq mi

= range of support region (miles) = /luPP°^rt area
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involving energy theory and analysis as developed during studies of

south Florida by the Center for Wetlands at the University of Florida

(see Odum and Brown 1976). This dissertation, in many respects, is an

outgrowth of those initial studies, and suggestions brought forth here

for the determination of carrying capacity are a continuation of those

first attempts.

Carrying capacity is the amount of human activity that can be

supported by a regional landscape. The total amount of human activity

possible within a given area is a function of the amount of energy

available, for as available energies increase, the total amount of

productive activity increases as well. In landscapes where all

productive activity is the result of natural renewable energies

concentrated in ecological systems with no outside sources of fossil

fuels, the carrying capacity for human activity is small; for the

human component of the system is the high quality end of the landscape

hierarchy. When secondary sources of high quality energies are

available, they increase high quality productive levels of higher

order structure that may be supported.

By recognizing that it is the tendency for energy flows of the

landscape to be partitioned in a hierarchically organized energy

spectrum, and that the total amount of energy available at each level

is a function of this hierarchical spectrum, and that to remain

competitive and stable the hierarchy should be maintained, development

of regions might be controlled so as not to overdevelop without

sufficient low quality natural and agriculturally based land for

support. Development should occur to levels characteristic of the

larger system within which the region under question is embedded.



Thus, the support areas that are characteristic of the nation as a

whole might be used as the basis for determining support areas for

subregions within the nation. In so doing, the subregion remains

competitive with other regions, having the same development density,

and relying to the same extent on secondary sources of high quality

fuels.

Parting Thoughts and Suggestions for Future Research

It is the nature of studies such as this to generate many more

questions than could ever possibly be answered. That the spatial

distributions of quality value and human activity are apparently

predictable from energy distribution is a good first step in

understanding the complex pattern of landscape organization; but three

important questions remain.

A very fundamental question that relates to the quantity of

components in each level of a hierarchy: When does it "pay" to

duplicate a component, rather than double the size of an existing
one?

A question relating to the partitioning of energy within

hierarchies: Is there a general relationship of energy flow from one

level to the next, such that there is a constant reduction in actual

energy between levels, and a constant increase in quality of energy

between levels? When landscape hierarchies such as the one given in

Fig. 4.1 are evaluated, the drop in actual energy in five levels (4

exchange pathways) is four orders of magnitude, and the increase in

quality is four orders of magnitude as well. Does this hold true as a

general organizational principle?



A question relating to landscape planning and determination of

carrying capacity with special reference to changing availability of

high quality energy sources: The simulation results of the model in

Fig. 3.38 where a secondary high quality energy source was introduced

indicated a major shift in the relative levels of each component

similar to a skewed normal distribution (or Poisson distribution) as

was shown in Fig. 4.3. The relative distribution of energy in the

spectrum, if considered to be a landscape, suggests that the first

level is reduced significantly to accomodate increased in the 2nd and

3rd levels. Is this the general pattern of overdevelopment instead of

the distribution theorized in Fig. 1.3; and if the secondary source is

decreasing in availability, how does the decrease eventually affect

this new pattern of energy distribution?

Future research is suggested in the areas that the above

questions indicate. Computer simulation of simplified minimodels and

evaluation of empirical data might lend insight into the question of

when to double the size or when to duplicate. The evaluation of many

more hierarchically organized systems might help to determine how

energy is partitioned between levels. And the evaluation and

observation of overly developed regions may give insight into the

effects of changing availability of high quality energy sources to the

distribution of energies in landscape hierarchies.



APPENDIX 1

DESCRIPTION OF ENERGY LANGUAGE



Some of the symbols of energy circuit language

i

Energy source (forcing function),
source of external cause.

Heat sink, outflow of used energy.

Energy interaction, one type of energy
amplifies energy of a different quality
(usually a multiplier).

Economic transaction and price function.

Storage (state variable).

Circulating energy transformer with
Michaelie-Menton kinetics (diminishing
returns transfer function).

On-off control work (digital actions).

Group symbols (1) autocatalytic
self-maintenance units, (2) production
units, and (3) general purpose box for
miscellaneous subsystems.
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APPENDIX 2

DESCRIPTION OF LAND USE CLASSIFICATION FOR

REGIONAL LAND USE MAPS

Taken from Odum and Brown (1976) and Final Report
to the Jacksonville Area Planning Board and
St. Johns River Water Management District.



URBAN SUBSYSTEMS

1. Open Land: Land that has been scraped clean in preparation for
construction and/or land that has been prepared for development with
roads, power lines, etc. to a point where the natural vegetation has
been significantly altered.

2. Recreational/Open Space: Areas of natural vegetation in cities
maintained as parks, areas with planted and maintained vegetation
(i.e., golf courses) and vacant lots that have highly stressed natural
vegetation.

3. Residential — 1ight: Areas that are predominantly residential units
with a density less than 4 units/acre. Includes both single and
multi-family units.

4,5. Residential —- medium/dense: Areas that are predominantly residential
units with a density greater than 4 units/acre. Includes both single
and multi-family units.

6—9. Commercial and Industrial: Commercial strip areas, central business
districts, shopping malls, detached industrial plants and industrial
parks, tourist attractions with significant built structure and major
sports facilities (i.e., football stadiums, horse tracks, etc.).

10. Transportation Terminals: Major port facilities such as airports,
major harbor facilities, and major train terminals. Bus and train
stations are included in the commercial-industrical classification.

11. Power Plants: Major power generating plants and their support areas
(i.e., cooling canals, fuel storage areas, etc.), as well as other
utility systems and communication systems.

AGRICULTURAL SUBSYTEMS

12. Improved Pasture: Areas where the natural vegetation has been altered
by drainage, irrigation, etc. for the grazing of domestic animals, and
their associated structures. Also includes sod farms.

13. Cropland: Areas devoted to the production of all types of vegetables
and ground-grown fruits (except sugar cane) whether producing or
fallow.

14. Citrus and other Tree Crops: All types of fruit or nut bearing
orchards (does not include commercial forestry areas).

15. Nursery and Speciality Crops: Areas devoted to the production of
speciality crops such as ferns and flowers; and associated support
areas (i.e., greenhouses and other out buildings).

16. Confined Feed Operation: Cattle feed lots and energy intensive feeding
operations associated with dairy cattle, as well as chicken farms and
large scale hog farms.
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17. Planted Pine: Areas of commercial pine plantations generally planted
in slash pine (Pinus el 1iottii) for the production of pulp used in
making paper.

18. Clear Cut Areas: Areas of planted pine that have been cut leaving
barren land usually with wastes piled in windrows.

19. Sugar Cane: All areas devoted primarily to the production of sugar
cane, whether the fields are producing, fallow, or flooded.

NATURAL SUBSYSTEMS

20. Grassy Scrub: Also known as dry prairie and native rangeland. It is a
treeless system dominated by grasses and shrubs, occurring in
seldom-flooded, dry areas having frequent fires. Dominant species are
saw palmetto (Serenoa repens) and wiregrasses (Aristida stricta and
Aristida sp.). Soil and drainage characteristics are similar to those
of pine flatwoods, but the increased frequency of fire prevents the
growth of pines. The activities of man in harvesting pine trees,
improving drainage, and increasing the frequency of fire have converted
many former pineland areas to this system.

21. Sand Pine Scrub: The scrub is a plant community dominated by sand pine
(Pinus clausa) occurring in well-drained sandy areas, usually relic
shore dunes of the Pleistocene (began 11,000 years ago) eras.
Herbaceous vegetation is sparse, and patches of barren sand are
frequent. Because of the elevated and sloping landscape of this
community, its soils are well drained. Consequently little free water
is available for evaporation, and internal temperatures are relatively
higher than those of communities occurring in lower, flatter areas.
Like the sandhill community, the scrub is fire maintained.

22. Sandhill Community: The most common variant of this community is the
longleaf pine-turkey oak association. The association is characterized
by the codominants longleaf pine (Pinus palustris) and turkey oak
(Quercus laevis). Other trees, only locally prominent, are bluejack
oak (Q. incana), live oak (_Q. virginiana) (usually not on lower and
richer soils), and when fire has not been very frequent, persimmon
(Diospyros virginiana). The sandhill community occurs on well-drained
leached soils. The arboreal vegetation is open, permitting
considerable sunlight to fall upon the ground and allowing air currents
rather free swept over the herbaceous vegetation. The ecosystem is
successional and is fire maintained.

23. Pine Flatwood: The pine flatwood is one of the most extensive forests
of Florida, occupying nearly 50% of undeveloped land. It is dominated
by pine trees and derives its name from its usual occurrence in areas
of flat topography. The flatwoods of northeast Florida may be divided
into three main types: the longleaf association (Pinus
palustris-^Aristida stricta), the slash pine association (P. el 1iottii)
and the black (pond) pine association (_P. rigida serotinaT- The soils
of this community tend to flood during the summer rainy season, due to
their lack of gradient. The longleaf varient occurs in the best
drained areas; the pond pine in the poorest drained areas.
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24. Xeric Hammock: Generally, hammocks are woods dominated by broad-leaved
evergreen trees. The xeric hammock is dominated by live oaks.
Subdominant trees are bluejack oak (Quercus incana), laurel oak (_Q.
laurifol ia), cabbage palm (Saba! palmetto), and lesser number of
longleaf (Pinus elliottii) and loblolly pine (£_. taeda). Shrubs are
abundant. The xeric hammock is characteristically open, with live oaks
spaced irregularly and with many large openings in the leafy canopy.
The well-drained sandy soils of this hammock and large water withdrawal
through extensive feeder roots make this type of hammock particularly
dry for herbaceous vegetation. Much precipitation especially that of
small showers, is intercepted by Spanish moss (Tillandsia usneoides),
which is abundant on the trees. In addition, the arboreal vegetation
permits free access of wind and sunlight, causing high evaporative
loss.

25. Mesic Hammock: This hammock is characterized by an arboreal vegetation
composed of magnolia (Magnolia grandiflora), laurel oak (Quercus
laurifolia), red bay (Persea borbonia), pignut (Carya glabra), American
holly (Ilex opaca), water oak (Q. nigra), black cherry' (Prunus
serótina), live oak (Q_. virginiana), and some sweet gum (Liguidambar
styracif1ua) in the more moist portions. Also called the Southern
Mixed Hardwood Forest, the mesic hammock is the most diverse upland
community. The number of tree species comprising a given stand may
vary from 8 to 35, with the greatest diversity occurring on mesic
calcareous sites (sites with limestone [calcium carbonate] at or very
near the surface). Drier, more sterile areas support mesic hammocks
that are dominated by evergreen hardwoods; whereas the more moist,
fertile areas are dominated by deciduous hardwood species.

While containing many plants common to the xeric hammock, the mesic
hammock is much denser allowing little direct sunlight to fall on the
forest floor and permitting comparatively slight winds under its
canopy. Fires are infrequent and soils are richer in organic matter
and consequently have greater water holding capacity than the soils of
the xeric hammock. Soils are moderately well drained to somewhat
poorly drained and receive, in addition to direct rainfall, seepage and
runoff from higher areas.

26. Swamp Hammock: The swamp hammock is a still-water wetland occurring on
soils that are poorly drained, but are not subject to seasonal or
periodic flooding. Soils are subject to constant seepage and have a
very high water table. The red cedar (Juniperus silicicola) and
cabbage palm (Sabal palmetto) are abundant. Also present are many
species common to bayheads, hardwood swamps, and mesic hammocks. This
category also includes all still-water wetland forests not defined by
the classifications: Cypress Pond and Bayhead and Bog.

27. Hardwood Swamp (Riverine): This wetland foret, dominated by deciduous
hardwood trees, is found in strands along many drainageways and
watercourses, areas influenced by seasonal flooding. Included in this
category is the river swamp located extensively along the St. Johns
River and associated water bodies. This river swamp is subject to
periodic overflow, caused primarily by tidal fluctuations. Although



these mixed hardwood swamps are characterized by a preponderance of
deciduous tree species, they are generally not dominated by any one
species. Such hardwood swamps are variable, with species types
dependent upon the size of the waterway, its flow rate, water quality
and silt-turbidity characteristies. The most common species are: red
maple (Acer rubrum), water túpelo (Nyssa aquatica), swamp black gum
(Nyssa sylvatica var. biflora), sweet gum (Ligtlidambar styraciflua),
bald cypress (Taxodium distichum), pop ash (Fraxinus carolinana),
Florida elm (Ulmus floridana), and cabbage palm (Sabal palmetto).
These last four are more restricted to the mixed hardwood swamp than to
the bayhead. The mixed hardwood (riverine) unlike the bayhead produces
little or no peat.

This community plus that entitled Riverine Cypress constitute the
floodplain forest. Because of resolution limitations inherent to
remote sensing, also included in this mapping unit is the hydric (wet)
hammock described by Laessle (1942).

28. Riverine Cypress: The Riverine Cypress system occupies deep freshwater
habitats that are semipermanently or regularly inundated. It occurs
along sloughs and drainageways and often takes the form of a strand: a
diffuse forested channel carrying gently flowing water. The community
is dominated by bald cypress (Taxodium distichum). The largest cypress
trees generally occupy the zone most often flooded; the trees become
progressively smaller toward the less frequently flooded upland. This
community may consist exclusively of the bald cypress, with no ground
cover, understory, or associated species except an abundance of
epiphytes. Cypress communities occur on a variety of soil types.
Vigorous bald cypress growth occurs on deep much or brown peat, clays,
or fine sands.

29. Cypress Pond: The Cypress Pond is a still-water wetland forest
occurring in areas where water is present for much of the year. This
community generally occurs in upland areas of little topographic
relief, such as the pine flatwoods. It seldom occurs in the
floodplains. The dominant species is pond cypress (Taxodiurn distichum
var. nutans). The largest cypress trees generally occupy the zone
flooded most often. Trees become progressively smaller with distance
from this zone. In shallower areas around the edges, competition with
other species occurs, the likelihood of fire is greater and there are a
large number of seedlings. Smaller cypress ponds tend to be more
regular in shape; larger ponds tend to be asymmetrical and may occur in
strands.

30. Bayhead and Bog: The Bayhead, or Bog Swamp, is a still-water forest
characteristically composed of broad-leaved evergreen trees. Two
species are generally codominant throughout Florida: the magnolia (also
known as sweetbay) (Magno!ia virginiana) and swamp red bay (Persea
barbonia). A third species is also dominant in north Florida:
loblolly bay (gordonia lasianthus). Bayheads characteristically occur
in depression of the flatwoods. They are peat-forming communities
whose soils are very acid, saturated, and subject to periodic flooding.
It is suspected that only small amounts of water are evaporated or
transpired from this community.
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Three variants of bog occur in northeast Florida: the herb bog, the
shrub bog, and the bog swamp. For the purposes of this mapping
program, the variant bog swamp is considered to be equivalent to the
Bayhead.

Bogs are so named because of their characteristic of developing peat
and organic soils. From lowland to upland, they occur in sequence:
bog swamp, shrub bog, herb bog. The herb bog, often called pitcher
plant bog, is characterized by grasses, sedges, flowering and
insect-eating plants. Trees are either sparse or absent. Water
frequently stands at the surface or gushes from the matted surface upon
pressure. The high water table and frequent fire prevent succession to
shrub bog. Dry periods occur every 3—8 years. It is during such
drought periods that the surface becomes quite arid, meager peat
accumulations oxidize, and fire may occur.

The shrub bog is characterized by dense masses of evergreen shrub
vegetation, seldom exceeding 25 feet in height. Shrubs include: titi
(Cyri11 a spp.), black titi (C1iftonia monophylla), rusty black haw
(Lyonia ferruginea), fetterbush (Lyonia lucidaTT large gallberry (Ilex
coriácea), cinnamon clethra (Clethra alnifolia, Clethra spp.),
doghobble (Luecothoe spp.) red choke berry (Aronia arbutifolia), along
with assorted blueberries, azaleas and sometimes saw palmetto (Serenoa
repens). Some shrub bogs may have little diversity and be dominated by
a single species, most frequently black titi. The soil is nearly
always moist, with the water table at or near the surface. Soil
moisture during nonstorm periods is provided by groundwater seepage,
usually from higher areas. During very dry periods lightning may start
fires that will consume peat to the depth of the water table.

31. Wet Prairie: The wet prairie, sometimes called freshwater meadow or
shallow fresh marsh, is dominated by a herbaceous cover of grasses,
sedges, and herbs, in varying proportions, and may also contain
scattered shrubs and small trees. Common species are maidencane
(Panicum hemitomum), cordgrass (Spartina bakerii), spike rush
(Eleocharis cellulosa), beak rush (Rhyñcospora tracyi), St. Johns wort
(Hypericum fasciculatum), spider lily (Hymenocal1is spp.), swamp lily
(Crinum americanum), yellow eye grass (Xiris elliottii), sedge (Cyperus
spp.). The general appearance of the prairie is that of an overgrown
field. The wet prairie occurs in areas of low topographic relief and
receives water from rainfall and from runoff from higher, nearby areas.
It is regularly flooded by fresh water and remains wet to moist
throughout much of the year. Its soils have a thick organic layer and
have high water holding capacities.

32. Freshwater Marsh: The freshwater marsh is a herbaceous community,
adapted to prolonged periods of flooding. Many freshwater marshes are
dominated by one or several species. The fresh marsh is usually
considered the union of two subcategories of marshes: the shallow marsh
and the deep marsh.

The shallow marsh is often dominated by sawgrass, with common species:
maidencane (Panicum hemitomum), spike rush (Eleocharis cellulosa),
common reed (Phragmites communis), cordgrass (Spartina bakerii).
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Cattail (Typha spp.) usually occurs in permanently wet areas. The soil
is usually saturated during the growing season, and it is often covered
with six inches or more of water.

The deep marsh is dominated by immersed grasses, particularly cattails.
Other species include arrowhead (Sagittaria spp.), water lily (Nymphaea
spp.), pickerelweed (Pontederia lanceolata), arrowroot (Thaiia
geniculata) and other aquatic forbs. The soil is covered with three to
six feet of water during the growing season.

Both variants occur around ponds, canals, sloughs, and in depressions
among the pine flatwoods. This mapping unit does not include the
category Wet Prairie, normally considered a subset of the
classification: Freshwater Marsh.

33. Rivers and Streams: Flowing water in relatively narrow channels.

34. Lakes and Ponds: Lakes and small bodies of water of natural origin.

35. Reservoir: Man-made lakes and ponds,

36. Borrow Pit: Open excavations, many of which have permanent open water.

37. Tidal Flat: The tidal flat is characterized by soils that are usually
saturated during the growing season. These areas are emergent systems,
located on the landward side of tidal creeks, below the salt marsh.
They are covered regularly by a few inches of water at high tide. The
tidal flat is formed by the accumulation of soils and organics from
plants and animals transported principally from higher areas. Many
tidal flats are too small to be mapped as a category, and are,
therefore, often included in the classification: Salt Marsh.

38. Beach and Dune: The beach and dune are unconsolidated, sloping
landforms that develop along seashores that have wave, wind, and tide
energies. Beach and dune development takes place through a continuing
deposition of sand, shells, and other materials. Soils are variable in
surface moisture, are high in oxygen content, and are relatively low in
organic matter. In the landward, dunal area, herbaceous and woody
plant develop, but only those suited to severe conditions that include
alternate wetting and drying, salt spray, and soil salinity.

The dune is constructed principally by the wind, which blows sand from
the beach to the vegetated area landward of the beach. The vegetation
traps the sand, and the dune builds up. The energies bringing sand to
the beach are first, littoral currents, then wave action.

Characteristic plant forms of the upper beach and dune are: (1) the
Pioneer Zone of grasses and other herbs and (2) the Scrub Zone of
shrubs and shrub-form tree species. The combination of zones is widest
where accretion has occurred steadily over long periods of time, and
least where erosion processes have recently penetrated into the beach
and dune areas.
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Functionally, the beach, as a berm, dissipates the energy of the wave.
During common wave action, the upper beach is built up. During storms,
the beach erodes and develops an off-shore sandbar, which causes storm
waves to break sooner and lose energy. The dune acts as a dike to
storm tides and functions as a sand reserve, replenishing the beach in
times of severe erosion.

39. Coastal Hammock: The Coastal Hammock is a climax forest dominated by
broad-leaved trees, occurring on the sides and troughs of relic dune
immediately landward of the Beach and Dune system. It is a variant to
the inland mesic hammock, differing by the addition of several species
adapted to the salt spray of the ocean. This hammock is dominated by
live oaks (Quercus virginiana), shore bay (Tamala littoralis), cabbage
palm (Sabal palmetto), and magnolia (Magnolia grandiflora) with youpon
(Ilex vomitora), southern red cedar (Juniperus silicicola), and wax
myrt1e~TMyrica cerifera) being common. Soils vary from well drained
and dunal slopes to poorly drained in trough bottoms. This category
plus that entitled: Beach and Dune constitute the Coastal Strand.

40. Salt Marsh: Salt marsh communities occur in coastal areas of low
energy and gentle slope, periodically flooded by the tides. The salt
marsh is dominated by grasses, with woody plants nearly always absent.
Plant species are distributed according to several environmental
factors including elevation, soil water salinity, acidity, and the
frequency and depth of tidal inundation. The interaction of these
factors produces distinct zonations (vegetative zones) within the salt
marsh.

The zone nearest tidal creeks is typically dominated by smooth
cordgrass (Spartina alterniflora) forming a nearly pure stand. Black
needle rush (Juncus roemerianusT dominates on land that is slightly
higher and less flooded than that occupied by smooth cordgrass. These
communities are inundated by daily flooding at high tides. This zone
is considered the deep salt marsh.

Due to the accumulations of detritus and alluvial and wind-borne
sediments the deep salt marsh will tend to become shallow marsh. In
the process, salts and nutrients will further accumulate in the soil by
the trapping and subsequent evaporation of flooding tidal waters. The
emerging shallow marsh, like the existing shallow salt marsh, will tend
to select for more salt tolerant species such as glasswort (Salicornia
virginica). The occasionally flooded shallow salt marsh will generally
occupy regions between the regularly flooded deep marsh and freshwater
wetlands or upland systems such as pine flatwoods or dune communities.
Both the deep and shallow marsh are included in this mapping unit.

41. Mangroves: The mangrove swamp is a wetland forest that is regularly or
often flooded by saline waters. It is found in tropical and
subtropical regions along the protected coast, along tidal rivers and
creeks, and in bays and estuaries.

Although mangroves grow in full seawater, they appear larger and
probably grow faster in brackish water. Both red and white mangroves
can grow and reproduce in freshwater and are found upstream in some
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rivers where salinity is low. On the east coast, the white mangroves
(Laguncularia racemosa) extends northward to Brevard County; the red
mangrove (Rhizophora mangle) extends northward to Volusia County; and
the black mangrove (Avicennia germinans) extends northward to St. Johns
County. Shallow saltwater swamps are distinguished from deep saltwater
swamps by having irregular or only occasional flooding by saltwater
(usually brackish water conditions) and by the predominance of black
and white mangroves. Red mangroves, if present, are in a stunted or
scrub form.

42. Spoil Bank: The spoil bank is a man-inf 1uenced area created by the
deposition of dredged materials taken from waterways or canals, usually
for navigation purposes. Salt marshes, because of their elevation and
proximity to waterways, are often selected for the disposition of this
dredged material, called spoil.

The bearing strength of the spoil bank is uncertain, due to the
variable strength of dredged materials and to the unstable composition
of the salt marsh. Drainage characteristics are dependent upon the
slope of the bank and its elevation. The spoil is often barren but
will revegetate and form a littoral zone after years of abandonment.

43. Medium Salinity Plankton Estuary: This area is that portion of the
estuary continuum having average salinities in the range of 5—20 parts
per thousand. Also known as the middle estuary, it is that portion of
the estuarine system that provides primary support for certain
fisheries—in northeast Florida, the fisheries of the oyster and blue
crab.

44. 01igohaline System: This system occurs in that portion of the
estuarine system in which the unidirectional flow of the river changes
to the slowing mixing circulation of a wide, shallow body of water.
The water is characteristically turbid and contains large amounts of
silt materials from the river. Since the river flows strongly at
times, there are sudden fluctuations in salinity. The diversity of
aquatic species is relatively low. The bottoms are dominated by
grasses and filtering clams.

45. Neutral Embayment: The neutral embayment is a marine water body,
partially enclosed by land. The system receives negligible river or
other land drainage, and precipitation approximates evaporation. It is
characterized by low turbidity and sedimentation rates, relatively
constant salinity, and a complex pattern of seasonal variations in
biota. The waters of the neutral embayment possess oceanic salinities
in the range 28-36 parts per thousand of total dissolved salts. Unlike
the estuary, vertical variations in salinity do not take place.

46. Marine Meadow: Marine meadows are offshore beds of underwater grassy
vegetation found in shallow, clear tropical, and sometimes subtropical,
waters. On the bottom, among the blades of vegetation, are many
animals including: urchins, sea cucumbers, tube worms, and fishes, many
of which burrow into holes in the bottom. The vegetation forms a heavy
layer of matted stems that makes a firm carpet with the sediments, much
of which consists of skeletal fragments of the animals. Many of the
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bottom animals are filter feeders that keep the water clear while also
processing the remains from decomposition.

Marine meadows occur in tropical waters of moderate current energy _ in
Puerto Rico, the Florida Keys, and south Texas. They are also found in
the subtropical zones of north Florida and Texas, but the general
pattern of complexity, variety, and white calcareous sediment tends to
disappear outside of the tropical uniformity of climate.

47. Coastal Plankton: The coastal plankton system is located between the
estuary and the deep oceanic systems, over the continental shelf. It
is the buffer between the shore and estuarine systems and the open sea,
where the bottom falls sharply away. Depths range from 30 to 300 feet.
Following nursery stages, populations of shrimp, crab, and finfish
migrate from the estuaries to this shelf system. The coastal plankton
system is the principal location of corrmercial fishing.

48. High Velocity Channel: The system occurs on course channel bottoms,
where tidal flow passes through narrow passages and inlets. Waters
flow at high velocities 4.5 to 30.0 feet per second; bottoms are swept
free of fine sediment, and specialized attaching organisms develop
colonies that intercept foods available in rapidly passing waters.



APPENDIX 3

CHEMICAL POTENTIAL ENERGIES OF REPRESENTATIVE COMMODITIES



Table A3. Chemical potential eneriges of representative commodities (from Odum
1979).

Commodity
Chemical potential
energy/lb (Cal)

Asphalt 3000

Concrete 20

G1 ass 1900

Limestone 30

Metal (steel) 700

Organic

Food 1500

Natural fiber 1500

Paper 1900

Wood 1500

Plastic 3000
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APPENDIX 4

TOTAL AREA, EMBODIED ENERGY, AND CHEMICAL POTENTIAL

ENERGY OF URBAN LAND USES IN THE UNITED STATES



TableA4..Totalarea,embodiedenergy,andchemicalpotentialenergyofurbanlandusesintheUnitedStates. Landuse

Area3
x10âcres

Embodiedenergy*5 instructure
x109CalCE/acre

Embodiedenergy0 frompowerdensity
x109CalCE/acre

Totalembodied0* energy
x10*7CalCE

Chemicalpotential6 energy
x109heatCal/acre

Totalchemical* potentialenerqy x10*5pai

Residential Lowdensity

3.8

1.6

19.9

0.8

0.6

2.3

Medium-highdensity
25.5

6.0

28.7

8.9

2.2

56.1

Commercia1

3.2

7.6

63.7

0.2

3.1

9.9

Industrial

1.6

9.8

75.2

0.2

2.6

4.0

Centralbusiness district

4.0

64.0

339.4

2.6

3.7

14.8

TOTAL

38.1

12.7

87.1

aAreaoflanduseswasdeterminedbyassuminglanduserelationshipthatexistinsouthFlorida(fromOdumandBrown1976)areindicativeofaveraqe landusemixfortheUnitedStates,andtotalurbanlanduseintheUnitedStatesin1973fromtheCouncilonEnvironmentalQuality(1979). ^Embodiedenergyinstructurewascalculatedforeachlanduseinthefollowingmanner:Lowdensityresidential—seeTable3.27—"Structural characteristics,energyflows,andsocialstructureforhousingtypesofGainesville,Florida."Medium-Highdensityresidential—seeTable3.27— "Struetura1characteristics,energyflows,andsocialstructureforhousingtypesofGainesville,Florida."Commercial—fromdataonlandusesin LeeCounty,Florida,areaofstructurewasdeterminedtobe15,000sqft/acre.Oodge(1973)listsaveragecostsforcommercialstructuretohe $23.56/sqft.AconversionfactortoCEkcalof20,000kcal/$wasused.Thus,15,000sqftx$23.56/sqftx20,000kca1/$=7.1x1q9CE kcal/acre.Areaofpavementis3.0x10ŝqyd.Oodge(1973)listsaveraqecostsforpavementas$8.00/sqyd.Aconversionfactorof20,000 kcal/$wasused.Thus,3.0x10ŝqydx$8.0/sqydx20,000kcal/$=0.48x109CEkcal/acreand7.1xlo9+0.48x109=7.6xlfl9CE kcal/acre.Industrial—fromdataonLeeCounty,Florida,landuses:17,000sqftofstructureperacre.Oodge(1973)listsaveragecostfor industuralstructuretobe$27.77/sqft.Adollartoenergyconversionfactorof20,000CEkca1/$wasused.Thus,17,000sqftx$27.77sqftx 20,000kcal/$=9.4xHj9kcal/acre.Areaofpavementis2.6x10ŝqyd.Dodge(1973)listsaveraqecostsforpavementas$8.00/sqyd.A dollartoenergyconversionfactorof20,000CEkca1/$wasused.Thus,2.6xÍÓŝqydx$8.00/sqydx20,000CEkcal/$=0.42xlO®kcal/acre and9.4x109+0.42x109=9.8x109CEkcal/acre.Centralbusinessdistrict_fromdataonLeeCounty,Florida,landuses(assumingaverage



TableA4.(continued) lieiijhtof6stories):65,000sqftofstructureperacre.Dodge(1973)listsaveragecostsforcentralbusinessdistrictstructuresas$48.94/sqft. Adollartoenergyconversionfactorof20,000CEkcal/$wasused.Thus,65,000sqftx$48.94/sqftx20,000CEkcal/I=63.6x109kcal/acre. Areaofpavementis2.3x103sqyd.Dodge(1973)listsaveragecostsforpavementas$8.00/sqyd.Adollartoenergyconversionfactorof20,000 CEkcal/$wasused.Thus,2.3x103sqydx$8.00/sqydx20,000CEkca1/$=0.37x109kcal/acreand63.6x109+0.37x109=64x109CE kca1/acre. ‘TotalpowerdensityfromTable3.26"PowerdensityandtotalvolumeofstructureforselectedlandusesinFt.Myers,Florida,"multipliedby assumedlifetimeofstructureof50years.Thisassumespresentratesofenergyconsumption. ‘Forresidentialuses,column2and3addedandmultipliedbycolumn1.Forallotheruses,toavoiddoublecountingofembodiedenergyingoodsand services,onlycolumn2isusedandmultipledbycolumn1. eFromTable3.30. •"Productofchemicalpotentialenergyperacre(column5)andarea(column1).



APPENDIX 5

DYNAMO PROGRAM FOR MODEL AND SIMULATION RESULTS IN FIGS. 3.26 THROUGH 3.53



Dynamo Program for Model and Simulation Results in
Figs. 3.26 through 3.30 and 3.35.

L Q1.K=Q1.J+DT*(K1.JK-K2.JK-K3.JK-K4.JK)
L Q2.K=Q2.J+DT*(K5.JK-K6.JK-K7.JK-K8.JK)
L Q3.K=Q3.J+DT*(K9.JK-K10.JK-K11.JK-K12.JK)
L Q4.K=Q4.J+DT*(K13.JK-K14.JK-K15.JK-K16.JK)
L Q5.K=Q5.J+DT*(K17.JK-K18.JK-K19.JK)
R K1.KL=C1*JR.K*Q1.K
R K2.KL=C2*JR.K*Q1.K
R K3.KL=C3*Q1.K
R K4.KL=C4*Q1.K*Q2.K
R K5.KL=C5*Q1.K*Q2.K
R K6.KL=C6*Q1.K*Q2.K
R K7.KL=C7*Q2.K
R K8.KL=C8*Q2.K*Q3.K
R K9.KL=C9*Q2.K*Q3.K
R K10.KL=C10*Q2.K*Q3.K
R K11.KL=C11*Q3.K
R K12.K L=Cl2*Q3-K*Q4.K
R K13.KL=C13*Q3.K*Q4.K
R K14.KL-C14*Q3.K*Q4.K
R K15.KL=C15*Q4.K
R K16.KL=C16*Q4.K*Q5.K
R K17.KL=C17*Q4.K*Q5.K
R K19.KL=C19*Q5.K
R K18.KL=C18*Q4.K*Q5.K
A JR.K=J0/(1+[C0*Q1.K])
N Ql=100
N Q2=50
N Q3=10
N Q4=5
N Q5 = l
C J0=100
C C0=.01
C Cl= .2
C C2=.0666
C 03=3.34
C 04=0.666
C 05=.02
C C6=.0066
C 07= .68
C 08=.066
C 09=.02
C 010= .006
C 011= .4
C 012=.06
C 013=.06
C 014=.02
C 015=.2
C 016=. 2
C 017= .2
C 018=.1
C 019= .5
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Dynamo program for Figs. 3.26 through 3.30 and 3.35 continued.

A TOT .K=Q1.K+Q2.K+Q3.K+Q4.K+Q5.K
A PQ1.K=Q1.K/TOT.K
A PQ2.K=Q2.K/TOT.K
A PQ3.K=Q3.K/TOT.K
A PQ4.K=Q4.K/TOT.K
A PQ5.K=Q5.K/TOT.K
SPEC DT=.01/LENGTH=50/PRTPER=1/PLTPER=.5
PRINT Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4,Q5,PQ1,PQ2,PQ3,PQ4,PQ5
PLOT Ql=l,Q2=2,Q3=3,Q4=4,Q5=5
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Dynamo Program for Model and Simulation Results in
Figs. 3.31 and 3.32

L Q1 .K=Q1.J+DT*(K1.JK-K2.JK-K3.JK-K4.JK)
L Q2.K=Q2.J+DT*(K5.JK-K6.JK-K7.JK-K8.JK)
L Q3 .K=Q3.J+DT*(K9.JK-K10.JK-Kll.JK-K12.JK)
L Q4.K=Q4.J+DT*(K13.JK-K14.JK-K15.JK-K16.JK)
L Q5 -K=Q5.J+DT*(K17.JK-K18.JK-K19.JK)
R K1.KL=C1*JR.K*Q1.K
R K2.KL=C2*JR.K*Q1.K
R K3.KL=C3*Q1.K
R K4.KL=C4*Q1.K*Q2.K
R K5.KL=C5*Q1.K*Q2.K
R K6.KL=C6*Q1.K*Q2.K
R K7.KL=C7*Q2.K
R K8.KL=C8*Q2.K*Q3.K
R K9.KL=C9*Q2.K*Q3.K
R K10.KL=C10*Q2.K*Q3.K
R K11.KL=C11*Q3.K
R K12.KL=C12*Q3.K*Q4.K
R K13.KL=C13*Q3.K*Q4.K
R K14.KL-C14*Q3.K*Q4.K
R K15.KL=C15*Q4.K
R K16.KL=C16*Q4.K*Q5.K
R K17.KL=C17*Q4.K*Q5.K
R K19.KL=C19*Q5.K*Q5.K
R K18.KL=C18*Q4.K*Q5.K
A JR.K=J0/(1+[C0*Q1.K])
N Ql=100
N Q2=50
N Q3=10
N Q4=5
N Q5 = l
C J0=200
C C0=.01
C Cl=. 2
C C2=.0666
C C3=3.34
C 04=0.666
C C5=.02
C C6=.0066
C C7=.68
C C8=.066
C C9=.02
C C10=.006
C C11= .4
C 012=.06
C 013=.06
C 014=.02
C C15 =. 2
C Cl 6=. 2
C C17=.2
C Cl 8=. 1
C Cl 9= .5



Dynamo program for Figs. 3.31 and 3.32 continued.

A T0T.K=Q1.K+Q2.K+Q3.K+Q4.K+Q5.K
A PQ1-K=Q1.K/TOT.K
A PQ2.K=Q2.K/TOT.K
A PQ3.K=Q3.K/TOT.K
A PQ4.K=Q4.K/TOT.K
A PQ5.K=Q5.K/TOT.K
SPEC DT=.01/LENGTH=50/PRTPER=1/PLTPER=.5
PRINT Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4,Q5,PQ1,PQ2,PQ3,PQ4,PQ5
PLOT Ql=l,Q2=2,Q3=3,Q4=4,Q5=5



Dynamo Program for Model and Simulation Results in
Figs. 3.33 and 3.3A

321

L Q1 .K=Q1.J+DT*(K1.JK-K2.JK-K3.JK-K4.JK)
L Q2.K=Q2.J+DT*(K5.JK-K6.JK-K7.JK-K8.JK)

•L Q3-K=Q3-J+DT*(K9-JK-KIO.JK-K11.JK-K12.JK)
L Q4.K=Q4.J+DT*(K13.JK-K14.JK-K15.JK-K16.JK)
L Q5.K=Q5.J+DT*(K17.JK-K18.JK-K19.JK)
R K1.KL=C1*JR.K*Q1.K
R K2.KL=C2*JR.K*Q1.K
R K3.KL=Q1.K*(C3+[S3*Q1.K])
R K4.KL=C4*Q1.K*Q2.K
R K5.KL=C5*Q1.K*Q2.K
R K6.KL=C6*Q1.K*Q2.K
R K7.KL=Q2.K*(C7+[S7*Q2.K])
R K8.KL=C8*Q2.K*Q3.K
R K9.KL=C9*Q2.K*Q3.K
R K10.KL=C10*Q2.K*Q3.K
R K11.KL=Q3.K*(C11+[S11*Q3.K])
R K12.KL=C12*Q3.K*Q4.K
R K13 .KL=C13*Q3.K*Q4.K
R K14.KL-C14*Q3.K*Q4.K
R K15.KL=Q4.K*(C15+[S15*Q4.K])
R K16.KL=C16*Q4.K*Q5.K
R K17.KL=C17*Q4.K*Q5.K
R K19.KL=Q5.K*(C19+[S19*Q5.K])
R K18.KL-C18*Q4,K*Q5.K
A JR.K=J0/(1+[C0*Q1.K])
N Ql=10
N Q2=5
N Q3=l
N Q4= .5
N Q5=.l
C J0-100
C C0=.01
C Cl=. 2
C C2=.0666
C C3=1.0
C C4=0.666
C C5=.02
C C6=.0066
C C7=.226
C C8=.066
C C9=.02
C 010=.006
C 011=.133
C Cl2=.06
C 013=.06
C 014=.02
C 015=.066
C Cl6=. 2
C Cl7 = .2
C Cl8=.1
C Cl 9=.166



ooooo
Dynamo program for Figs. 3.33 and 3.34 continued.

S3=.0234
S7=.00908
Sll=.0267
SI5= - 0268
SI9=-334

SPEC DT=.01/LENGTH=50/PRTPER=1/PLTPER= .5
PRINT Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4,Q5,T0T,K3,K7,K11,K15
PLOT Q1=1,Q2=2,Q3=3,Q4=4,Q5=5
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Dynamo Program for Model and Simulation Results in
Figs. 3.36 and 3.37.

L Q1.K=Q1.J+DT*(K1.JK-K2.JK-K3.JK-K4.JK
X +K23.JK)
L Q2.K=Q2.J+DT*(K5.JK-K6.JK-K7.JK-K8.JK
X -K23. JK+K22.JK)
L Q3.K=Q3.J+DT*(K9.JK-K10.JK-K11.JK-K12.JK
X -K22.JK+K21.JK)
L Q4.K=Q4.J+DT*(K13.JK-K14.JK-K15.JK-K16.JK
X -K21. JK+K20.JK)
L Q5,K=Q5.J+DT*(K17.JK-K18.JK-K19.JK
X -K20.JK)
R K1.KL=C1*JR.K*Q1.K
R K2.KL=C2*JR.K*Q1.K
R K3.KL=C3*Q1.K
R K4.KL=C4*Q1.K*Q2.K
R K5.KL=C5*Q1.K*Q2.K
R K6.KL=C6*Q1.K*Q2.K
R K7.KL=C7*Q2.K
R K8 .KL=C8*Q2.K*Q3.K
R K9.KL=C9*Q2.K*Q3.K
R K10.KL=C10*Q2.K*Q3.K
R K11.KL=C11*Q3.K
R K12.KL=C12*Q3.K*Q4.K
R K13.KL=C13*Q3.K*Q4.K
R K14.KL-C14*Q3.K*Q4.K
R K15.KL=C15*Q4.K
R K16.KL-C16*Q4.K*Q5.K
R K17.KL=C17*Q4.K*Q5.K
R K19.KL=C19*Q5.K
R K18.KL=C18*Q4.K*Q5.K
R K20.KL=C20*Q5.K
R K21.KL=C21*Q4.K
R K22 .KL=C22*Q3.K
R K23.KL=C23*Q2.K
A JR.K=J0/(1+[C0*Q1.K])
N Ql=100
N Q2=50
N Q3=10
N Q4=5
N Q5 = l
C J0-100
C C0=.01
C Cl=.2
C C2=.0666
C C3=3.34
C C4=0.666
C C5=.02
C C6=.0066
C C7=.l
C C8=.066
C C9=.02
C C10=.006



Dynamo program for Figs. 3.36 and 3.37 continued,

C Cll=.l
C Cl 2=.06
C C13=.06
C C14=.02
C C15=. 1
C C16=.2
C Cl 7= - 2
C Cl 8=. 1
C Cl 9=. 1
C C20= .4
C C21=. 1
C C22= .3
C C23=.58
A T0T.K=Q1.K+Q2.K+Q3.K+Q4.K+Q5.K
A PQ1.K=Q1.K/T0T.K
A PQ2.K=Q2.K/T0T.K
A PQ3.K=Q3.K/T0T.K
A PQ4.K=Q4.K/T0T.K
A PQ5.K=Q5.K/TOT.K
SPEC DT=.01/LENGTH=50/PRTPER=1/PLTPER=.5
PRINT Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4,Q5,PQ1,PQ2,PQ3,PQ4,PQ5
PLOT Ql=l,Q2=2,Q3=3,Q4=4,Q5=5



Dynamo Program for Model and Simulation Results in
Fig. 3.38

L Q1 .K=Q1.J+DT*(K1.JK-K2.JK-K3.JK-K4.JK)
L Q2.K=Q2.J+DT*(K5.JK-K6.JK-K7.JK-K8.JK
X -K23.JK)
L Q3.K=Q3.J+DT*(K9.JK-K10.JK-K11.JK-K12.JK
X -K22.JK)
L Q4.K=Q4.J+DT*(K13.JK-K14.JK-K15.JK-K16.JK
X -K21.JK)
L 05.K=Q5.J+DT*(K17.JK-K18.JK-K19.JK
X -K20.JK)
R K1.KL=C1*JR.K*Q1.K*Q2.K
R K2.KL=C2*JR.K*Q1.K*Q2.K
R K3.KL=Q1.K*(C3+[S3*Q1.K])
R K4.KL=C4*Q1.K*Q2.K*Q3.K
R K5.KL=C5*Q1.K*Q2.K*Q3.K
R K6.KL=C6*Q1.K*Q2.K*Q3.K
R K7.KL=Q2.K*(C7+[S7*Q2.K])
R K8.KL=C8*Q2.K*Q3.K*Q4.K
R K9.KL=C9*Q2.K*Q3.K*Q4.K
R K10.KL=C10*Q2.K*Q3.K*Q4,K
R K11.KL=Q3.K*(C11+[S11*Q3.K])
R K12.KL=C12*Q3.K*Q4.K*Q5.K*NR.K
R K13.KL=C13*Q3.K*Q4.K*Q5.K*NR.K
R K14.KL-C14*Q3.K*Q4.K*Q5.K*NR.K
R K15 .KL=Q4.K*(C15+[S15*Q4.K])
R K16.KL=C16*Q4.K*Q5.K
R K17.KL=C17*Q4.K*Q5.K
R K18.KL=C18*Q4.K*Q5.K
R K19.KL=Q5.K*(C19+[S19*Q5.K])
R K20.KL=C20*Q5.K*Q4.K*Q3.K*NR.K
R K21.KL=C21*Q4.K*Q3.K*Q2.K
R K22.KL=C22*Q3.K*Q2.K*Q1.K
R K23.KL=C23*Q2.K*Q1.K*JR.K
A JR.K=J0/(1+[C0*Q1.K*Q2.K])
A RR.K=N0/(1+[K0*Q3.K*Q4.K*Q5.K])
A NR.K=SWITCH(1,RR.K,X.K)
A X.K=STEP(1,10)
N Ql=100
N Q2-50
N Q3=10
N Q4=5
N Q5 = l
C J0=100
C C0=.0002
C K0=.02
C N0=4
C Cl=.004
C C2=.0004
C 03=2.667
C C4=.002
C C5=.002
C C6=.0002



Dynamo program for Fig. 3.38 continued.

C C7=.4667
C C8=.004
C C9=.004
C C10=.0004
C Cll=.233
C Cl2=.02
C C13=.02
C C14=.002
C C15=.04667
C Cl6=.02
C C17=.02
C C18=.002
C Cl9=.0267
C S3=.05333
C S7=.018666
C SI1=.0467
C S15=.018666
C S19=.0533
C C20=.0002
C C21=.00004
C C22=.00002
C C23=.00004
A T0T.K=K.LJK+K5.JK+K9.JK+K13.JK+K17.JK
SPEC DT=,01/LENGTH=50/PRTPER=.5/PLTPER=.5
PRINT K1,K2,K3,K4,K5,K6,K7,K8,K23
PRINT K9,K10,K11,K12,K22,K13,K14,K15,K16,K21
PRINT Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4,Q5,K17,K18,K19,K20
PLOT Ql=l,Q2=2,Q3=3,Q4=4,Q5=5
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Dynamo Program for Model and Simulation Results in
Fig. 3.39

L Q1 .K=Q1.J+DT*(K1.JK-K2.JK-K3.JK-K4.JK
X -K25.JK)
L Q2.K=Q2.J+DT*(K5.JK-K6.JK-K7.JK-K8.JK
X -K23.JK+K25.JK-K26.JK)
L Q3.K=Q3.J+DT*(K9.JK-,10.JK-K11.JK-K12.JK
X -K22. JK+K26.JK-K27.JK)
L Q4.K=Q4.J+DT*(K13.JK-K14.JK-K15.JK-K16.JK
X -K21. JK+K27.JK-K28.JK)
L Q5.K=Q5.J+DT*(K17.JK-K18.JK-K19.JK
X -K20.JK+K28.JK)
R K1.KL=C1.K*JR.K*Q1.K*Q2.K
R K2.KL=C2.K*JR.K*Q1.K*Q2.K
R K3.KL=(C3.K*Q1.K)+S3.K*Q1.K*Q1.K
R K4.KL=C4.K*Q1.K*Q2.K*Q3.K
R K5.KL=C5.K*Q1.K*Q2.K*Q3.K
R K6.KL=C6.K*Q1.K*Q2.K*Q3.K
R K7.KL=(C7.K*Q2.K)+S7.K*Q2.K*Q2.K
R K8.KL=C8.K*Q2.K*Q3.K*Q4.K*NR.K
R K9.KL=C9.K*Q2.K*Q3.K*Q4.K*NR.K
R K10.KL=C10.K*Q2.K*Q3.K*Q4.K*NR.K
R K11.KL=(C11.K*Q3.K)+S11.K*Q3.K*Q3.K
R K12.KL=C12.K*Q3.K*Q4.K*Q5.K
R K13.KL=C13.K*Q3.K*Q4.K*Q5.K
R K14.KL=C14.K*Q3.K*Q4.K*Q5.K
R K15.KL=(C15.K*Q4.K)+S15.K*Q4.K*Q4.K
R K16.KL=C16.K*Q4.K*Q5.K
R K17.KL=C17.K*Q4.K*Q5.K
R K18.KL=C18.K*Q4.K*Q5.K
R K19.KL=(C19.K*Q5.K)+S19.K*Q5.K*Q5.K
R K20.KL=C20.K*Q5.K*Q4.K*Q3.K
R K21.KL=C21.K*Q4.K*Q3.K*Q2.K*NR.K
R K22.KL=C22.K*Q3.K*Q2.K*Q1.K
R K23.KL=C23.K*Q2.K*Q1.K*JR.K
R K25.KL=C25.K*Q1.K
R K26.KL-C26.K*Q2.K
R K27.KL=C27.K*Q3.K
R K28.KL=C28.K*Q4.K
A JR.K=J0/(1+[C0*Q1.K*Q2.K]>
A NR.K=l*l
N Q1=100000
N Q2=10000
N Q3=1000
N Q4=100
N Q5 = 10
C J0=210
C C0=1E-9
A C1.K=J1/(JRM*Q1M*Q2M)
A C2.K=J2/(JRM*Q1M*Q2M)
A C3.K=(J3*.5)/Q1M
A C4.K=J4/(Q1M*Q2M*Q3M)
A C5.K=J5/(Q1M*A2M*Q3M)
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Dynamo program for Fig. 3.39 continued.

C J14=100
C J15=l
C J16=88
C J21=20
C J28=l
C J17=10
C J18= 5
C J19=.l
C J20=5.9
SPEC DT=.01/LENGTH=50/PRTPER=1/PLTPER= .5
PRINT Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4,Q5,K1,K2,K3,K4,K25
PLOT Q1=1(0,150000)/Q2=2(0,15000)/Q3=3(0,2000)/
X Q4=4(0,400)/Q5=5(0,80)



332

Dynamo Program for Model and Simulation Results in
Figs. 3.41 and 3.42

L Q1.K=Q1.J+DT*(K1.JK-K2.JK-K3.JK-K4.JK-K5.JK)
L Q2.K=Q2.J+DT*(K6.JK-K7.JK-K8.JK-K9.JK-K10.JK
X -Kll.JK)
L Q3.K=Q3.J+DT*(K12.JK-K13.JK-K14.JK-K15.JK-K16.JK
X -K17.JK-K18.JK)
L Q4.K=Q4.J+DT*(K19.JK-K20.JK-K21.JK-K22.JK-K23.JK
X -K24.JK)
L Q5.K=Q5.J+DT*(K25.JK-K26.JK-K27.JK-K28.JK-K29.JK)
L Q6.K=Q6.J+DT*(K30.JK-K31.JK-K32.JK)
R K1.KL=C1.K*JR.K*Q1.K*(Q2.K+Q3.K)*Q6.K
R K2.KL=C2.K*JR.K*Q1.K*(Q2.K+Q3.K)*Q6.K
R K3.KL=C3.K*Q1.K*Q1.K
R K4.KL=C4.K*(Q1.K+Q6.K)*Q2.K*(Q3.K+Q4.K)
R K5.KL=C5.K*(Q1.K+Q2.K)*Q3.K*(Q4.K+Q5.K)
R K6.KL=C6.K*(Q1.K+Q6.K)*Q2.K*(Q3.K+Q4.K)
R K7.KL=C7.K*(Q1.K+Q6.K)*Q2.K*(Q3.K+Q4.K)
R K8.KL=C8.K*Q2.K*Q2.K
R K9.KL=C9.K*(Q2.K+Q1.K)*Q3.K*(Q4.K+Q5.K)
R K10.KL=C10.K*(Q2.K+Q3.K)*Q4.K*Q5.K
R K11.KL=C11.K*(Q2.K+Q3.K)*Q1.K*JR.K*Q6.K
R K12.KL=C12.K*(Q1.K+Q2.K)*Q3.K*(Q4.K+Q5.K)
R K13.KL=C13.K*(Q1 .K+Q2.K-)*Q3.K*(Q4.K+Q5.K)
R K14.KL=C14.K*Q3.K*Q3.K
R K15.KL=C15.K*(Q3.K+Q2.K)*Q4.K*Q5.K
R K16.KL=C16.K*(Q3.K+Q4.K)*Q5.K
R K17.KL=C17.K*(Q3.K+Q2.K)*JR.K*Q1.K*Q6.K
R K18.KL=C18.K*(Q3.K+Q4.K)*Q2.K*(Q1.K+Q6.K)
R K19.KL=C19.K*(Q3.K+Q2.K)*Q4.K*Q5.K
R K20.KL=C20.K*(Q3.K+Q2.K)*Q4.K*Q5.K
R K21.KL=C21.K*Q4.K*Q4.K
R K22.KL=C22.K*(Q3.K+Q4.K)*Q5.K
R K23.KL=C23.K*(Q3.K+Q4.K)*(Q1.K+Q6.K)*Q2.K
R K24.KL=C24.K*(Q4.K+Q5.K)*(Q1.K+Q2.K)*Q3.K
R K25.KL=C25.K*(Q4.K+Q3.K)*Q5.K
R K26.KL=C26.K*(Q4.K+Q3.K)*Q5.K
R K27.KL=C27.K*Q5.K*Q5.K
R K28.KL=C28.K*(Q4.K+Q5.K)*(Q1.K+Q2.K)*Q3.K
R K29.KL=C29.K*Q5.K*(Q3.K+Q2.K)*Q4.K
R K30.KL=(K3.JK+K8.JK+K14.JK+K21.JK+K27 . JK) +
X (K2.JK+K7.JK+K13.JK+K20.JK+K26.JK)
X +(Kll.JK+K17.JK+K18.JK+K23.JK+K24.JK+
X K29.JK+K28.JK)
R K31.KL=C31.K*(Q1.K+Q6.K)*(Q3.K+04.K)*Q2.K
R K32.KL=C32.K*(Q2.K+Q3.K)*JR.K*Q1.K*Q6.K
A C1.K=F1/(JRM*Q1M*[Q2M+Q3M]*Q6M)
A C2.K=F2/(JRM*Q1M*[Q2M+Q3M]*Q6M)
A C3.K=F3/(Q1M*Q1M)
A C4.K=F4/([Q1M+Q6M]*Q2M*[Q3M+Q4M])
A C5.K=F5/([Q1M+Q2M]*Q3M*[Q4M+Q5M])
A C6.K=F6/([Q1M+Q6M]*Q2M*[Q3M+Q4M])
A C7.K=F7/([01M+Q6M]*Q2M*[Q3M+Q4M])



TO

Dynamo program for Figs. 3.41 and 3.42 continued.

A C8.K=F8/(Q2M*Q2M)
A C9.K=F9/([Q2M+Q1M]*Q3M*[Q4M+Q5M])
A CIO.K= F10/([Q2M+Q3M]*Q4M*Q5M)
A C11.K=F11/([Q2M+Q3M]*Q1M*JRM*Q6M)
A C12.K=F12/([Q1M+Q2M]*Q3M*[Q4M+Q5M])
A Cl3-K=FI3/([Q1M+Q2M]*Q3M*[Q4M+Q5M])
A C14-K= F14/(Q3M*Q3M)
A Cl5-K=FI5/([02M+Q3M]*Q4M*Q5M)
A C16.K=F16/([Q3M+Q4M]*Q5M)
A C17.K=F17/([Q3M+Q2M]*JRM*Q1M*Q6M)
A C18.K=F18/([Q3M+Q4M]*[Q1M+Q6M]*Q2M)
A C19.K=F19/([Q3M+02M]*Q4M*Q5M)
A C20-K= F20/([Q3M+Q2M]*Q4M*Q5M)
A C21.K=F21/(Q4M*Q4M)
A C22.K=F22/([Q3M+Q4M]*Q5M)
A C23.K=F23/([Q3M+Q4M]*[Q1M+Q6M]*Q2M)
A C24.K=F24/([Q4M+Q5M]*[Q1M+Q2M]*Q3M)
A C25.K=F25/([Q4M+Q3M]*Q5M)
A C26.K=F26/([Q4M+Q3M]*Q5M)
A C27.K=F27/(Q5M*Q5M)
A C28.K=F28/([Q4M+Q5M]*[Q1M+Q2M]*Q3M)
A C2 9.K=F2 9/(Q5M*[Q3M+Q2M]*Q4M)
A C31.K=F31/([Q1M+Q6M]*[Q3M+Q4M]*Q2M)
A C32.K=F32/([Q2M+Q3M]*JRM*Q1M*Q6M)
C FI=2000
C F2=163
C F3=1711.75
C F4=122.7
C F5=2.55
C F6=161.4
C F7=96.8
C F8=60-53
C F9=3.56
C F10=0-31
C Fll=0.2
C FI2=6.11
C F13=l.51
C F14=3.75
C F15=0.8
C FI6=0.01
C F17=0.02
C F18=0.02
C FI9=1.11
C F20=0.11
C F21=0.97
C F22=0.01
C F23=0.01
C F24-0.01
C F25=0.02
C F26=2E-4
C F27=0-0196
C F28=lE-4



Dynamo program for Figs. 3.41 and 3.42 continued.

C F29=1E-4
C F31=38.7
C F32=2000
C Q1M=92.7
C Q2M=20.57
C Q3M=1.7
C Q4M=1.0
C Q5M=0.099
C Q6M=92 70
C J0=101.91373
C JRM=100
C C0=lE-9
A PR»K=JO/(1+[C0*Q1.K*Q6.K*(Q2.K+Q3.K)])
A JR.K=CLIP(PR.K,1.0,PR.K,1.0)
N Ql=92.7
N Q2=20.57
N Q3=l-7
N Q4=l .0
N Q5=0.099
N Q6=9270
A LQ1.K=L0GN(Q1.K)
A LQ2.K=L0GN(Q2.K)
A LQ3.K=L0GN(Q3.K)
A LQ4.K=L0GN(Q4.K)
A LQ5.K=L0GN(Q5.K)
A LJR.K=L0GN(JR.K)
SPEC DT=.01/LENGTH=20/PRTPER=0.1/PLTPER=0.1
PRINT Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4,Q5,Q6,JR,K1,K2,K3,K4,K5
PLOT LQl=l,LQ2=2,LQ3=3,LQ4=4,LQ5=5,LJR=S(-2.5,5.0)
RUN MODEL
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Dynamo Program for Model and Simulation Results in

Figs. 3.43 and 3.44

ÓÓO

L T.K=T.J+DT
A X.K=(SIN[(6.2831854*5.K)+1.57079635]+l)*0.5
A J0.K=(J0M*0.5)+(J0M*0.5*X.K)
N T=1
C J0M=101.91373
L Q1.K=Q1.J+DT*(K1.JK-K2.JK-K3.JK-K4.JK-K5.JK)
L Q2 .K=Q2.J+DT*(K6.JK-K7.JK-K8.JK-K9.JK-K10.JK
X -Kll.JK)
L Q3.K=Q3.J+DT*(K12.JK-K13.JK-K14.JK-K15.JK-K16.JK
X -K17.JK-K18.JK)

Q4.K=Q4.J+DT*(K19.JK-K20.JK-K21.JK-K22.JK-K23.JK
-K24.JK)
Q5.K=Q5.J+DT*(K25.JK-K26.JK-K27.JK-K28.JK-K29.JK)
Q6 .K=Q6.J+DT*(K30.JK-K31.JK-K32.JK)
K1.KL=C1.K*JR.K*Q1.K*(Q2.K+Q3.K)*Q6.K
K2.KL=C2.K*JR.K*Q1.K*(Q2.K+Q3.K)*Q6.K
K3.KL=C3.K*Q1.K*Q1.K
K4.KL=C4.K*(Q1.K+Q6.K)*Q2.K*(Q3.K+Q4.K)
K5.KL=C5.K*(Q1.K+Q2.K)*Q3.K*(Q4.K+Q5.K)
K6.KL=C6.K*(Q1.K+Q6.K)*Q2.K*(Q3.K+Q4.K)
K7.KL=C7.K*(Q1.K+Q6.K)*Q2.K*(Q3.K+Q4.K)
K8.KL=C8.K*Q2.K*Q2.K
K9.KL=C9.K*(Q2.K+Q1.K)*Q3.K*(Q4.K+Q5.K)
K10.KL=C10.K*(Q2.K+Q3.K)*Q4.K*Q5.K
K11.KL=C11.K*(Q2.K+Q3.K)*Q1.K*JR.K*Q6.K
K12.KL=C12.K*(Q1.K+Q2.K)*Q3.K*(Q4.K+Q5.K)
K13.KL=C13.K*(Q1.K+Q2.K)*Q3.K*(Q4.K+Q5.K)
K14.KL=C14.K*Q3.K*Q3.K
K15.KL=C15.K*(Q3.K+Q2.K)*Q4.K*Q5.K
K16.KL=C16.K*(Q3.K+Q4.K)*Q5.K
K17.KL=C17.K*(Q3.K+Q2.K)*JR.K*Q1.K*Q6.K
K18.KL=C18.K*(Q3.K+Q4.K)*Q2.K*(Q1.K+Q6.K)
K19.KL=C19.K*(Q3.K+Q2.K)*Q4.K*Q5.K
K20.KL=C20.K*(Q3.K+Q2.K)*Q4.K*Q5.K
K21.KL=C21.K*Q4.K*Q4.K
K22.KL=C22.K*(Q3.K+Q4.K)*Q5.K
K23.KL=C23.K*(Q3.K+Q4.K)*(Q1.K+Q6.K)*Q2.K
K24.KL=C24.K*(Q4.K+Q5.K)*(Q1.K+Q2.K)*Q3.K
K25.KL=C25.K*(Q4.K+Q3.K)*Q5.K
K26.KL=C26.K*(Q4.K+Q3.K)*Q5.K
K27.KL=C27.K*Q5.K*Q5.K
K28.KL=C28.K*(Q4.K+Q5.K)*(Q1.K+Q2.K)*Q3.K
K29.KL=C29.K*Q5.K*(Q3.K+Q2.K)*Q4.K
K30 .KL=(K3.JK+K8.JK+K14.JK+K21.JK+K27.JK)+
(K2.JK+K7.JK+K13.JK+K20.JK+K26.JK)
+ (K11. JK+K17.JK+K18.JK+K23.JK+K24.JK+

X K29.JK+K28.JK)
R K31.KL=C31.K*(Q1.K+Q6.K)*(Q3.K+Q4.K)*Q2.K
R K32.KL=C32.K*(Q2.K+Q3.K)*JR.K*Q1.K*Q6.K
A C1.K=F1/(JRM*Q1M*[Q2M+Q3M]*06M)
A C2.K=F2/(JRM*Q1M*[Q2M+Q3M]*Q6M)
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Dynamo program for Figs. 3.43 and 3.44 continued.

A C3.K=F3/(Q1M*Q1M)
A C4.K=F4/([Q1M+Q6M]*Q2M*[Q3M+Q4M])
A C5.K=F5/([Q1M+Q2M]*Q3M*[Q4M+Q5M])
A C6.K-F6/([Q1M+Q6M]*Q2M*[Q3M+Q4M])
A C7 .K-F7/([Q1M+Q6M]*Q2M*[Q3M+Q4M])
A C8.K=F8/(Q2M*Q2M)
A C9.K=F9/([Q2M+Q1M]*Q3M*[Q4M+Q5M])
A CIO.K= F10/([Q2M+Q3M]*Q4M*Q5M)
A C11.K=F11/([Q2M+Q3M]*Q1M*JRM*Q6M)
A C12-K=FI2/([Q1M+Q2M]*Q3M*[Q4M+Q5M])
A C13.K=F13/([Q1M+Q2M]*Q3M*[Q4M+Q5M])
A C14.K=F14/(Q3M*Q3M)
A C15.K=F15/([Q2M+Q3M]*Q4M*Q5M)
A C16.K=F16/([Q3M+Q4M]*Q5M)
A Cl7.K= FI 7/([Q3M+Q2M]*JRM*Q1M*Q6M)
A C18.K=FI8/([Q3M+Q4M]*[Q1M+Q6M]*Q2M)
A Cl 9.K=F19/([Q3M+Q2M]*Q4M*Q5M)
A C20.K=F20/([Q3M+Q2M]*Q4M*Q5M)
A C21.K=F21/(Q4M*Q4M)
A C22.K=F22/([Q3M+Q4M]*Q5M)
A C23.K=F23/([Q3M+Q4M]*[Q1M+Q6M]*Q2M)
A C24.K=F24/([Q4M+Q5M]*[Q1M+Q2M]*Q3M)
A C25.K=F25/([Q4M+Q3M]*Q5M)
A C26.K=F26/([Q4M+Q3M]*Q5M)
A C27.K=F27/(Q5M*Q5M)
A C28-K=F2 8/([Q4M+Q5M]*[Q1M+Q2M]*Q3M)
A C29.K=F29/(Q5M*[Q3M+Q2M]*Q4M)
A C31.K=F31/([Q1M+Q6M]*[Q3M+Q4M]*Q2M)
A C32.K=F32/([Q2M+Q3M]*JRM*Q1M*Q6M)
C Fl=2000
C F2=163
C F3=1711.75
C F4=122.7
C F5=2.55
C F6=161.4
C F7=96.8
C F8=60.53
C F9=3-56
C F10=0- 31
C FI1=0.2
C F12-6.ll
C F13-1.51
C F14-3.75
C FI 5=0.8
C F16-0.01
C FI 7 =0.02
C F18-0.02
C F19-l.ll
C F20-0.ll
C F21=0 - 97
C F22-0.01
C F23-0.01



Dynamo program for Figs. 3.43 and 3.44 continued.

C F24=0 - 01
C F25=0.02
C F26=2E-4
C F27=0.0196
C F28=1E-4
C F29=lE-4
C F31=38.7
C F32=2000
C Q1M=92.7
C 02M=20.57
C Q3M=1.7
C Q4M=1.0
C Q5M=0.099
C Q6M=9270
C JRM=100
C C0=lE-9
A PR.K=J0.K/(1+[C0*Q1.K*Q6.K*(Q2.K+Q3.K)])
A JR.K=CLIP(PR.K,1.0,PR.K,1.0)
N Ql=92.7
N Q2=20.57
N Q3=l.7
N Q4=1.0
N Q5=0.099
N Q6=92 70
A LQ1.K=L0GN(Q1.K)
A LQ2.K=L0GN(Q2.K)
A LQ3.K=L0GN(Q3.K)
A LQ4.K=L0GN(Q4.K)
A LQ5.K=LOGN(Q5.K)
A LJR.K=L0GN(JR.K)
SPEC DT=.01/LENGTH=20/PRTPER=0.1/PLTPER=0.1
PRINT Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4,Q5,Q6,JR,K1,K2,K3,K4,K5
PLOT LQl=l,LQ2=2,LQ3=3,LQ4=4,LQ5=5,LJR=S(-2.5,5.0)
RUN AQUA2



Dynamo Program for Model and Simulation Results in
Figs. 3.45 through 3.49

ÓÓÜ

L T.K=T.J+DT
A X.K=(SIN[(6.2831854*5.K)+1.57079635]+l)*0.5
A J0.K=(J0M*0.5)+(J0M*0.5*X.K)
N T=1
C J0M=101.91373
L Q1.K=CLIP(Q1.J+K50.JK+DT*[K1.JK-K2.JK-K3.JK-K4.JK-K5.JK)
X ,.0001,Ql.J,.0001)
L Q2.K=CLIP(Q2.J+DT*[K6.JK-K7.JK-K8.JK-K9.JK-K10.JK
X -Kll.JK],.0002,Q2.J,.0001)

Q3.K=CLIP(Q3.J+DT*[K12.JK-K13.JK-K14.JK-K15.JK-K16.JK
-K17.JK-K18.JK],.0001,Q3.J,.0001)
Q4.K=CLI P(Q4.J+DT*[K19.JK-K20.JK-K21.JK-K22.JK-K23.JK
-K24.JK],.0001,Q4.J,.0001)
Q5.K=CLIP(Q5.J+DT*[K25.JK-K26.JK-K27.JK-K28.JK-K29.JK]
,.0001,Q5.J, .0001)
Q6.K=Q6.J+DT*(K30.JK-K31.JK-K32.JK)
K1.KL=C1.K*JR.K*Q1.K*(Q2.K+Q3.K)*Q6.K
K2.KL=C2.K*JR.K*Q1.K*(Q2.K+Q3.K)*Q6.K
K3.KL=C3.K*Q1.K*Q1.K
K4.KL=C4.K*(Q1.K+Q6.K)*Q2.K*(Q3.K+Q4.K)
K5.KL=C5.K*(Q1.K+Q2.K)*Q3.K*(Q4.K+Q5.K)
K6.KL=C6.K*(Q1.K+Q6.K)*Q2.K*(Q3.K+Q4.K)
K7.KL=C7.K*(Q1.K+Q6.K)*Q2.K*(Q3.K+Q4.K)
K8.KL=C8.K*Q2.K*Q2.K
K9.KL=C9.K*(Q2.K+Q1.K)*Q3.K*(Q4.K+Q5.K)
K10.KL=C10.K*(Q2.K+Q3.K)*Q4.K*Q5.K
K11.KL=C11.K*(Q2.K+Q3.K)*Q1.K*JR.K*Q6.K
K12.KL=C12.K*(Q1.K+Q2.K)*Q3.K*(Q4.K+Q5.K)
K13.KL=C13.K*(Q1.K+Q2.K)*Q3.K*(Q4.K+Q5.K)
K14.KL=C14.K*Q3.K*Q3.K
K15.KL=C15.K*(Q3.K+Q2.K)*Q4.K*Q5.K
K16.KL=C16.K*(Q3.K+Q4.K)*Q5.K
K17.KL=C17.K*(Q3.K+Q2.K)*JR.K*Q1.K*Q6.K
K18.KL=C18.K*(Q3.K+Q4.K)*Q2.K*(Q1.K+Q6.K)
K19.KL=C19.K*(Q3.K+Q2.K)*Q4.K*Q5.K
K20.KL=C20.K*(Q3.K+Q2.K)*Q4.K*Q5.K
K21.KL=C21.K*Q4.K*Q4.K
K22.KL=C22.K*(Q3.K+Q4.K)*Q5.K
K23.KL=C23.K*(Q3.K+Q4.K)*(Q1.K+Q6.K)*Q2.K
K24.KL=C24.K*(Q4.K+Q5.K)*(Q1.K+Q2.K)*Q3.K
K25.KL=C25.K*(Q4.K+Q3.K)*Q5.K
K26.KL=C26.K*(Q4.K+Q3.K)*Q5.K
K27.KL=C27.K*Q5.K*Q5.K
K28.KL=C28.K*(Q4.K+Q5.K)*(Q1.K+Q2.K)*Q3.K
K29.KL=C29.K*Q5.K*(Q3.K+Q2.K)*Q4.K
K30.KL=(K3.JK+K8.JK+K14.JK+K21.JK+K27.JK)+
(K2.JK+K7.JK+K13.JK+K20.JK+K26.JK)
+(K11.JK+K17.JK+K18.JK+K23.JK+K24.JK+
K29.JK+K28.JK)
K31.KL=C31.K*(Q1.K+Q6.K)*(Q3.K+Q4.K)*Q2.K
K32.KL=C32.K*(Q2.K+Q3.K)*JR.K*Q1.K*Q6.K



339

Dynamo program for Figs. 3.45 through 3.49 continued.

R K50.KL=HAR*Q5.K*(STEP[1.0,10.0])
A C1.K=F1/(JRM*Q1M*[Q2M+Q3M]*Q6M)
A C2.K=F2/(JRM*Q1M*[Q2M+Q3M]*Q6M)
A 'C3.K=F3/(Q1M*Q1M)
A C4.K=F4/([Q1M+Q6M]*Q2M*[Q3M+Q4M])
A C5.K=F5/([Q1M+Q2M]*Q3M*[Q4M+Q5M])
A C6.K=F6/([Q1M+Q6M]*Q2M*[Q3M+Q4M])
A C7,K=F7/([Q1M+Q6M]*Q2M*[Q3M+Q4M])
A C8.K=F8/(Q2M*Q2M)
A C9.K=F9/([Q2M+Q1M]*Q3M*[Q4M+Q5M])
A CIO-K=F10/([Q2M+Q3M]*Q4M*Q5M)
A Cl1 -K= FI1/([Q2M+Q3M]*Q1M*JRM*Q6M)
A C12.K=F12/([Q1M+Q2M]*Q3M*[Q4M+Q5M])
A Cl3.K= F13/([Q1M+Q2M]*Q3M*[Q4M+Q5M])
A C14.K=F14/(Q3M*Q3M)
A C15.K=F15/([Q2M+Q3M]*Q4M*Q5M)
A C16.K=F16/([Q3M+Q4M]*Q5M)
A C17.K=F17/([Q3M+Q2M]*JRM*Q1M*Q6M)
A C18.K=F18/([Q3M+Q4M]*[Q1M+Q6M]*Q2M)
A Cl9.K=FI 9/([Q3M+Q2M]*Q4M*Q5M)
A C20.K-F20/([Q3M+Q2M]*Q4M*Q5M)
A C21.K=F21/(Q4M*Q4M)
A C22.K=F22/([Q3M+Q4M]*Q5M)
A C23.K=F23/([Q3M+Q4M]*[Q1M+Q6M]*Q2M)
A C24.K=F24/([Q4M+Q5M]*[Q1M+Q2M]*Q3M)
A C25.K=F25/([Q4M+Q3M]*Q5M)
A C26.K=F26/([Q4M+Q3M]*Q5M)
A C27.K=F27/(Q5M*Q5M)
A C28.K=F28/([Q4M+Q5M]*[Q1M+Q2M]*Q3M)
A C29.K=F29/(Q5M*[Q3M+Q2M]*Q4M)
A C31.K=F31/([Q1M+Q6M]*[Q3M+Q4M]*Q2M)
A C32.K=F32/([Q2M+Q3M]*JRM*Q1M*Q6M)
C HAR=-0.01
C Fl=2000
C F2=163
C F3=l711.75
C F4=122.7
C F5=2-55
C F6 = 161.4
C F7=96 - 8
C F8=60.53
C F9=3.56
C F10=0.31
C FI1=0.2
C F12=6.11
C FI3=1 - 51
C F14=3.75
C FI5=0.8
C F16=0.01
C FI 7=0.02
C F18=0.02
C FI 9=1.11



Dynamo program for Figs. 3.45 through 3.49 continued.

C F20=0.11
C F21=0.97
C F22=0.01
C F23=0.01
C F24=0-01
C F25O.02
C F26=2E-4
C F27=0.0196
C F28=IE-4
C F29=lE-4
C F31=38.7
C F32=2000
C Q1M=92.7
C Q2M=20-57
C Q3M=1.7
C Q4M=1.0
C Q5M=0.099
C Q6M=9270
C JRM=100
C C0=lE-9
A PR.K=J0.K/(1+[C0*Q1.K*Q6.K*(Q2.K+Q3.K)])
A JR.K=CLIP(PR.K,1.0,PR.K,1.0)
N Ql=92.7
N Q2=20.57
N Q3=l.7
N Q4 = l .0
N Q5=0.099
N Q6=9270
A LQ1.K=L0GN(Q1.K)
A LQ2.K=L0GN(Q2.K)
A LQ3.K=L0GN(Q3.K)
A LQ4.K=L0GN(Q4.K)
A LQ5.K=10GN(Q5.K)
A LJR.K=L0GN(JR.K)
SPEC DT=.01/LENGTH=25/PRTPER=1.0/PLTPER=0.25
PRINT Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4,Q5,Q6,JR,K1,K2,K3,K4,K5
PLOT LQl=l,LQ2=2,LQ3=3,LQ4=4,LQ5=5,LJR=S(-2.5,5.0)



Dynamo Program for Model and Simulation Results in
Figs. 3.50 through 3.52

341

L T.K=T.J+DT
A X.K=(SIN[(6.2831854*5.K)+1-57079635]+l)*0-5
A J0.K=(J0M*0.5)+(J0M*0.5*X.K)
N T=1
C J0M=101.91373
L Q1.K=Q1.J+DT*(K1.JK-K2.JK-K3.JK-K4.JK-K5.JK)
L Q2.K=Q2.J+DT*(K6.JK-K7.JK-K8.JK-K9.JK-K10.JK
X -Kll.JK)
L Q3.K=Q3.J+DT*(K12.JK-K13.JK-K14.JK-K15.JK-K16.JK
X -K17.JK-K18.JK)+K50.JK
L Q4.K=Q4.J+DT*(K19.JK-K20.JK-K21.JK-K22.JK-K23.JK
X -K24.JK)
L Q5-K=Q5.J+DT*(K25.JK-K26.JK-K27.JK-K28.JK-K29.JK)
L Q6.K=Q6.J+DT*(K30.JK-K31.JK-K32.JK)
R K1.KL=C1.K*JR.K*Q1.K*(Q2.K+Q3.K)*Q6.K
R K2.KL=C2.K*JR.K*Q1.K*(Q2.K+Q3.K)*Q6.K
R K3.KL=C3.K*Q1.K*Q1.K
R K4.KL=C4.K*(Q1.K+Q6.K)*Q2.K*(Q3.K+Q4.K)
R K5.KL=C5.K*(Q1.K+Q2.K)*Q3.K*(Q4.K+Q5.K)
R K6.KL=C6.K*(Q1.K+Q6.K)*Q2.K*(Q3.K+Q4.K)
R K7.KL=C7.K*(Q1.K+Q6.K)*Q2.K*(Q3.K+Q4.K)
R K8.KL=C8.K*Q2.K*Q2.K
R K9.KL=C9.K*(Q2.K+Q1.K)*Q3.K*(Q4.K+Q5.K)
R K10.KL=C10.K*(Q2.K+Q3.K)*Q4.K*Q5.K
R K11.KL=C11.K*(Q2.K+Q3.K)*Q1.K*JR.K*Q6.K
R K12.KL=C12.K*(Q1.K+Q2.K)*Q3.K*(Q4.K+Q5.K)
R K13.KL=C13.K*(Q1.K+Q2.K)*Q3.K*(Q4.K+Q5.K)
R K14.KL=C14.K*Q3.K*Q3.K
R K15.KL=C15.K*(Q3.K+Q2.K)*Q4.K*Q5.K
R K16.KL=C16.K*(Q3.K+Q4.K)*Q5.K
R K17.KL=C17.K*(Q3.K+Q2.K)*JR.K*Q1.K*Q6.K
R K18.KL=C18.K*(Q3.K+Q4.K)*Q2.K*(Q1.K+Q6.K)
R K19.KL=C19.K*(Q3.K+Q2.K)*Q4.K*Q5.K
R K20.KL=C20.K*(Q3.K+Q2.K)*Q4.K*Q5.K
R K21.KL=C21.K*Q4.K*Q4.K
R K22.KL=C22.K*(Q3.K+Q4.K)*Q5.K
R K23.KL=C23.K*(Q3.K+Q4.K)*(Q1.K+Q6.K)*Q2.K
R K24.KL=C24.K*(Q4.K+Q5.K)*(Q1.K+Q2.K)*Q3.K
R K25.KL=C25.K*(Q4.K+Q3.K)*Q5.K
R K26.KL=C26.K*(Q4.K+Q3.K)*Q5.K
R K27.KL=C27.K*Q5.K*Q5.K
R K28.KL=C28.K*(Q4.K+Q5.K)*(Q1.K+Q2.K)*Q3.K
R K29.KL=C29.K*Q5.K*(Q3.K+Q2.K)*Q4.K
R K30.KL=(K3.JK+K8.JK+K14.JK+K21. JK+K27. JK) +
X (K2.JK+K7.JK+K13.JK+K20.JK+K26.JK)
X +(Kll.JK+K17.JK+K18.JK+K23.JK+K24.JK+
X K29.JK+K28.JK)
R K31.KL=C31.K*(Q1.K+Q6.K)*(Q3.K+Q4.K)*Q2.K
R K32.KL=C32.K*(Q2.K+Q3.K)*JR.K*Q1.K*Q6.K
R K50.KL=SES*(STEP[1.0,10.0])
A C1.K=F1/(JRM*Q1M*[Q2M+Q3M]*Q6M)
A C2.K = F2/(JRM*Q1M*[Q2M+Q3M]*Q6M)
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Dynamo program for Figs. 3.50 through 3.52 continued.

A C3.K=F3/(Q1M*Q1M)
A C4.K=F4/([Q1M+Q6M]*Q2M*[Q3M+Q4M])
A C5 .K=F5/([QlM+Q2M]*Q3M*[Q4M+Q5M]j
A C6.K=F6/([Q1M+Q6M]*Q2M*[Q3M+Q4M])
A C7.K=F7/([Q1M+Q6M]*Q2M*[Q3M+Q4M])
A C8.K=F8/(Q2M*Q2M)
A C9.K=F9/([Q2M+Q1M]*Q3M*[Q4M+Q5M] )
A C10.K=F10/([Q2M+Q3M]*Q4M*Q5M)
A C11.K=F11/([Q2M+Q3M]*Q1M*JRM*Q6M)
A Cl2.K=FI2/([Q1M+Q2M]*Q3M*[Q4M+Q5M])
A C13 .K-F13/([Q1M+Q2M]*Q3M*[Q4M+Q5M])
A C14.K=F14/(Q3M*Q3M)
A C15.K=F15/([Q2M+Q3M]*Q4M*Q5M)
A C16.K=F16/([Q3M+Q4M]*Q5M)
A C17.K=F17/([Q3M+Q2M]*JRM*Q1M*Q6M)
A C18.K=F18/([Q3M+Q4M]*[Q1M+Q6M]*Q2M)
A C19.K=F19/([Q3M+Q2M]*Q4M*Q5M)
A C20.K=F20/([Q3M+Q2M]*Q4M*Q5M)
A C21.K=F21/(Q4M*Q4M)
A C22.K=F22/([Q3M+Q4M]*Q5M)
A C23.K=F23/([Q3M+Q4M]*[Q1M+Q6M]*Q2M)
A C24.K=F24/([Q4M+Q5M]*[Q1M+Q2M]*Q3M)
A C25.K=F25/([Q4M+Q3M]*Q5M)
A C26.K=F26/([Q4M+Q3M]*Q5M)
A C27.K-F27/(Q5M*Q5M)
A C28.K=F2 8/([Q4M+Q5M]*[Q1M+Q2M]*Q3M)
A C29-K=F29/(Q5M*[Q3M+Q2M]*Q4M)
A C31.K=F31/([Q1M+Q6M]*[Q3M+Q4M]*Q2M)
A C32.K=F32/([Q2M+Q3M]*JRM*Q1M*Q6M)
C FI=2000
C F2=163
C F3=1711.75
C F4=122.7
C F5=2.55
C F6=161.4
C F7=96.8
C F8=60.53
C F9=3.56
C F10=0- 31
C FI1=0 - 2
C F12-6.ll
C FI3=1.51
C F14-3.75
C FI 5=0.8
C F16=0.01
C FI 7=0 - 02
C F18-0.02
C F19-l.ll
C F20-0.ll
C F21-0.97
C F22-0.01
C F23-0.01



Dynamo program for Figs. 3.50 through 3.52 continued.

C F 24=0.01
C F25=0.02
C F26=2E-4
C F27=0.0196
C F28=lE-4
C F29=lE-4
C F31=38.7
C F32=2000
C SES=1.7
C Q1M=92.7
C Q2M=20.57
C Q3M=1.7
C Q4M=1.0
C Q5M=0.099
C Q6M=92 70
C JRM=100
C C0=lE-9
A PR.K=J0.K/(1+[C0*Q1.K*Q6.K*(02.K+Q3.K)])
A JR.K=CLIP(PR.K,1.0,PR.K,1.0)
N Ql=92.7
N Q2=20.57
N Q3=l.7
N Q4 = l .0
N Q5=0.099
N Q6=9270
A LQ1.K=L0GN(Q1.K)
A LQ2.K=L0GN(Q2.K)
A LQ3.K=L0GN(Q3.K)
A LQ4.K=L0GN(Q4.K)
A LQ5.K=L0GN(Q5.K)
A LJR.K=L0GN(JR.K)
SPEC DT=.01/LENGTH=25/PRTPER=1.0/PLTPER=0.25
PRINT Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4,Q5,Q6,LQ1,LQ2,LQ3,LQ4,LQ5,LJR
PLOT LQl=l,LQ2=2,LQ3=3,LQ4=4,LQ5=5,LJR=S(-2.5,5.0)
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Dynamo Program for Model and Simulation Results in
Fig. 3.53

L Q1.K=Q1.J+DT*(K1.JK-K2.JK-K3.JK-K4.JK-K5.JK)
L Q2.K=Q2.J+DT*(K6.JK-K7.JK-K8.JK-K9.JK-K10.JK
X -Kll.JK)
L Q3.K=Q3.J+DT*(K12.JK-K13.JK-K14.JK-K15.JK-K16.JK
X -K17 . JK-K18. JK)
L Q4-K=Q4-J+DT*(K19-JK-K20.JK-K21-JK-K22-JK-K23-JK
X -K24.JK)
L Q5.K=Q5.J+K50.JK+DT*(K25.JK-K26.JK-K27.JK-K28.JK-K29.JK)
L Q6.K=Q6.J+DT*(K30.JK-K31.JK-K32.JK)
R K1.KL=C1.K*JR.K*Q1.K*(Q2.K+Q3.K)*Q6.K
R K2.KL=C2.K*JR.K*Q1.K*(Q2.K+Q3.K)*Q6.K
R K3.KL=C3.K*Q1.K*Q1.K
R K4.KL=C4.K*(Q1.K+Q6.K)*Q2.K*(Q3.K+Q4.K)
R K5.KL=C5.K*(Q1.K+Q2.K)*Q3.K*(Q4.K+Q5.K)
R K6.KL=C6.K*(Q1.K+Q6.K)*Q2.K*(Q3.K+Q4.K)
R K7.KL=C7.K*(Q1.K+Q6.K)*Q2.K*(Q3.K+Q4.K)
R K8.KL=C8.K*Q2.K*Q2.K
R K9.KL=C9.K*(Q2.K+Q1.K)*Q3.K*(Q4.K+Q5.K)
R K10.KL=C10.K*(Q2.K+Q3.K)*Q4.K*Q5.K
R Kll.KL=Cll.K*(Q2.K+Q3.K)*Ql.K*JR.K*06.K
R K12.KL=C12.K*(Q1.K+Q2.K)*Q3.K*(Q4.K+Q5.K)
R K13.KL=C13.K*(Q1.K+Q2.K)*Q3.K*(Q4.K+Q5.K)
R K14.KL=C14.K*Q3.K*Q3.K
R K15.KL=C15.K*(Q3.K+Q2.K)*Q4.K*Q5.K
R K16.KL=C16.K*(Q3.K+Q4.K)*Q5.K
R K17.KL=C17.K*(Q3.K+Q2.K)*JR.K*Q1.K*Q6.K
R K18.KL=C18.K*(Q3.K+Q4.K)*Q2.K*(Q1.K+Q6.K)
R K19.KL=C19.K*(Q3.K+Q2.K)*Q4.K*Q5.K
R K20.KL=C20.K*(Q3.K+Q2.K)*Q4.K*Q5.K
R K21.KL=C21.K*Q4.K*Q4.K
R K22.KL=C22.K*(Q3.K+Q4.K)*Q5.K
R K23.KL=C23.K*(Q3.K+Q4.K)*(Q1.K+Q6.K)*Q2.K
R K24.KL=C24.K*(Q4.K+Q5.K)*(Q1.K+Q2.K)*Q3.K
R K25.KL=C25.K*(Q4.K+Q3.K)*Q5.K
R K26.KL-C26.K*(Q4.K+Q3.K)*Q5.K
R K27.KL-C27.K*Q5.K*Q5.K
R K28.KL=C28.K*(Q4.K+Q5.K)*(Q1.K+Q2.K)*Q3.K
R K29.KL=C29.K*Q5.K*(Q3.K+Q2.K)*Q4.K
R K30.KL=(K3.JK+K8.JK+K14.JK+K21.JK+K27. JK) +
X (K2.JK+K7.JK+K13.JK+K20.JK+K26.JK)
X +(Kll.JK+K17.JK+K18.JK+K23.JK+K24.JK+
X K29.JK+K28.JK)
R K31.KL=C31.K*(Q1.K+Q6.K)*(Q3.K+Q4.K)*Q2.K
R K32.KL=C32.K*(Q2.K+Q3.K)*JR.K*Q1.K*Q6.K
L T.K=T.J+DT*.2
A X.K=SIN(6.28318531*T.K)
N T=1
R K50.KL=Q5.K*X.K*0.01
A C1.K=F1/(JRM*Q1M*[Q2M+Q3M]*Q6M)
A C2.K=F2/(JRM*Q1M*[Q2M+Q3M]*Q6M)
A C3.K=F3/(Q1M*Q1M)
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Dynamo program for Fig. 3.53 continued.

A C4.K=F4/([Q1M+Q6M]*Q2M*[Q3M+Q4M])
A C5.K=F5/([Q1M+Q2M]*Q3M*[Q4M+Q5M])
A C6.K=F6/([Q1M+Q6M]*Q2M*[Q3M+Q4M])
A C7.K=F7/([Q1M+Q6M]*Q2M*[Q3M+Q4M])
A C8.K=F8/(Q2M*Q2M)
A C9.K=F9/([Q2M+Q1M]*Q3M*[Q4M+Q5M])
A C10.K=F10/([Q2M+Q3M]*Q4M*Q5M)
A C11.K=F11/([Q2M+Q3M]*Q1M*JRM*Q6M)
A C12.K=F12/([Q1M+Q2M]*Q3M*[Q4M+Q5M])
A C13.K=F13/([Q1M+Q2M]*Q3M*[Q4M+Q5M])
A C14.K=F14/(Q3M*Q3M)
A Cl 5.K=FI 5/([Q2M+Q3M]*Q4M*Q5M)
A C16.K=F16/([Q3M+Q4M]*Q5M)
A C17.K=F17/([Q3M+Q2M]*JRM*Q1M*Q6M)
A C18-K=FI8/([Q3M+Q4M]*[Q1M+Q6M]*Q2M)
A Cl9.K=FI9/([Q3M+Q2M]*Q4M*Q5M)
A C20.K=F20/([Q3M+Q2M]*Q4M*Q5M)
A C21-K=F21/(Q4M*Q4M)
A C22.K=F22/([Q3M+Q4M]*Q5M)
A C23.K=F23/([Q3M+Q4M]*[Q1M+Q6M]*02M)
A C24.K-F24/([Q4M+Q5M]*[Q1M+Q2M]*Q3M)
A C25.K=F25/([Q4M+03M]*Q5M)
A C26.K=F26/([Q4M+Q3M]*Q5M)
A C27..K = F27/(Q5M*Q5M)
A C28.K=F2 8/([Q4M+Q5M]*[Q1M+Q2M]*Q3M)
A C29.K=F29/(Q5M*[Q3M+Q2M]*Q4M)
A C31.K=F31/([Q1M+Q6M]*[Q3M+Q4M]*Q2M)
A C32.K=F32/([Q2M+Q3M]*JRM*Q1M*Q6M)
C Fl-2000
C F2=163
C F3=1711.75
C F4=122.7
C F5=2.55
C F6=161.4
C F7=96.8
C F8=60.53
C F9=3.56
C F10=0.31
C F11=0.2
C F12=6.11
C F13=1.51
C F14=3.75
C F15=0.8
C F16=0-01
C FI 7=0.02
C F18=0.02
C FI9=1.11
C F20=0.11
C F21=0.97
C F22=0.01
C F23=0.01
C F24=0.01



Dynamo program for Fig. 3.53 continued.

C F25=0-02
C F26=2E-4
C F27=0.0196
C F28=lE-4
C F29=IE-4
C F31=38-7
C F32=2000
C Q1M=92.7
C Q2M=20.57
C Q3M=1.7
C Q4M=1.0
C Q5M=0.099
C Q6M=9270
C J0=101.91373
C JRM=100
C co=1E—9
A PR.K=J0/(1+[C0*Q1.K*Q6.K*(Q2.K+Q3.K)])
A JR.K=CLIP(PR.K,1.0,PR.K,1.0)
N Ql=92.7
N Q2=20.57
N Q3=l.7
N Q4 = l .0
N Q5=0.099
N Q6=9 2 7 0
SPEC DT=.01/LENGTH=50/PRTPER=0.5/PLTPER=0.5
PRINT Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4,Q5,JR,X,K50
PLOT Q1=1(0,100)/Q2=2(-1,31)/Q3=3(0,4.0)
PLOT Q4=4(-0.2,5.4)/Q5=5(0.01,1.13)
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